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THE
UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
NINETY-SEVENTH
ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT
SUNDAY, MAY THE EIGHTEENTH
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND EIGHTY
STORRS, CONNECTICUT
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Undergraduate Schools and Colleges
Auditorium — 10:00 A.M.
Field House — 11:30 A.M.
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF America: PROFESSOR JOHN A. POELLEIN
INVOCATION: RABBI H. HIRSCH COHEN (AUDITORIUM)
THE REVEREND JEREMIAH D. SULLIVAN  (FIELD HOUSE)
PRESENTATION OF THE CLASS
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE GRADUATING CLASS
CHARGE TO THE CLASS: STEPHEN K. BAILEY
Professor of Education and Social Policy,
Harvard University
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEANS AND DIRECTORS
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
JOHN A. DIBIAGGIO, President
BENEDICTION: RABBI H. HIRSCH COHEN
THE REVEREND JEREMIAH D. SULLIVAN
RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES
The Graduate School
Auditorium — 3:30 P.M.
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF America: PROFESSOR JOHN A. POELLEIN
INVOCATION: THE REVEREND PHILIP A. MUTH
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: JAROSLAV PELIKAN
Sterling Professor of History
Yale University
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: VICE PRESIDENT OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
JOHN A. DIBIAGGIO, President
BENEDICTION: THE REVEREND PHILIP A. MUTH
RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES
THE SCHOOL OF LAW
New Campus
55 Elizabeth Street, Hartford
Saturday, May 17, 1980 — 11:00 A.M.
PROCESSIONAL
INVOCATION: DR. WILLEM A. BIJLEFELD
Professor of Islamic Studies
Hartford Seminary Foundation
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: HONORABLE JUDGE ELLEN BREE BURNS
Justice, Federal District Court
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF LAW
RECOGNITION OF DUAL DEGREE CANDIDATES: THE DEANS OF THE SCHOOLS OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,
LAW, AND SOCIAL WORK
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
JOHN A. DIBIAGGIO, President
BENEDICTION: DR. WILLEM A. BIJLEFELD
RECESSIONAL
ORDER OF EXERCISES
School of Dental Medicine
School of Medicine
The Health Center — Farmington
Saturday, May 31, 1980 — 1:00 P.M.
PROCESSIONAL
SINGING OF America
INVOCATION: CHAPLAIN GAIL NICASTRO, CSJ
WELCOME: JOHN M. GLASGOW
Acting Vice President and Executive
Director of the Health Center
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER: JOHN A. DIBIAGGIO, President
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS: JEAN MAYER
President, Tufts University
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES: THE DEANS
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES:
JOHN A. DIBIAGGIO, President
STUDENT REMARKS
ADMINISTRATION OF HIPPOCRATIC OATH: JOHN W. PATTERSON
University Professor
BENEDICTION: CHAPLAIN GAIL NICASTRO, CSJ
RECESSIONAL
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
Her Excellency, ELLA T. GRASSO
Governor of the State of Connecticut, President Ex Officio
LEONARD E. KROGH
Commissioner of Agriculture and Natural Resources, Member Ex Officio
MARK R. SHEDD
Commissioner of Education, Member Ex Officio
OTHA N. BROWN, JR., Secretary
RICHARD J. CANTANESE
ANDREW J. CANZONETTI
JOSEPH J. CRISCO, JR.
JOHN W. CUNNINGHAM
ARTHUR P. D'OLIVERIA
STEVEN R. DONEN
RICHARD F. GAMBLE
NORMA A. JORGENSEN
ALBERT J. KLEBAN
LOUISE B. KRONHOLM
JEREMIAH J. LOWNEY, JR.
FRANK D. RICH, JR., Vice
 Chairman
CHARLES STROH
GORDON W. TASKER, Chairman
COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM NOTES
The names in this program do not constitute an official list. The students whose names are listed
herein were considered candidates for the degree indicated when the program was printed.
With Distinction
"With Distinction" is the University's designation for a student who gives evidence of
outstanding achievement in the major field.
Honors Scholars
A student in the University Honors Program is named an Honors Scholar upon completion
of a rigorous two- to four-year academic program, culminating in a senior thesis or comprehensive
examination in the major field. This recognition of superior academic performance is exceeded
only by the University Scholar designation.
University Scholars
The highest scholastic honor offered by the University is the University Scholar designation.
In this graduating class twenty-three students were named University Scholars. Their
undergraduate programs, and in some cases graduate programs, involve individualized studies,
supervised by faculty committees.
RATCLIFFE HICKS SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
TWO-YEAR CERTIFICATES
SCOTT JOHN AITKEN
DAVID BISHOP ARNOLD
ROBERT MICHAEL BACHMAN
JAMES RAY BEALS
MIGUEL ADIB BEJOS
ROBIN JOY BLUNDON
NANCY ANN BOMBRIA
BRYAN THOMAS BRAYTON
JONATHAN NORTON BUDD
VIRGINIA BETH CAUFIELD
ELAINE MARY CHITTENDEN
RICHARD MATTHEW DAVIDOW
FRANK STEVEN DELIO
TERESA MARIE DUBUC
THOMAS CHARLES FESSENDEN
DALE JOSEPH FIORE
MARK ALDEN FONICELLO
CARLA LYNN GALLICHOTTE
LINDA MARIE GAUTHIER
JOSEPH BENEDICT HANNON III
LESA JUNE HATCH
THOMAS ARNOLD HINE
THOMAS VINCENT KELLY
MARK THOMSON KIRSCHNER
CHARLES HERMAN LASCH
WILLIAM JOHN LASCH
STEPHAN ANDRE LAVIGUEUR
SHARON LEE LENNEHAN
LESLIE ANN LITKA
CASMIRIA JEAN MAREK
JAMES RICHARD MESSIER
ALAN ANDREW MIEZEJESKI
MAUREEN ANN MULCAHY
DEBRA KAREN MUNSON
PAMELA EVANNE NORTON
SHARON MARIE O'ROURKE
SUSAN KNIGHT OBER
DEAN ARTHUR PETOW, JR.
KEVIN GERARD RIEHL
ALFRED NICHOLAS SADOW
JAMES ROBERT SAKOWICZ
JANICE SANTOVASI
KIM CHRISTINE SCEPANIK
DIANE SUE SILVERMAN
VERONICA JEAN-VALERIE STANEK
CAROLINE MARIE STOLGITIS
JANICE MARIE TRACZYK
SUSAN ANN TWOHILL
LYNNE MARIE VARLESE
THOMAS MATTHEW WALL
PHILIP JEROME WOJTUSIK, JR.
PAUL ANDREW WOLLENBERG
LAURA ANN ZAKREWSKI
Six
THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
ROBIN GAIL ADDLEY
JOSEPH KENT AIROLDI
GAY ANN ALEXANDER
KATHRYN WARD ALLDREDGE
JANE MARIE ALLWEIN
BRUNELLA ANASTASIO
JULIA G. ANDERSON
JAYNE ANDRUKITIS
MARK HENRY ASHBEY
TIMOTHY WARREN ASTON
CAROL ANN AYERS
JOHN GREGORY BALUZY
JEFFREY MORGAN BEAM
EARL E. BEEBE
KAREN TRUDY BEERBAUM
BRUCE WILLIAM BENEDICT
KATHRYN AMY BENSON
SHERYL ANN BICKEL
DAVID WILLIAM BIEBER
DONALD ALBERT BISI
PENELOPE CLAIRE BLACKER
WILLIAM GARDNER ADAM
BLACKWOOD
GAYLE ADELE BLOCK
INGRID B. BOELHOUWER
DORIS ANNETTE BONNER
ELIZABETH JEAN BORZANSKY
PETER ROBERT BOUCHER
ROBIN WELLS BRAY
JAMES THOMAS BRENNA
GERALD DAVID BRINKER
LILLIAN SARAH BRISTOL
DWIGHT JORDAN BROOKS
NANCY ANNE BROUILLET
DAVID WHITNEY BUFFUM
BARBARA LEE CAMPBELL
NANCY JEANNE CARLSON
SUSAN LEE CASTELOT
ANTONIO MANUEL CAXIDE
ANDREE FRED CHARCHENKO, JR.
SANDRA GRACE CHIAIA
DONNA ANN CHIANGI
SOOKHEE CHOI
RONALD JOSEPH CHRISTOPHER
JAMES ROBERT CLAUS
EVA-LYNN MARIE CLOUTIER
JOHN ROBERT CODINO
MARIA ANN COLLINGS
MARK A. CONLEY
HOWARD T. COPPINGER
JOANNE CLAIRE CORREIA
GLENN G. COTE
KATHLEEN ANN COTTER
ELLEN LESLEY CRETELLA
DAVID LIVINGSTON CUDWORTH
MICHAEL RICHARD CUNNINGHAM
MAURA ELIZABETH CURRAN
JOSEPH ANTHONY CUTARELLI
THOMAS JOSEPH CZERWINSKI
ELLEN MARIE DAGGETT
SARAH JEAN DAVIES
WILLIAM FRANCIS DAVIS
GARY ALBERT DEGROFF
STATHIS VLASSOPOULOS DEMSON
MICHELE ANNE DEST
DEE ANN DICE
RUSSELL ANDREW DINALLO
PATRICIA ANN DIZNEY
KIMBERLY ELIZABETH DODGE
CAROLYN SUSAN DONAHUE
DANIEL FRANCIS DONAHUE
EDWARD JOSEPH DREW
ELLEN CATHERINE DRUCKENBROD
EDWARD HOWARD DUFAULT
PATRICIA Jo DUFFY
JANET LYNN DUNLAVY
EILEEN FRANCIS DUNN
ALAN SHERMAN EDDY
WILLIAM MICHAEL EDWARDS
FELICE HARRIET ERDMAN
DAVID STANLEY ERTL
PATRICK ALLAN EVANS
PAUL MICHAEL FORTUNATO
DAVID PAUL GARLAND
DEBRA ANN GENUA
MELODY ANNE GOBLE
CYNTHIA ANN GORSKY
GARY MERCER GRAB
MONICA GRANT
RAYMOND J. GREEN
CATHLEEN GRIFFIN
CATHERINE ANN GRILLO
CAROLE R. GROMAN
HENRY JAMES GRUNER
LINDA MONICA GUGLIOTTI
ROY KEVIN GURNON
COLLEEN FRANCES HANNAWAY
CLAYTON GARNSEY HAVILAND IV
JOHN DENNIS HAYES, JR.
FRANK JAY HIMMELSTEIN
STUART ROWLAND HODDER
SAMUEL CURTIS HOFFMAN
MARK RALPH HOPCO
MARILYN JOAN HUDSON
BRIAN RICHARD JACOBY
ALLAN DAVID JOHNSON
ARTHUR ROLAND JOHNSON
BETH GERTRUDE JOHNSON
CINDY JOY JOHNSON
DEBORAH ANN JOHNSON
ELISSA MARIE JOHNSON
KEVIN RAYMOND JOHNSON
KRISTEN ANN JOHNSON
ANTHONY WAYNE JOHNSON III
TIMOTHY KEVIN KANE
LARRY MERRELL KATZ
JOAN LOUISE KEENEY
THOMAS RICHARD KELLY
KAREN MARY KIETZMAN
SUSAN PATRICIA KNIGHT
JON ALAN KORNACKI
SUSAN JEAN LACERTE
BRENT CARLETON LACY
STEPHEN LAGANO
KAREN MARIE LANDOR
THOMAS ALLEN LAPPALA
LINDA KARIN LAW
KELLEY MARIE LEAHY
DARLENE CONCETTA LEIPER
RUSSELL ALAN LINDQUIST
DEBORAH I. LINETT
WILLIAM MARK LIZOTTE
TRACY A. LOCKE
WILLIAM C. LODGE
HOLLY JOAN LOUDON
CHERYL MARCIE LOZANOV
NORMAN KEVIN LUBA
CAROL CHRISTINE LUTHER
MARY ANN LYNCH
CAROL ADA MACHABEE
JOHN PATRICK MACSWEENEY, JR.
TIMOTHY MICHAEL MAGUIRE
CHRISTOPHER MANDEVILLE
DIANE JEAN MARCONI
LAURA ANN MAREK
DENISE ANNE MARKUT
LAURIE ANNE MARTEL
LYNNE MARIE MARTEL
RICHARD ALAN MASSMANN
DAVID JAMES MATSAS
BRYAN W. MCCLEARY
EUGENE VINCENT MCDONNELL
TIMOTHY PAUL MCHUGH
RICHARD LEE MCLEOD
TERENCE JOHN MCNAMARA
TERRANCE L. MCSHERRY
ERIC MARTIN MEISTERLING
TODD MACLEAN MEYER
STEVEN HENRY MICHAEL
JOHN ROBERT MICHALAK
LESLEE MILLAR
PAMELA ALEXANDRA MILLS
LYNN ANN MILROY
JOANNE MARIE MIRAMANT
KAREN CURRY MORAN
ELIZABETH ANN MORGAN
JOHN JUDE MORIARTY
DAVID ARTHUR MORSE
JAMES A. MULVEY
DAVID WAYNE MURRAY
STEPHEN LAWRENCE MURRAY
PATRICIA A. MYRONIUK
WILLIAM JOHN NEILL
THUYLAN THI NGUYEN
CHARLES PETER NICKERSON
NANCY ANNE NORIDGE
JOANNE MARIE NORRIS
KEVIN O'BRIEN
ELTON OSBORNE OGDEN
JUDY ANN OLSON
SUSAN FRANCES OUELLETTE
PEGGY A. OUTCALT
PETER JOSEPH OZGA
RICHARD B. PAIGE, JR.
JONATHAN REED PARKER
DIANE EVERETT PARTON
ARTHUR MICHAEL PASSA
JAMES FRANCIS PERO
DANIEL ROLAND PESTRETTO
WENDY JANE PETERS
LOUISE MANON PEYROT
DEBRA ANN PHILLIPS
Seven
MICHAEL ANTHONY PICARD
KIM MARIE PIOTROWSKI
MICHELLE PITNEY
DAVID ORRIN PLATT
MARK HAMER PLUMPTON
CHRIS JOSEPH POKLEMBA
PAULA MARY POLISKI
MYRON FRANCIS PORTO
JUDITH DIANE PRILL
DOROTHY DELANO PUTNAM
MAUREEN JANE QUALEY
EDWARD JOHN QUINLAN
CYNTHIA MARY RABINOWITZ
CINDY ELLEN RAFFORD
JOSEPH OSWALD RAPUANO
HOWARD MAXWELL RAY, JR.
PATRICIA JEAN REINHARDT
MARY KATHERINE RICHARDSON
SHARON ADRIENNE RICHARDSON
LORRAINE ROBIN RICHTER
MICHAEL POWERS RIES
RAYMOND MICHAEL RINALDI
LYNN MARIE RIPPEL
LYNN C. ROBINSON
REYNALDO SANTOS ROBLES
JUDITH ANN ROSE
JACQUELINE ANITA ROSSIGNOL
KIMBERLY BOLLES ROTHMANN
DIANA LYNN ROZENSKI
LAURA ANNE RUEB
GAIL ROBIN RUGE
CYNTHIA JOYCE RUMMEL
KAREN SALAME
CAROL ANN SAPITA
THOMAS FRANCIS SAVOY
JOANNE ADAMS SAWARYN
ALAN LEWIS SCHEPPS
MARY JEAN SCHIERBERL
JOHN WILLIAM SCHNEIDER
ADAM EUGENE SCHOENHARDT
SINDY LEE SCHONWETTER
LEONARD ANTHONY SCINTO
STANLEY THOMAS SCRABA
FRANK CARMINE SERPE
PATRICIA ANN SHANNON
CARRIE LEA SHEPARDSON
CHARLES FRANCIS SHERWOOD
CELESTE LOUISE SHUSTOCK
ELENA MARIE SILK
BARBARA RUTH SIMMONS
VALERIE MARGUERITE SIROIS
CAROL ANN SKLEPOWICZ
THOMAS ROBERT SLASON
MICHAEL JOHN SLATER
ELLEN HARLOW SLOAN
DAVID ALAN SMITH
SCOTT THOMAS SMITH
ELIZABETH MARY SMYTH
PATRICIA ANN STEINBORN
MICHAEL SLATER STENZ
STEVEN WILLIAM SWANSON
FRED PAUL SZCZESIUL
MICHAEL JOHN TANNEBERGER
GISELE THERESA THIBEAULT
JOHN STEPHEN THUENER
KAREN SUE THURSTON
PAUL FRANCIS TOMBARI
SANDRA MATTSON TOMLIN
JOHN RICHARD TOWNSON
JANICE LEE TURNER
ROSEMARY UNDERWOOD
CHRISTINA LOUISE VAN DORSTEN
ELIZABETH JEAN VINSON
DEBORAH FRANCES VINTON
FREDERICK CHARLES VOIGHT, JR.
BOGISLAV G. VON SCHMELING
DEBORAH ANNE WADE
MATTHEW JAMES WASILEWSKI
KATHLEEN MARGARET WATRAS
J. STANLEY WATSON
THOMAS DWIGHT WATTS
GEORGE NICHOLAS WEBER, JR.
VALERIE RAMSEY WEBSTER
FREDERICK PARMELEE WELLS
LYNN ANN WERNER
JO-ANNE WETHERELL
KEITH ALAN WIEMERT
GAIL WILLIS
MELISSA JANE WINGATE
MICHAEL EUGENE WRINN
MARY LOUISE ZLOTKOWSKI
SUSAN KAY ZOLLER
PAULA ZORZOS
SANDRA C. ZUSCHLAG
With Distinction
LAURA A. MAREK, in Animal Science
LAURIE A. MARTEL, in Animal Science
TODD M. MEYER, in Pathobiology
ELIZABETH A. MORGAN, in Animal Science
CINDY E. RAFFORD, in Pathobiology
PATRICIA J. REINHARDT, in Pathobiology
RAYMOND M. RINALDI, in Pathobiology
SINDY L. SCHONWETTER, in Pathobiology
STANLEY T. SCRABA, in Animal Science
SHERYL A. BICKEL, in Animal Science
DONALD A. BISI, in Animal Science
LILLIAN S. BRISTOL, in Environmental Horticulture
NANCY A. BROUILLET, in Animal Science
PATRICIA A. DIZNEY, in Environmental Horticulture
PATRICIA J. DUFFY, in Animal Science
FELICE H. ERDMAN, in Nutritional Sciences
COLLEEN F. HANNAWAY, in Environmental Horticulture
KAREN M. LANDOR, in Nutritional Sciences
HOLLY J. LOUDON, in Environmental Horticulture
Honors Scholars
DAVID S. ERTL, in Agronomy
	
MICHAEL A. PICARD, in Pathobiology
CAROL C. LUTHER, in Animal Science 	 JOHN R. TOWNSON, in Agronomy
DAVID J. MATSAS, in Pathobiology
University Scholar
DAVID S. ERTL, Agronomy
Eight
THE SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
STEVEN HERBERT ANDERSON
LINDA MARIE ARMOUR
LINDA JEAN BACHAND
SUSAN CHRISTINE BAKALAR
ANNA MARIA BANDA
SUSAN CAROL BARKINSKY
LORI ANN BATES
CYNTHIA MARY BEGNAL
ALISA BERMAN
MARY ELIZABETH BLOCK
MARCIA ALICE BRADBURY
PAULETTE MARIE BUCHHOLZ
LOIS MARIE BUCKMAN
LISA MARIE BURDICK
MARY LEE CAREY
ADELIA BASTOS CASTRO
NANCY MARGARET CAVALIERE
MARIA LUCY CLEMENTI
PAULA DIANE COHEN
PATRICIA ANN CONLON
SUSAN MARIE CONNELLY
LYNDA SUSAN COOMBS
MICHELE MARY COSTA
LEXANDRA LYNN CREITZ
JEAN MARIE CROUCHLEY
TERRA-LEE M. CURTIS
ELIO ALDO D'APPOLLONIO
ELIZABETH ELLEN DAURY
CYNTHIA DIANE DAWKINS
DEBORAH ANN DENNO
GLORIA JEAN DEWEY
PATRICIA HOLMES DUNN
DEBORAH ANN DUREN
NANCY JANE ECKERT
JANET HADAR EDGREN
LINDA FAYE ERWIN
MICHAEL ANDREW FINK
KATHRYN VAIDA FINNANCE
BRUCE FISCHER
SALLY JEAN FITCH
KATHLEEN MARY FREEMAN
TERESA MARIE FRILLICI
ELAINE MARIE GOMES
MICHAEL JOSEPH GOULET
DONNA MARIE GOVOTSKI
JUDY ANN GRAHAM
LINDA LEWIS HAGENS
URSULA M. HUBER
ELLEN SHANLEY HUGHES
SUSAN MARY HURLEY
JULIE ELLEN HUSSEY
PATTI LYNN JACOBSON
ELAINE PAULA JOHNSON
RENEE MAUREEN KAPRAL
PAMELA JEAN KNAPLE
LAURA ANNE KOMM
STEVEN JOHN KONICKI
DONNA ANNE KOSIOR
KAREN ANNE KOZAK
ELIZABETH KULAS
JUDY ANN LAVENTURE
CAROL ANN LAVIGNE
FAITH LAWSON
KAREN JOYCE LEVINE
ANDREA Lo BUE
VIRGINIA MARIE LYNCH
KATHLEEN ANNE MAGILL
MARGARET ELLEN MAHER
REBECCA G. MANN
LEE ANN MAXIMOWICZ
JOHN WILLIAM MCCARRICK
GLORIA ANN MCDERMOTT
LORRAINE D. MESSIER
MAURA ANN MITCHELL
JAMES MICHAEL MONTANA
EILEEN SARAH MULRENAN
THUYLAN THI NGUYEN
CHRISTINE MAY NOWACKI
MARGARET ANN O'NEILL
MELISSA JANE PALEN
ELIZABETH HANNAH PALFREY
KATHIE FULLER PARSONS
CYNTHIA ALICE PASIEKA
KATHERINE MARY PIANTA
SUZANNE MARIE PICARD
SHARON PATRICIA PLUMB
THOMAS JOSEPH POCHRON
SUSAN JOYCE PORT
LISA ANNE PUCCI
ALINE CLAIRE RABOIN
CHRISTINE A. RAGUSA
LEE ANN RICCIO
LENORE MARIE ROKOSA
STEVEN ALLAN ROSEBORO
LORI ANN SCHOENBERGER
PIPER JEAN SCHULTZ
BEVERLY ANN SHERWONIT
MARGARET ANN SHOOP
LINDA MARY SIECIENSKI
ROBERTA JEAN SKOWERA
JAIME LEE WALTERS SMITH
JANE ELISABETH STOLL
JOANN STRONIEWSKI
MARY GRACE SUCHOLET
REISA D. SUKILUSKI
MARIA J. TAMBURRO
JEFFREY JAMES TAYLOR
ELIZABETH ROSE TESTA
TRACY ANN THORNTON
MARIA ALEXANDRA TOCZYSKA
LEE ANN TOMOLONIUS
LYNNE M. TUBRIDY
LINDA MARIE URBAN
MARIE ANN WALLA
BARBARA JOYCE WARNER
SUSAN WEISER
JOAN ELLAN WHITTAKER
FRANCES R. ZEVIN
PAULA D. COHEN, in Physical Therapy
MICHELE M. COSTA, in Physical Therapy
GLORIA J. DEWEY, in Physical Therapy
JANET HADAR EDGREN, in Physical Therapy
BRUCE A. FISCHER, in Physical Therapy
Honors Scholars
TERESA M. FRILLICI, in Physical Therapy
KAREN A. KOZAK, in Physical Therapy
JOHN W. MCCARRICK, in Physical Therapy
SHARON P. PLUMB, in Physical Therapy
LENORE M. ROKOSA, in Physical Therapy
University Scholar
BRUCE A. FISCHER, Physical Therapy
Nine
THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
RALPH LEON ABATO, JR.
WAYNE KENNETH ACKERMAN
JOANNE T. ADAMIK
PAUL JOSEPH ALAIMO
KAREN ELAINE ANDERSON
RONALD ALLEN ANGELINI
MICHAEL JERRY APANOWITCH
ADRIENNE RENE ARTIS
BRUCE RAYMOND ASANOFF
WILLIAM ANGELO ASTERIADES
MARK ALAN AUGUSTINE
WILLIAM ROBERT AYLES
BRIAN JAMES BAILEY
DENNIS LESTER BANKS
SUSAN AILEEN BANNON
MARY GAIL BANTA
RAYMOND CHARLES BARON
ANN LOUISE BARRACO
BRIAN NICHOLAS BARTAS
STEPHEN DOUGLAS BARTH
PETER SALVATORE BARTOLOTTA
BRUCE ALEXANDER BASSETT
DAVID LLOYD BASSETT
MARY KATHLEEN BASSILAKIS
GREGG E. BATTERSON
GERVAIS JUSTIN BEAULIEU
MARGARET CHASE BECKER
ROBERT ERNEST BECKER
ALAN JOSEPH BEDNAZ
NANCY JANE BELLA
DANIEL H. BELLOCK
GARY JOHN BENEVIDES
JAMES ELLIOT BENJAMIN
JEAN KATHERINE BENOIT
JANICE CHRISTINE BENSON
WENDY LEE BERG
STEVEN F. C. BERIAN
JEFFREY CHARLES BERLIN
JAMES ROBERT BERLINER
ARTHUR AUGUSTINE BERNABUCCI
NORMA JANE BERNADINO
STEVEN ANTHONY BIAFORE
KATHLEEN L. BIEDRYCKI
WILLIAM BASIL BILCHECK, JR.
WINSTON ANTHONY BLAKE
ANTHONY CARL BLAND
HILDA JEAN BLODGETT
CHERYL JANE BLOOM
LAURA BOKUN
LOUIS LUCIAN BOLELLA, JR.
JOANNE MARIE BOLTON
THOMAS M. BORTON
STEPHEN HARRIS BOSSELMAN
KEVIN ARTHUR BOULEY
DONALD PAUL BOVARD
ROGER TERRENCE BOWERSOX
THOMAS MICHAEL BOWES
HELEN BISBEE BRADSHAW
JAMES M. BRANGI, JR.
KATHRYN MARGARET BRAUE
DONALD DAVIS BREEN
RICHARD FRANCIS BREHENEY
DOUGLAS EARL BRISCO
MICHAEL PHILIP BRONITSKY
ANNE ELIZABETH BROOKE
CHRISTINE ROBIN BROPHY
GARY LYNN BROWN
MARK MICHAEL BRUZIK
MARY ANNE BRZEZENSKI
PAMELA CAROL BUCHALSKI
JOHN GERARD BUCKHEIT
DAVID MICHAEL BUTAUCIUS
BRYAN MICHAEL BURKE
MARK BERNARD BUSHKA
JEAN MARIE BUSSE
WILBERT CADET
DANIEL FRANCIS CAHILL
CAROL PATRICIA CANGIANO
ROBERT ALEXANDER CANYOCK, JR.
THOMAS M. CAPALBO
DANIEL ADLEY GERARD CARLONI
SUSAN ELLEN CARPENTER
KAREN LOUISE CARRIERO
CHERYL MARIE CARUSO
ROBIN MIRELLA CASTELLANO
ARTURO C. CASTRO
STEVEN ROGER CERBIE
BRADLEY KEVIN CHAFETZ
SUSAN ANN CHAMPAGNE
EDWARD VINCENT CHARAMUT
MICHAEL CHELAK, JR.
JYH-JIUN CHEN
NORMAN JOSEPH CHENARD
RICHARD J. CHRIST
DEBORAH JACOBSON CHRISTENSEN
PAUL FREDERICK CHRISTENSEN
WILLIAM EDWARD CHRISTIE, JR.
JOSEPH MICHAEL CICCAGLIONE
BRET CITRIN
BOGUSLAW CIURYLO
MARYANN SERENA CLUDINSKI
MICHAEL BENJAMIN COHEN
SUSAN ELAINE COHEN
DONALD FRANCIS COLANTONIO, JR.
EDWARD JOHN COLEMAN
KATHLEEN ANNE COLLERAN
REGINA MARY COLUCCI
DONALD BRUCE CONKLIN
FREDERICK B. CORNELIUS
LYNN MARIE COSTANTINO
WILLIAM JOSEPH COSTELLO
FRANCES M. COTE
KEVIN GENE COWDEN
MARGARET MEADE COWHERD
DEBRA MARIE CREEDEN
JAMES WILLIAM CRICK III
THOMAS JOSEPH COYLE CUGNO
ROBIN ANNE CZYZEWSKI
ALFRED EDWARD D'ALBERO
BERNADETTE D'AURIA
SUSAN MARY D'ONOFRIO
PETER JOSEPH DADALT
KERRIE ALANE DALEY
JODY LYNN DALY
JUDY ANN DALY
ROBERT NICHOLS DANCE
JUDITH ANN DASHNER
LAURA LEE DAVIS
VICKI E. DAVIS
WILLIAM EDWARD DAVIS
HOLGATE DUNCAN DEAN
HENRY ROBERT DEKKER
ROBERT NOEL DELLA CORTE
MICHAEL DANIEL DELLA FERA
KAREN VANDERBORGH DELUCA
ANTHONY RAYMOND
DEMARINIS, JR.
ERNEST FRANKLYN DESROCHERS
ANGELINA DIDOMENICO
WILLIAM HERBERT DIDSBURY
ROBERT WILLIAM DIFIORE
PETER JOHN DLUBAC
CHRISTINE MARIE DOHERTY
SUSAN MARY DOHERTY
BETSY LYLE DOHRMAN
RAYMOND JOSEPH DOKAS
ANTHONY MICHAEL DONATELLI, JR.
MICHAEL JOHN DONOVAN
LINDA ELLEN DORR
KIM KITTREDGE DORSEY
SHEILA ELAINE DOW
JOSEPH R. DRAGONETTI
ROBERT JOSEPH DUDDIE
PAUL ARMAND DUMOND
JAMES SCOTT DUNN
MIETEK STANISLAUS DUSZNY
ELIZABETH DZIEGIELEWSKI
GREGORY DAVID EARLS
KENNETH MICHAEL EASLEY
JAN LAUREN EDWARDS
MARY CECILIA EISELE
PETER STANLEY ELIAS
CHRISTINE ELLIS
KENT BRADLEY ELLIS
RICHARD WARREN EPSTEIN
STEVEN PAUL ESCHBACH
JANET LOUISE EVERETT
RHONDA BETH FACTOR
WILLIAM JOSEPH FANDEL
KENNETH ROBERT FARKAS
KENNETH ALLEN FAYKES
GEORGE HOWARD FEE
ROBERT ALAN FEINER
DANIEL JAY FEINGOLD
JANE TINA FELDMAN
MARY CATHERINE FERREIRA
DAVID SCOTT FINE
RASZELLE DANIESE FINE
FRANCIS ALEXANDER FIOLEK
JAMES CHARLES FITZGERALD
JACK PATRICK FLETCHER
KEVIN JOSEPH FLYNN
STEVEN FRANCIS FLYNN
SUSAN RACHEL FORTIER
JAMES VINCENT FOSTER
LAMONT FREEMAN FOSTER
DAVID MARK FOULDS
ELAINE CAROL Fox
KEITH RICHARD Fox
MICHAEL EDWARD FOY
JEFFREY JAMES FRANKLINO
CHRISTOPHER THOMAS FRASER
Ten
MARK B. FREEMAN
CLARK DAVID FRESHER
TIMOTHY KELLEY FRIAR
THOMAS ANTHONY GABRIELE, JR.
SUSAN MARIE GALIPO
LORRAINE BROWN GALLUP
JAMES ROBERT GAMACHE
DAVID ANDREW GANG
FRANCIS LEONARD GARVIS
RICHARD AIME GAUDREAU
DEAN M. GAVELLO
THOMAS STANLEY GAWLAK
SANDRA ANN GEERTS
TIMOTHY DAVID GEORGE
GREGORY A. GEORGETTE
ANASTASIOS GIANITSOS
ANGELO P. GIARDINA
CHARLES EVERETT GIBSON, JR.
LEONARD ALLEN GIFFORD
ROBERT CHARLES GIGLIO
WALTER GEORGE GINTER, JR.
SALVATORE GIULIANO
PAUL WILLIAM GLIHA
JOHN J. GLYNN
ROBERT LEWIS GOLD
MYLES STEPHEN GOLDEN
JEFFREY KEVIN GOODKIN
LAWRENCE JOSEPH GOODKIN
STEVEN JAY GOODMAN
BRADLEY BEN GORDON
STANLEY JOSEPH GORNICZ
THOMAS WALTER GORZKOWSKI
JAMES LEON GOTHREAU
THOMAS JOHN GOW
PUSHAP KAMAL GOYAL
TODD ALEX GRAY
JOANNE MARIE GREEN
MARY ANN GREEN
RAYMOND SCOTT GRIFFIN
PETER BISHOP GRIGGS
ELLEN LUCILLE GRIMLEY
STEVE A. GROSS
PATRICIA SUSAN GUGLIOTTI
ANITA GULATI
JANICE ELIZABETH HAGAN
THOMAS PAUL HAGEL
JOHN ERIC HAGGLUND
MICHAEL JAMES HALLINAN
PHILIP WARNER HAMMOND
KATHLEEN MARIE HANLEY
BRIAN PAUL HANNAFEY
EDWARD CALVIN HART II I
JAMES T. HASTINGS
CLAYTON GARNSEY HAVILAND IV
RICHARD WILLIAM HESS
DAVID GERALD HIBBS
JANET LYN HILL
TIMOTHY MARK HINCHEY
THOMAS MICHAEL HINESLEY
LEWIS HIRSCHFELD
JOHN COLEMAN HOBSON
STUART C. HOCHBERGER
JAMES LAWRENCE HOGAN
KATHERINE LOUISE HOLZER
ROBERT HORN
KARL ARTHUR HORNE
STEVEN JON HOVEY
JOHN DONOVAN HUBER
PATRICIA BETH HUBER
LEEANORA MARIE HUMMEL
GREGG WALTER HUNT
DAVID FRANK HUNTER
ROBERT FRANCIS HUNTER, JR.
GREGG ALAN HUTCHINGS
KIM LAURA HYDE
REBECCA ANN INGHAM
FRANCO IZZO
ROBERT EDWARD JAROW
MICHELLE MARIE JAWORSKI
PETER W. JENKINS
KATHLEEN MARIE JESENSKY
DANIEL ALLEN JOHNSON
JEFFREY BERNARD JOHNSON
MARC FREDRICK JOSEPH
THOMAS KANE JURA
LEO JOHN KAMIN
MELANIE B. KANIA
JAMES FRANCIS KELAHER
JAMES ANTHONY KENNEDY
JULIE ELLEN KENNIFF
KEITHA LEE KINNE
ROBERT ALLAN KINNE
STEPHEN PETERSON KINNE
LINDA MOE KITTELL
ARTHUR RALPH KNOWLTON
ELLEN MIRIAM KOERWER
PETER SAMUEL KOPCHA
RICHARD ALAN KOS
JOHN ANDREW KOSTRISAK, JR.
WILLIAM CHARLES KOWALESKI
SUSAN ELIZABETH KRAWIEC
SAMUEL MARTEN KRUPSAW
JEFFREY JOHN KUBAS
JOHN ADAM KULAS II
RAMONA RABIDOUX LACHAPELLE
GREGG JOHN LAFONTAINE
GARRY FRANCIS LAGASSE
DANIEL JOSEPH LAMORTE
ALAYNE CATHERINE LANDERS
NANCY JANE LANDWEHR
GORDON FRANCIS LANGAN
STEPHEN STANLEY LANGIN
DANIEL G. LANZA
KANELLA LATHOURIS
FERDINAND LAUDISI III
DANIEL EDWARD LAURETANO
WILLIAM JOSEPH LEAHY
THOMAS F. LEARY
MELINDA OLIVE LEFEBVRE
DONALD JAY LEHANE
DOUGLAS WILLIAM LEHR
THOMAS HAUSCHILD LEONE
TIMOTHY MICHAEL LEPORE
JANE ELLEN LETTICK
NEIL MICHAEL LEVINE
JAMES RANDALL LEWIS
MALISSA LIGHTBODY
JOHN FRASER LILLICRAF
DAVID SCOTT LIMA
DAVID GRANT LINDEN
RICHARD ALAN LISOWSKI
JANET MARGARET LIZZA
RALPH LOMBARDI
DENNIS MICHAEL LONG
DONNA MARIE LORUSSO
SUSAN L. LOWREY
MARLENE EMILY LUEBECK
Lou-ANN LUIZ
PAUL EDWARD LUSSIER
JAMES RAYMOND LYNCH
JEFFREY WILLIAM MACDONALD
ROGER STEPHEN MAGOULAS
WILLIAM H. MAGRUDER
ERIC SCOTT MALCOLM
PAUL VINCENT MALONEY
DONNA M. MANESS
GARY FRANK MANN
LENNON MANN
WILLIE JAMES MANN
ROBERT ELTON MAQUAT
WILLIAM C. MARKLEY
DOUGLAS HENRY MARTIN
KENNETH FRANK MARTINO, JR.
DIANE WALKER MARUT
ERIC ARIS MARZIALI
GARY ROBERT MAY
HEIDE KAROLA MAYER
THOMAS GREGORY MAYFIELD
DANIEL FRANCIS MCCARTHY
SHARYN ELIZABETH MCDONOUGH
BEVERLY ANNE MCFARLANE
BRIAN JOSEPH MCGUINESS
NANCY MARGARET MCGUINNESS
TIMOTHY ANDREW MCGUINNESS
MARIE HELEN MCGUIRE
JUANITA ANNE MCLUNE
ANNARITA MCNALLY
SCOTT L. MENTLEY
GREGORY STEPHEN MICHAELS
MARY BARBARA MIERZWINSKI
PERRY SPERO MIHALEAS
KATHLEEN SEYMOUR MILLER
WILLIAM JUDSON MILLER
ANNEMARIE MORAN
DAVID LEWIS MORGAN
ROBIN LINIA MORGAN
RICHARD NEIL MORRISON
ELIZABETH ANN MOSTOWY
ROBERT DONOVAN MOTT
BRIAN EDWARD MUELLER
KEITH BLAIR MUELLER
WILLIAM LOUIS MULCAHY IV
JOHN ARTHUR MULLER
ROBIN MARIE MULLINS
KENNETH PATRICK MURPHY
GREGORY MARK NARAJKA
ALAN JAY NATHAN
DAVID PAUL NATORSKI
ROBERT CHRISTOPHER NEARY
PAUL ALAN NERI
DEBORAH M. NEVINS
FRANK WILLIAM NEVINS
THOMAS JOHN NEY
CAROL ELIZABETH O'BRIEN
DENNIS FERGUS O'BRIEN
JUNE RITA O'CONNOR
TIMOTHY PATRICK O'DONNELL
STEPHEN FRANCIS O'KEEFE
STEPHEN FRANCIS O'LEARY
ROBERT ALAN OGULNICK
GARY WILLIAM OLSEN
ROBERT JOHN OMAN
SUSAN LYNN ORGOVAN
WAYNE ARTHUR ORLO
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DOUGLAS PHILIP OSBER
LAWRENCE SERGE OSIPOW
GEORGE OTTO OTTEN
SHERYL MARIE OUELLETTE
DAVID OXENHANDLER
THERESE PAC
GARY JAY PALATNICK
MICHAEL JOSEPH PALINKOS
ALLISON EDWARDS PALMER
CRAIG MICHAEL PALMER
LEON DOUGLAS PALMER
MICHAEL JAMES PANCIERA
ROBERT ANTHONY PANGIA
MICHAEL D. PAPE
DEBRA SUZANNE PARKER
ELIZABETH GAYLE PARKS
SCOTT JOHN PARSONS
HUGH JOSEPH PARTON
BRUNO CARLO PASSACANTANDO
KAREN MARIA PASSERI
EDWARD ANDREW PASTULA
MICHAEL FRANCIS PAYTAS
THOMAS ADOLPH PECKA
LOUIE GEORGE PELLETIER
LARRY FREDERICK PEROSINO
JOHN DAVID PETERS
KIMBERLY ANN PETROSKY
RICHARD PEZZULO
WILLIAM ROBERT PHILLIPS
ELIZABETH MARGUERITE PIERSON
ISMAEL GOMES PINHO
CHRISTOPHER ANDREW PINTO
THEODORE L. PIRES
THOMAS DAVID PIZZO
SANDRA MARIE PLUMLEY
MARK HAMER PLUMPTON
DAVID JOSEPH POLCYN
KEVIN WILLIAM POPE
DIANE JEANINNE POULIOT
RICHARD PATRICK PRIOR
EDWARD JAMES PROUDFOOT
ROBERT FRANKLIN PROVOST
DIANE LYNN PRZYBOROWSKI
TIMOTHY WAYNE QUACKENBUSH
CHRISTOPHER HEWES RAMM
MICHAEL JOSEPH RANDICH
ANN MICHELLE RANDOLPH
STEVEN RICHARD RASKIN
PAUL LEON RAVENELLE
GREGORY DONALD REINCKE
SERGIO GONZALO REY
JEANNE MERRY RHODES
LAWRENCE ADAM RICE
FRANCIS R. RIGNEY
FRANCIS ANTHONY RINALDI II I
ARTHUR ANTHONY ROBERTS
JAMES ARTHUR ROBINSON
CHERYL ANN ROBISON
DONALD RODENSKY
DAVID A. ROGAN
PAUL HILLMAN ROGERS
THOMAS LAWRENCE ROLLINS
JAMES EDWARD ROSENBERG
JOHN FREDERICK ROVEGNO
FREDERICK JOHN ROWE
SHIELA OLGA ROWE
JILL ROZDILSKI
DONALD STUART RUMERY
TERESA MARIE RUSSO
JOHN GLENN SAITTA
JOSEPH THOMAS SALVATORE
MARK PARSONS SARGENT
CANDACE LEE SARGES
TODD ALDEN SAUER
JACK RICHARD SAUVE
JOHN CARL SCALA, II
KEVIN MARK SCANLON
ROBERT EDWARD SCARLETT
THOMAS PAUL SCHAEFER
DIANE MARIE SCHMIDT
LAWRENCE PAUL SCHMIDT
STEPHEN CHARLES SCHUBERTH
FREDERICK GRADY SCHWARTZ
FREDERICK REESE SCHWARZKOPF
RICHARD JOHN SCIORTINO
BRUCE EDWARD SEALE
GENE RUSSELL SEALEY, JR.
CAROL MARIE SEDIK
MARK ALTON SEMMELROCK
HEIDI SHAFNER
GARY STEPHEN SHAPIRO
THEODORE SAMUEL SHAW
KATHLEEN KYLE SHEEHY
THOMAS ANDREW SHIMKO
LYNN FAYE SICKLE
WALTER ALAN SILKOWSKI
MARK HENRY SIMON
STEVEN ROBERT SMITH
STEVEN COX SNELGROVE
GEORGE M. SNYDER
DELICATINA DOMENICA SOCCI
SHEILA ELIZABETH ROSE SOWINSKI
CARY ALAN ST. ONGE
MARK EDWARD STANLEY
WILLIAM GEORGE STANZIALE, JR.
NICHOLAS STEFKOVICH
GARY ALLAN STEINBERG
STEVEN KEVIN STEINBERG
DIANA MARIE STEPHENS
LYNNE STETSKY
SHARON MAE STETSKY
VINCENT ANTHONY STIFANO III
DAVID FRANK STOLFI
JOAN HOUSTON STURGIS
JAMES EDWARD SULLIVAN
KAREN ELIZABETH SUSSMAN
WILLIAM KIRK SYBERT
DONNA JEAN SYNNETT
JOSEPH CHARLES TABONE
DARLENE BARBARA TAKACH
RICHARD ROBERT TALBOT
CHERYL ANN TANZER
PETER ROBERT TARCZALI
RUSSELL CHARLES TENCZA
RON MERRILL TETTELBACH
MARK STEPHEN TIERNEY
MORTIMER JOHN TIGHE
TARA ANNE TOBIN
PATRICIA KAREN TOCE
NORMAN PAUL TOFFOLON
ANTHONY STEPHEN TORSIELLO
KENNETH ANTHONY TOTILO
WILLIAM FRANCIS TOWILL, JR.
BRYANT FRANCES TROCOLA
LORETTA THERESA TROY
THEODORE PHILLIPS TSAKONAS
CHRISTOPHER STAVROS TTOFI
KAREN ILENE TUCKMAN
ELAINE FRANCES TUMICKI
LISA LOUISE TURILLI
MICHAEL ANTHONY URSO
GARY JOHN VALENTINE
ROBERT MORRISS VAN SANT III
KEVIN RICHARD VANCE
JOHN ALBERT VARCA, JR.
ALLAN JEREMIAH VARTELAS
EDWARD WALTER VEGLIANTE
JEFFREY P. VENTO
GARY LAURENCE VERMETTE
DOUGLAS MATHEW VICKERY
MARK BERNARD VICTOR
PAUL MARTIN VICTOR
ANITA MARIE VIETH
ELIZABETH ANN VILL
JOSEPH VIOLA
PAUL DAVID WAHRENBURG
LYNN WAIBEL
RICHARD PAUL WANTA
GLENN RUSSELL WARDER
GRIFFIN LOUIS WARREN
LAURA LOUISE WEBB
LESLIE JEANNE WEEKS
GLEN DAVID WEINBAUM
CHRISTOPHER JOHN WELCH
MATTHEW EDWARD WEMPLE
KAREN MARIANNE WESTPHAL
MARY RUTH WHELAN
DONNA JEAN WHITBECK
JEFFREY JOSEPH WHITE
WILLIAM A. WHITE
STEPHEN JAMES WIGHT
SUSAN FRANCES WILLETT
GLEN MAURICE WILLIAMS
ROBERT JOHN WILLIAMS
ROBERT LAWRENCE WILLIAMS
JAY WILLY WISSLER
CAROL ANN WITKOWSKI
DAVID ROBERT WOODFORD
ALISON LESLIE WOODSTOCK
DONNA MARIE WOROBEL
JEFFREY WILLIAM WRIGHT
RICHARD FRANCIS YASI
GREGORY M. YOUNG
GERALD LOUIS ZAMBORY
JOSEPH ZARRELLI III
CHRISTOPHER DAVID ZAWODNIAK
BRIAN DOMINIC ZIBUDA
MARK JONATHAN ZIELINSKI
THOMAS HIBBERT ZOCCO
KAREN ZURAWSKI
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With Distinction
NANCY J. BELLA, in Finance
ARTHUR A. BERNABUCCI, in Finance
DOUGLAS E. BRISCO, in Finance
PETER S. ELIAS, in Finance
KENT B. ELLIS, in Marketing
KEITHA L. KINNE, in Finance
HELEN B. BRADSHAW, in Accounting
PAMELA C. BUCHALSKI, in Health Systems
JOHN G. BUCKHEIT, in Accounting
ROBERT A. CANYOCK, JR., in Accounting
CHERYL M. CARUSO, in Accounting
ANGELINA DIDOMENICO, in Accounting
PATRICIA B. HUBER, in Management
NEIL MICHAEL LEVINE, in Finance
GREGORY S. MICHAELS, in Finance
ROBIN M. MULLINS, in Finance
DAVID A. ROGAN, in Finance
NORMAN P. TOFFOLON, in Finance
KAREN A. ZURAWSKI, in Risk and Insurance
Honors Scholars
REBECCA A. INGHAM, in Accounting
ARTHUR R. KNOWLTON, in Accounting
NANCY J. LANDWEHR, in Accounting
NANCY M. MCGUINNESS, in Accounting
SHERYL M. OUELLETTE, in Marketing
ANN M. RANDOLPH, in Accounting
JOSEPH ZARRELLI III, in Accounting
University Scholar
REBECCA A. INGHAM, Accounting
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THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors in their teaching fields.
They, therefore, have dual commitments in the University. In the listing below, all students
completed their majors in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
STEVEN WILLIAM ARCHIBALD
RAYMOND EUGENE BAILEY, JR.
CHRISTINE LOUISE BOWERS
JOSEPH D. BRIDGEFORTH
LINDA RAE BUSEKIST
MARIA J. CAPAZ
JEAN ELAINE DAVELLA
VERA LEIGH DE LA ROSA
JAYNE CAROL DOMIJAN
SUSAN JAYE FRIEDMAN
JOSEPH J. GONINO, JR.
LUZ CONSUELO HERNANDEZ
RUSSELL STANLEY HOVICK
MARY BERNADETTE KRAMARCZYK
ARLENE MARIE LA BARRE
DIANE MARIE MACKEY
RICHARD PAUL MAIDMENT
KATHERINE ELIZABETH MULLALY
JAMES HERBERT MURRAY
NANCY ELLEN O'NEILL
CANDACE ELIZABETH POWELL
CONSTANCE ALMA RANDO
SANDRA A. M. ROMANIELLO
BRENDA ANN ROY
MARYBETH ANNE SHAY
GARY CARL STAMM
MARY PATRICE STENDER
VIRGINIA GRETCHEN VELA
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Graduates of the School of Education are required to have majors in their teaching fields.
Therefore, many have dual commitments in the University. In the listing below, each student's
major is indicated.
MARYELLEN LUGENE ALBINI, Recreational Service
Education
Rex P. ALTOMARE, Elementary Education
JOHN HOWARD ANDERSON, Mathematics
ROCHELLE SUSAN ASKWYTH, Rehabilitation Services
PETER BRYAN AUBRY, Recreational Service Education
SUSAN LYNN AUSTIN, Elementary Education
DONALD JOHN BARBERIO, Physical Education
SANDRA HELENE BARCIKOWSKI, Elementary Education
CHRISTINE FRANCES BARTH, Elementary Education
TERRI JOAN BECK, Special Education
DEBRA LOUISE BERNET, Recreational Service Education
ROSANNE MARIE BILL, Home Economics Education
SUSAN MARY BLYTHE, Elementary Education
LYNN SUSAN BOGATZ, Elementary Education
ALFRED MAURICE BROMLEY, Physical Education
ANNE FRANCES BROUSSARD, Elementary Education
LEIGH W. BUCKHOUT, Recreational Service Education
STEPHEN RIMANTAS BULOTA, Music Education
MAURA ELIZABETH BURKE, Rehabilitation Services
MICHELLE ANN BURNS, Rehabilitation Services
LOUISE MARGARET BUXTON, Elementary Education
ARMANDE RITA CAFFARY, Special Education
STEVEN MARK CANNATA, Physical Education
ALBERT CANTITO, Physical Education
TIMOTHY H. CANTY, Elementary Education
LISA ANN CAPALDO, Elementary Education
BONNIE JANE CARLIN, Rehabilitation Services
RICHARD DONALD CHAGNON, Musk Education
GUY ANTHONY CICCONE, Biological Sciences
DEBRA ANN CLECKLEY, Rehabilitation Services
KAREN JANE COLIGAN, Music Education
PATRICIA JEAN CONWAY, Music Education
VICTORIA MARIE COTE, Recreational Service Education
DELIANE J. COUTURIER, Special Education
ELIZABETH ANN COWLES, English
MARY ELIZABETH CURTIS, Physical Education
CATHERINE SHEREASE DAKERS, Special Education
JEAN ELIZABETH DALY, Home Economics Education
ADA HERVETTA DARITY, Rehabilitation Services
PATRICIA ANN DAUGHERTY, Elementary Education
DARCY GEORGE DAVIS, Music Education
PATRICIA O'BRIEN DEHLS, Music Education
ANGELA MARIE DELLARIPA, Physical Education
PAUL ROGER DERY, English
JANET C. DIDIER, Special Education
MARY ELLEN DILLON, Home Economics Education
NANCY EILEEN DIMAURO, Rehabilitation Services
TERENCE GUNN DINNEAN, Rehabilitation Services
KATHLEEN MARY-JANE DOUCETTE, Special Education
EILEEN MARIE EATON, Home Economics Education
LAURIE ELLEN EMERY, Physical Education
MICHAEL B. EMERY, Mathematics
JOHN HAROLD FIDLER, JR., Special Education
CONSTANCE FIGDOR, Recreational Service Education
BARBARA LOUISE FLEMING, Rehabilitation Services
RICHARD EMILE FONTENAULT, Music Education
DANIEL JOSEPH Fox, Business Education
ELLEN JOYCE FRANCESCONI, Physical Education
RICHARD JOHN FRIDAY, Business Education
SCOTT LESLIE FRIEND, Musk Education
RAE LYNNE FRIGAULT, Physical Education
MELANIE JEAN GIBSON, Business Education
FRANCIS EUGENE GIGUERE, Musk Education
NANCY JEAN GRABERT, Special Education
LESLIE JAY GRANQUIST, Elementary Education
JILL ROBIN GREEN, Elementary Education
MARLENE CHRISTY GROTH, Special Education
MARYALICE GRUssE, Recreational Service Education
KAREN ANN GUDZINSKI, Elementary Education
DONNA JEAN HALPIN, Elementary Education
DEBRA MINDY HARMON, Elementary Education
PATRICIA HASTINGS, Physical Education
CATHERINE FRANCES HAYES, Home Economics
Education
JAMES STEPHEN HEFFERON, Mathematics
MAUREEN SIOBHAN HENAGHAN, Rehabilitation Services
MICHAEL JOHN HERLIHY, Physical Education
JAMES DENNIS HILL, Physical Education
ESTHA LEE HOTT, Physical Education
JOANNE HOUSTON, Music Education
REBECCA HAN HOWARD, Physical Education
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NADINE M. HUBNER, Recreational Service Education
JOYCE LYNN JANEZIC, Spanish
CHRISTINE MARY JOHNSTON, Recreational Service
Education
KEVIN MARK JOHNSTON, Recreational Service Education
JAMES DANIEL JULIANO, Music Education
EMIL BRIAN KEHLENBACH, Music Education
DEBORAH LEE KIRCHBERGER, Physical Education
JOANNE BETH KLEDARAS, Special Education
DEBRA BATCHELDER KOHRS, Special Education
SHIRLEY ANN KOSTELNY, Special Education
SANDRA LEE KOWALSKI, Elementary Education
SUSAN MARIE LABONTE, Elementary Education
PETER JOHN LAMAGNA, JR., Physical Education
MARCIA ELLEN LAMB, Home Economics Education
NANCY CARLSON LANCASTER, Home Economics
Education
TERESA ANN LATHROP, Physical Education
FRANCES WOODS LAVIGNE, Home Economics Education
SUSAN ELIZABETH LEFEBRE, Elementary Education
DONNA PATRICIA LEWIS, Music Education
RONALD JOSEPH LIGNELLI, Music Education
DAWN MARIE LINDSEY, Elementary Education
THOMAS MAGRO, Recreational Service Education
JILL MALLER, Special Education
KATHIE ANNE MALUCKY, Elementary Education
DEBORAH LYNN MARION, Elementary Education
CAROL ELIZABETH MARTIN, Special Education
DIANE ROSE MARTONE, Elementary Education
SALLY ANN MATTHEWS, Elementary Education
EILEEN MARIE MCCARTHY, Recreational Service
Education
MARIANNE THERESA MCCULLOUGH, Elementary
Education
BARBARA ANN MCKINLEY, Elementary Education
LINDA ANN MIANO, Elementary Education
SCOTT SAMUEL MILLER, Agricultural Education
PETER EDWARD MILLS, Mathematics
THOMAS PATRICK MISSET, Elementary Education
MARK THOMAS MITCHELL, Recreational Service
Education
JAY CIRO MONTANARI, Physical Education
KATHLEEN DIANE MORLEY, Rehabilitation Services
ANNE ELIZABETH MULLIGAN, Elementary Education
JAMes T. MULLINS, Physical Education
SHEILA MARIE MURPHY, Rehabilitation Services
DENISE MARIA THEONA MURRAY, Elementary Education
WARREN FRANK NESTERUK, Physical Education
KRISTINA JEANETTE NEUFFER, Recreational Serv ice
Education
FELICIA NOGA, Elementary Education
CHRISTOPHER NELSON NORRIS, Physical Education
ANITA G. NOWAK, Recreational Service Education
MARA KATHLEEN O'CONNOR, Special Education
STEPHEN THOMAS OKON, Musk Education
LISA ANN PANELLA, Special Education
ANTHONY WILLIAM PAOLITTO, JR., Rehabilitation
Services
MARY ELIZABETH PARKER, Home Economics Education
ELLEN FERGUSON PECK, Recreational Service Education
PETER PAUL PERKINS, Music Education
DOLORAS ANN PERRY, Rehabilitation Services
GERTRUDE ELIZABETH PHILPOT, Elementary Education
ANTHONY PINTO, Music Education
JONATHAN MILES MCMILLEN PRESCOTT, Music
Education
PATRICIA NANCY QUAILE, Music Education
ELIZABETH ANNE QUERCIA, Elementary Education
NAOMI HARRIET RAFALOWICZ, Special Education
ANGELA CAROL RANDAllO, Business Education
M. JANE RAVENA, Elementary Education
MARY ANNE REGAN, French
KAREN ANN REIHL, Elementary Education
JEAN RUTH RICE, Recreational Service Education
L IN DA JEAN RICHETELLI, Elementary Education
DENISE ELLEN RIVERA, Elementary Education
PAMELA LYNN ROBERTS, Home Economics Education
STEVEN DOUGLAS ROGERS, Elementary Education
GARY LEE ROSOFF, Music Education
RICHARD MELVIN Ross, Agricultural Education
LYNN ELIZABETH ROSSER, Rehabilitation Services
DEBRA ANN RUCEVICE, Special Education
MARINELLA V. Russo, Recreational Service Education
SUZANNE SABATO, Special Education
KAREN ISABEL SCHENCK, Physical Education
PATTI ANN SCHLANDER, Rehabilitation Services
JILL MARIE SCHOFIELD, Music Education
DEBRA L. SCHOLL, Rehabilitation Services
LISA LOUISE SCHULER, Special Education
JAMES MICHAEL SEDOR, Physical Education
RUTH ANN SENGER, Home Economics Education
JOY RENEE SHAEFFER, Recreational Service Education
JOHN EDWARD SHELHART, Music Education
SUSAN BARBARA SHENKMAN, Recreational Service
Education
PATRICIA A. SIPPERLY, Rehabilitation Services
DEBRA JEAN SMILES, Elementary Education
LYNNE SMILES, Special Education
LAURA ANN SMITH, Elementary Education
JAMES PATRICK SOMERS, Physical Education
PATRICIA SORDELLINI, Elementary Education
EILEEN MARY STAIRS, Music Education
MARK JOSEPH STANLEY, Recreational Service Education
KATHY ANN STEINMETZ, Special Education
PEGGY YOUNG STEPUCHIN, Physical Education
DONNA LOUISE STEWART, Physical Education
SUSAN DIANE STOCK, Business Education
JODY TERESA SUCHOWER, Physical Education
ANN V. SULL IV AN, Elementary Education
ELLEN WALKER TARGETT, Special Education
PATRICIA ANN TAVANI, Rehabilitation Services
CYNTHIA MARIE TAYLOR, Recreational Services
Education
KENNETH BRUCE TEDESCHI, Music Education
WENDA ALINE THIELKING, Recreational Service
Education
AUDREY ELAINE THOMAS, Rehabilitation Services
ELIZABETH MARGARET THOMAS, Home Economics
Education
CATHY LEE TRACY, Music Education
ELIZABETH KELLY TREIBER, Special Education
ROBERTA LOUISE TRUTNAU, Recreational Service
Education
RONALD EDWARD TYLER, Physical Education
PAMELA DIANE VERNES, Special Education
DIANA LYNN VINCENTINI, Elementary Education
JOSEPH ANTHONY VILLAREALE, Elementary Education
ROBERTA DORIS WACHTELHAUSEN, Recreational Service
Education
LORI ANN WACHTER, Music Education
LARAINE MARY WALKER, Home Economics Education
PATRICE MARIE WALSH, Special Education
PATRICIA JEANNE WASHKO, Recreational Services
Education
ALEC JEFFREY WASSERMAN, Business Education
CAROL EDEL WEITZ, Special Education
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DONNA JEAN WESOLOWSKI, Special Education
KATHERINE MARY WHITE, Special Education
BARBARA RUTH WHITTEBERRY, Elementary Education
PEGGY MARIE WILLS, Elementary Education
JOHN STANLEY WILLSEY, Recreational Service Education
ALLISON ANN WILLSON, Rehabilitation Services
KIMBERLY WILSON, Home Economics Education
MARK Ross WILSON, Physical Education
VANESSA MARIE WILSON, Rehabilitation Se rvices
CORINNE JACQUELINE WOLF, Rehabilitation Services
GWENDOLYN DENISE WR IGHT, Rehabilitation Services
ONELLA ZACCO, Elementary Education
LAUREN ANN ZEMO, Business Education
With Distinction
EILEEN M. EATON, in Home Economics Education
ESTHA L. HOTT, in Physical Education
NADINE M. HUBNER, in Recreational Service Education
KEVIN M. JOHNSTON, in Recreational Service Education
DIANE M. MACKEY, in History/ Social Studies
EILEEN M. MCCARTHY, in Recreational Service
Education
KRISTINA J. NEUFFER, in Recreational Service Education
FELICIA Noca, in Elementary Education
SUSAN B. SHENKMAN, in Recreational Se rvice Education
PATRICIA J. WASHKO, in Recreational Se rvice Education
Honors Scholars
SANDRA H. BARCIKOWSKI, in Elementary Education
MARLENE C. GROTH, in Special Education
DAWN M. LINDSEY, in Elementary Education
RICHARD PAUL MAIDMENT, in French
KATHIE A. MALUCKY, in Elementary Education
DEBORAH L. MARION, in Elementary Education
SUZANNE SABATO, in Special Education
MARYBETH A. SHAY, in History
Sixteen
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING
JOHN CHARLES AHLRICHS
ROBERT BRUCE AILLERY
DAVID J. ALDI
GARY DEAN ALKIRE
MARK FOSTER AMELL
ERIC MOLTZAU ANDERSON
ARTHUR HILDING ANDERSON III
DAVID CURTIS ANDREWS
MARK JOSEPH ANHALT
DAVID JOSEPH ANZINI
ROBERT ARMAND ARAGON
RAYMOND JOSEPH ARCHACKI, JR.
PETER M. BALLARD
CRAIG ALLEN BARDENHEUER
DAWN MARIE BARRASSO
HERMANN AUGUST BAUTZMANN, JR.
WILLIAM M. BEDARD
SCOTT FREDERICK BEECHER
ROBERT HOWARD BEEDE
CHRISTOPHER BESCHLER
BRUCE ALAN BETTS
ROBERT ANDREW BIROS
STEVEN BERNARD BLOVISH
CHARLES EDGER BODEMANN III
VINCENT ANTHONY BONAllO
GEORGE J. BONCEK, JR.
CHARLES RUSHTON BOOKER III
VINCENT JOHN BOREAS
RONALD MICHAEL BOTTACARI
BARTON NICHOLAS BOVEE
PETER EARL BOYSEN, JR.
ROBERT THOMAS BOZIMSKI
PETER S. BRADEEN
CAROLINE ERIKA BRAEU
ROBERT MITCHELL BRAISTED
THOMAS JOSEPH BRANSFIELD
STEPHEN ALDEN BRIGGS
GERALD DAVID BRINKER
ROBERT HAYDOCK BROOKE III
CHRISTOPHER ALAN BROUWER
LORRAINE ALICE BROWN
MICHAEL REGINALD BROWNSTONE
DAVID RANDALL BRUMBAUGH
ROBERT TIMOTHY BUDNIK
ERNST HANS BUGGISCH
TIMOTHY JOHN BURGESS
KENNETH BURNS
MARGARET ELIZABETH BURR
ROBERT GOODRICH BUTLER
GREGORY ROBERT BYLO
RICHARD JOSEPH CALLAHAN
MICHAEL ALAN CANTOR
MICHAEL JOHN CASSATA, JR.
DAVID JOHN CATALDI
SHARON ELIZABETH CATLIN
GEETA CHAKRAVARTHY
BEN ANTHONY CHRISTOLINI, JR.
MARCIA LYNN CIAMPORCERO
JOHN WALTER CICHOCKI
GARY DAVID CLAIRMONT
ROBERT JAMES CLARKE
JOHN FRANCIS CLOUTIER
RICHARD EDWARD COAKLEY
GREGORY PAUL COLLINS
WILLIAM PATRICK COLLINS
CHARLES CHRISTOPHER COSTA
JAMES RICHARD COUNTRYMAN
HENRY ROBERT D'AMELIA
JEFFREY PAUL DALLAS
ANTHONY DASILVA, JR.
CHARLES JEFFREY DEMPSEY
RICHARD ALLEN DENARDIS
JOSEPH ARTHUR DIDOMIZIO
JAMES RUSSELL DIMELLA
GREGORY MICHAEL DISHIAN
KEVIN MICHAEL DONOVAN
JOHN JOSEPH DOWLING, JR.
ROBERT JAMES DOWSETT
THOMAS CHARLES DRESSING III
BRUCE WILLIAM DUFFANY
MICHAEL OWEN DUFFY
THOMAS PHILIP DUPNIK
ALEXANDER M. DUZICK
ROBERT ANDREW ECKEL, JR.
CHRISTINA EGGERT
BRUCE EDWARD EMERICK
LAURA ELIZABETH ENGEL
ROBERT HOWARD ESTY
JOSEPH KENNETH EVITTS, JR.
RICHARD NORMAN FARGO
RAYMOND MICHAEL FARINA, JR.
ROBERT WILLIAM FARIS
ALAN FELENCHAK
THOMAS HAROLD FENTON
EILEEN SUZANNE FERENCE
PETER MARK FESTA
THOMAS PATRICK FILBURN
KEVIN L. FINNAN
RICHARD MICHAEL FRANCHI
DAN FELIX FREUDMANN
KENNETH ALBERT FRISK
PETER FRUEHAN
ELAINE MARY GADZIK
ANDREW WILLIAM GAHURA
MICHAEL JOHN GARBOLSKI
ROBERT GARCIA
JULIA GATES
VINCENT ANDREW GENIS
KONSTANTINOS A. GIANISIS
ANDREW GILLEN
ANNE MARIE GILLEN
KAREN MARIE GILLEN
THOMAS STEVEN GIONFRIDDO
ROSANNE CELESTE GIOVANETTI
MARTIN KEITH GLADSTEIN
JOHN THOMAS GOEHRKE
GERALD JOSEPH GORNEAULT
LEE ANNE GRADY
JONATHAN FREDERICK GRANT
BRUCE GREEN
THOMAS E. GREEN
DAVID MICHAEL GREENBAUM
LAWRENCE JOSEPH GRIGELY
DANIEL MATHEW GROHER
JONATHAN GROSS
PAUL FRANCIS GROSSHART
BRUCE WAYNE GROVER
ERIC JOSEPH GUARISCO
LOUIS JOSEPH GULLO
KENNETH RICHARD HAMMEL
KARL HERBERT HANSSON
KEITH EVAN HAYDEN
CLINTON BLENDINGER HEINEKEN
CRAIG ROBERT HERLIHY
SCOTT WALTHER HIPPEN
HAROLD WILLIAM HIPSKY, JR.
MARK RICHARD HIZA
GREGORY CAULDER
HOLLINGSWORTH
ANDREW STEPHEN HORBACHEVSKY
JERYL ANN HORROCKS
GUY DOUGLAS HOWARD
BRUCE ANDREW ILLAUSKY
MARK ALFRED INSERO
JOHN HENRY JACKO, JR.
GRZEGORZ JARMOSZKO
GLENN DAVID JARVIS
HARWOOD ALAN JOHNSON
BARBARA ANN KARWOSKI
STEVEN CHARLES KASEL
JULIA KAZAN
THOMAS KYLE KEITH
DIANE SUSAN KELLER
STEVEN EDWARD KELLER
MICHAEL THOMAS KIMBALL
ROBERT JOHN KISH
ROBERT GENE KNOWLTON, JR.
CHRISTOPHER EATON KOERNER
WILLIAM ARTHUR KOLINGER, JR.
WILLIAM JOSEPH KOLODZIEJ
FRANK KUPIDLOWSKI, JR.
ULRICH FRANCOIS ALEXANDRE
LA FOSSE
LEONARD THOMAS LACROCE, JR.
RICHARD F. LANDGREN
PAUL FRANCIS LANDREY
PATRICIA KATHLEEN LAVENDIER
DAVID THOMAS LAWLOR
TIMOTHY PAUL LAYMAN
LEO P. LETARTE
ROBERT DAVID LEWIS
JOSEPH PETER LIGUORE
KATHRYN ANN LIHOTA
NICHOLAS LEONARD LIZZA
BRIAN DAVID LORD
ANDREW BRIAN MACRI
DENNIS M. MADDEN
KEVIN DAVID MADORE
ANDREW PHILIP MAGEE
ROY JOSEPH MAINELLI
KENNETH WILLIAM MAJOR
JOSEPH RUDOLPH MALISZEWSKI
THOMAS PATRICK MALOY
PHILIP JOHN MANNING
BARBARA JEANNE MANTARRO
ERIC ALLAN MARTENSON
MICHAEL L. MARUSIC
CLARK DELOSS MAXSON
KEVIN JUDE MCCONNELL
BRIAN THOMAS MCDERMOTT
DAVID PAUL MCGRATH
STEPHEN JOSEPH MCGUFF
Seventeen
JAMES FRANCIS MCLAUGHLIN
MARY RACHEL PARLA MCNAMARA
PHILIP GREGORY MICKELSON
THOMAS ANTHONY MIKLINEVICH
PAUL MARK MILESKI
DOUGLAS ALEXANDER MORRISON
JOSEPH LAWRENCE MUENCH
PETER JOSEPH MURPHY
SUSAN JOAN MURTHA
EDWARD JOSEPH MYCHASKIW
MATTHEW THOMAS NACLERIO
BRIAN J. NATWICK
DZUNG DUC NGUYEN
RONALD ALAN NICHOLS
ROBERT EDWIN NICOLA
JOSEPH PATRICK NIEDERMEYER
RAÚL J. NIEVES, JR.
MAUREEN BARBARA NODINE
JEFFREY RAYMOND NOEL
GREGORY EDMUND NOLE
PETER ELLIOTT NOLTE
ROBERT ANTHONY NOONAN
STEPHEN ROGER NOONAN
STANLEY CHARLES NOVAK, JR.
LEONARD VINCENT NOVITSKI
STEPHEN JOHN O'MEARA
RICHARD ALAN OCHENKOWSKI
EDWARD JAMES OGLE, JR.
FERNANDO OLIVEIRA
BEVERLY LOUISE OLSEN
ROGER MICHAEL ORSULAK
SCOTT MICHAEL PACKER
FRED HOWARD PAGE III
LEONARD MICHAEL PARENTE
THOMAS BERNARD PARKER
STANLEY WALTER PAWLUKIEWICZ
MICHAEL JOHN PAllANI
CHRISTOPHER WALTER PENNELLA
KEITH L. PEPIN
RALPH PETER PERAGINE
STEVEN WALTER PESKO
DAVID GERALD PIKE
DAVID JOHN PINCKNEY
SAM PETER PINDRYS
PETER ANDREW PLESZ
DANIEL CHARLES EIGNER
ROBERT EDWARD GUARNIERI
PETER DAVID HOTKOWSKI
ALEXANDER PETER KARPINSKI
PAUL MELLING
DAVID ALAN PLIS
	
RICHARD ALBERT STAYE
LESLIE MARTIN POMMER
	
ROBERT JOHN STENT
GREGORY VICTOR PONIATOWSKI
	
PAUL LAWRENCE STOLTZE
ALAN RICHARD PORFERT
	
KEVIN LEE STROBEL
JAY EDWARD PRESBIE
	
MARILYN ANN SUMMERS
FREDERIC CHARLES PRESNICK
	
EDGAR B. SWEET III
TODD K. PROSPERT
	
ROBERT BARTLETT SWICK
STUART HARVEY RADIN
	
ANDY JOSEPH SZACH
BETTY ANN RADLEY
	
THOMAS LYNDON THORPE
JEFFERY RIGGAN RAINES
	
SCOTT SHEGEMI TOTTEN
WENDY RANNENBERG
	
SHELTON VICTOR TOUBMAN
JAMES MICHAEL READY
	
PETER J. TREMKO III
ALAN MICHAEL REMONDI
	
PAUL RAYMOND TRUEBIG
CHARLES EDWARD REUTER
	
MOSUM TSUI
BRUCE DANA RICHARDSON
	
MATTHEW JAY TUZ
JOHN WILLIAM RILEY, JR.	 RICHARD PAUL UNDERWOOD
THOMAS ROBERT ROCK
	
GEORGE ANTHONY UPTON
WALTER JOSEPH RODAK
	
JAMES PAUL VASSAR
STEPHEN ELMER RODIER
	
JOHN RAYMOND VEILLETTE
DONALD JAMES ROHR	 PHILIP DALE VOZZOLA
JOEL MARK ROSENBERG
	
CRAIG ALLEN WAGNER
HOLLY ANN ROSSIGNOL	 JAMES RICHARD WALLING
MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER RUSSO, JR.	 DANIEL WALTER WARTSCHOW
LUIS FILIPE SA	 LAIN WAUGH
BRUCE MICHAEL SALUK
	
GERALD WAWRZENIAK
BRENDA Jo SANFORD	 DAVID CLARK WEHNER
MICHAEL EDWARD SCHMITT
	
MICHAEL WEINZIMMER
ANTHONY MICHAEL SCOTTO, JR.	 RUSSELL JAMES WENDT
JOSEPH ANTHONY SCRICCA
	
ALAN L. WIEMANN
BRIAN GUIDO SEMPREBON
	
CLAY CURTIS WILD
ALAN BRIAN SHEPARD
	
ALAN D. WITTSTEIN
JONATHAN D. SIEGEL	 ROBERT LEE WOLFE
CHRISTIAN WILLIAM SIEMER
	
DEBORAH LYNN WORREST
THOMAS J. SILVA	 TIMOTHY EDWARD WORTH
DANETTE LYNN SILVERIA
	
MICHAEL EDWARD WRIGHT
KEITH ARNOLD SIMMONS
	
ROBERT BROOKS YALEN -
STEPHEN PAUL SIMONIN
	
DAVID ALLAN YANDOW
JAMES SMOLEN
	
KASING YIP
JAMES ALAN SOOBITSKY
	
DANIEL PATRICK YOKELL
WILLIAM FREDERICK SPADER, JR.	 RICHARD J. ZAFFINO
MICHAEL THOMAS SPARAGO
	
VICTOR PETER ZEMBRUSKI
EDWIN ROBERT SPRINGER, JR. 	 JACQUELYN SUE ZIPFEL
RUSSELL MARK ST. JOHN	 CHRISTOPHER GEORGE ZIU
PETER L. STANWICKS	 ANTHONY P. ZUROLO, JR.
RICHARD JOHN STARK
BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY
LEWIS CAMPBELL Ross
SALVATORE JOHN SHIFRIN
WILLIAM FRANCIS SULLIVAN, JR.
JOHN ANTHONY TEDESCO
PETER NASH WINN
Honors Scholars
CHRISTOPHER A. BROUWER, in Chemical Engineering
MICHAEL A. CANTOR, in Chemical Engineering/
Materials Engineering
ROBERT J. DOWSETT, in Chemical Engineering/ Materials
Engineering
MARY PARLA MCNAMARA, in Civil Engineering
MICHAEL J. PAllANI, in Computer Science
BETTY ANN RADLEY, in Mechanical Engineering
MICHAEL E. SCHMITT, in Electrical Engineering
MosuM TSUI, in Chemical Engineering
PHILIP D. VOZZOLA, in Mechanical Engineering
ALAN L. WIEMANN, in Electrical Engineering
ROBERT B. YALEN, in Mechanical Engineering/ Materials
Engineering
University Scholars
CHRISTOPHER A. BROUWER, Chemical Engineering 	 MICHAEL J. PAllANI, Computer Science
ROBERT J. DOWSETT, Chemical Engineering/Materials 	 BETTY ANN RADLEY, Mechanical Engineering
Engineering 	 MosuM TsuI, Chemical Engineering
MARY PARLA MCNAMARA, Civil Engineering 	 JOHN R. VEILLETTE, Civil Engineering
Eighteen
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
JEFFREY NELSON ADAMS
GEORGE JOHN ARAB, JR.
MICHELLE ANNE AYOTTE
JAMES THOMAS BAKER
CYNTHIA JEAN BENDEL
WILLIAM MICHAEL BOULEY
DEBORAH ELAINE BOWKER
CATHERINE CASSANDRA
CASTELLUZZO
MARY SUSAN ANNE CATAUDELLA
GERARD CHRISTOPHER CICCARELLI
ROBERT CRANE III
REGINALD MARK DECAMBRE
DEBORAH A. DECKER
JOY LYNNE DIOGUARDI
CAROL ELIZABETH DOLAN
CAROL ANGELA DRONSFIELD
LAURA JEAN EDEN
ARMANDO PHILLIP ERBA
ROBIN MICHAEL FISH
MARY EILEEN FLANNELLY
DIANE MARIE GARDELLA
JAYNE ELLEN GOULD
YVONNE HARRIS
KRISTIN MARTHA HAUSLAIB
SUSAN LINDA HEDMAN
PAULA LEE CHATEAUNEUF
EDWARD JOSEPH CREMO
MARY THERESA CONNOLLY
SUSANNA MAE DELSON
EILEEN SUZANNE FERENCE
SUSAN KUCHARSKI
DAVID BOWEN HORNE
MICHAEL C. HUCKINS
LAURIE ELLEN JAMES
SERMIN KARDESTUNCER
JAMES HURD KEITHLINE
JOHN KELLEY
DAVID MARC KLEIN
BRYAN ARTHUR KNORR
STACEY ELLEN LAPUK
CARA LYNN LEIBOWITZ
TERRI TUCKER LEMASTERS
JOHN KENNEDY LEONARD
PAMELA CHACE LEUBA
PRISCILLA MARY LINER
DONNA LEE LIss
BONNIE LYNN
PETER RUSSELL MARDOC
BONNIE B. MASSEY
HEIDE KAROLA MAYER
THOMAS JOSEPH MCVETY
ANNE ELIZABETH MILEK
INGRID JUST MOLLER
ANNEMARIE THERESA NARDECCHIA
REBECCA SUSAN NEFF
BRIDGET MAUREEN O'CONNELL
THOMAS M. PUDLINSKI
THERESA M. PUTIO
NANCY ANN RIVOSA
DANA TODD ROBINSON
JENNIFER ANN RODENBACH
BARRY O'GRADY SCANLAN
RANDALL COREY SEXTON
JILL DEBRA SHAPIRO
JOSEPH PETER SHEA
ROSANNE MARY SHEA
LOIS R. SHEPHERD
SUSAN MARIE STANAT
MICHAEL DANIEL SULLIVAN
RICHARD MUNRO SULLIVAN
RICHARD ALLEN TELMAN
JACQUELINE MARIE THRESHER
DONALD F. TORREY, JR.
AUDREY JEAN TUBBS
REGINA ROMA VAITUZIS
CAROL FRANCES VANDERLIP
MARGARET YVONNE VILLALON
NANCY NICKERSON VIVEIROS
RICHARD PAUL WATSON
SIRI WEBER
CHRISTINE MARA WHELAN
SHARI JILL WHITE
SUE ANN WILKINSON
BACHELOR OF MUSIC
LISA ANN PONAK
ANDRIJ O. PRYSHLAK
BENITA ASTRIDA ROSE
JOHN ANTHONY SANTORO
MICHAEL GRANT VAILLANCOURT
With Distinction
JEFFREY N. ADAMS, in Acting
Honors Scholar
CAROL E. DOLAN, in General Program in Dramatic Art
University Scholar
MICHAEL C. HUCKINS, General Program in Dramatic Art
Nineteen
THE SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS AND
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
HELEN M. ADAMSKI
	
ANNE MAUREEN GEARY
SCOTT JOSEPH ALEMANY
	
LUISA G. GIAIMo
PATRICIA E. ALMEIDA
	
MARGARET BOYD GILCHRIST
CHERYL A. ARISON
	
LIZABETH KAREN GOLDBERG
STEVEN T. ARNOLD
	
LAUREN GOLDSTROM
TERRY LYNN BECKER
	
LISA PURVES GOLON
KATHERINE MARIE BELLA
	
RACHEL ANN GOODKIND
LINNETTE SUE BENINGO
	
ELLYN LESLIE GOULD
SUSAN JOAN BISULCA
	
ANTOINETTE FRANCES GRELLA
ELLEN MARY BLAZINSKI
	
GAIL MARIE GRENNAN
JANET BORDIERE
	
BARBARA JAYNE GROB
SHEILA BOUSHEE
	
MARIE ANNE GRONDZIK
GAIL CORLIS BUBSEY
	
DONNA ELAINE HALL
SUSAN KEITHLEY BUTTERWORTH
	
BETH ANN HANRAHAN
SALLY JEAN CALDWELL
	
LINDA NELSON HASSETT
CELIA CALLAS
	
JAYNE RALEIGH HAYDEN
CYNTHIA ANN CAMERON
	
DARLENE ANNETTE HOUSTON
ELLEN MARIE CANNY
	
YVONNE CARLETTE INGRAM
CAROL ANN CARPENTER
	
DONNA MARIE JARVIS
SANDRA MARIE CAllETTA
	
RICHARD CHARLES JEDRZIEWSKI
SUSAN ANN CEPHAS
	
DONNA KAREN JOHNSTON
JUDITH LYNN CHADWICK
	
DENISE DIANE JOLY
SUSAN FRANCINE CHAMBERLAND
	
KARYN DENISE KING
ROBIN LYNNE CLARKE
	
SHIRLEY ANN KIRYCHUK
MARILYN ROSE CLOSE
	
MICHELLE EILEEN KNIGHTLY
MICHELLE ANN CLOUTIER
	
KAREN LEE KOFSUSKE
MARILYN YVONNE COBB
	
ELAINE FLEMING KOSA
TAMMY JEANNE CONLEY
	
DONNA FRANCES LANG
KIMBERLY LYNN CONNOR
	
ANNE THERESE LAWLOR
MICHELE MARY COSTA
	
KATHLEEN EVELYN LEARY
KATHY ANNE COUREY
	
CYNTHIA R. LEBOWITZ
KAREN SUE COZZA
	
SUZANNE CANNON LEFEVRE
RASILLA CARMELA CRISANTI
	
JANET MARY LENGEL
MARY GERMAINE CRISCUOLO
	
KAREN LYNN LIEBOWITZ
ELIZABETH AURORA CRISTOFARO
	
MARCIA ELLEN LOCKE
PAMELA KAY D'AMICO
	
LOIS PALMA LUCCA
KATHLEEN MARIE DAY
	
NANCY LEE MARSHALL
JANICE MARIE DECOZIO
	
CYNTHIA ANN MARSZALEK
JOAN DENICOLO
	
MICHELE ADRIENNE MASSE
ELAINE ANN DICKINSON
	
TERESA ANN MAXWELL
MARGARET JEAN DONOVAN
	
ELSIE LEE MAYES
SUSAN E. DOWD
	
ANNE MARIE MCCORD
PATRICIA BERNEDETTE DULSKI
	
MARY THERESE MCDONALD
SONDRA ALAYNE EARLE
	
PETER SCOTT MCLENNAN
ERIN PATRICIA EBERHARDT
	
JANE EVELYN MCMASTER
KIMBERLY BETH EDWARDS
	
KIM ELIZABETH MCQUARRIE
KAREN LIZABETH ELDREDGE
	
THERESA HELENE MELIGONIS
LINDA LOUISE ELLIS
	
LYNN MARIE MELLINGER
BARBARA ANN ENGLERT
	
LEE HAMMOND MOODY
WENDY MERRILL EWING
	
WANDA LEE MOORE
MAURA FERRIGNO
	
CAROL MOZDZER
PAMELA ANN FILIPPINI
	
PATRICIA MYER
NORA LYNN FISCHER
	
CARLA JANE NELSON
JONATHAN JARED FLORIAN
	
DONNA MARIE NYREN
SUSAN ELIZABETH FORD
	
CAROLYN LOUISE O'CONNELL
LAURIE ANN FORSBERG
	
PATRICIA ANNE O'CONNOR
MADGE Jo FRAMPTON
FAMILY STUDIES
JUDITH MARY O'SHEA
VIRGINIA LOUISE O'DONNELL
LINDA MARTHA OLSEN
CHERYL BEDA OLSON
CAROLA BIANCA ORGANSCHI
JANE ELIZABETH OSTRANDER
JILL PARIS OUELLETTE
ANNE ELIZABETH PALMER
NORMAN DAVID PARKS
MARY ELIZABETH PEARSON
KAREN M. PERCIVAL
LAURA LOUISE PFEIFFER
ANN-MARIE PIERRO
DIANA PATRICIA PIERSON
LEIGH ANN PITTMAN-REYNOLDS
DANA LYNN PONAK
LAURA ANN PRENTICE
CAROL M. PRISLOE
LAURIE ANN RASCOE
MARY FRANCES REPASS
CHRYLL ANN RINALDI
PEGGY ANN RING
ELLEN NANCY ROBBINS
CYNTHIA ANN ROBINSON
DEBRA LEE ROGOL
DEBORA FRANCES ROMANO
KATHY ELLEN ROSENBLATT
CAROL SANDRA RULNICK
MARYANNE TERESA RUOTOLO
JANET LOUISE RUSSELL
KIM DORCETTE SANDERS
JUDITH ANNE SANDLER
BETH ANN SAVITSKY
DEBORAH JEAN SAVOCA
SHERYL ANNE SCHMIDT
TRACY A. SCOTT
LISE ELLEN SIMONS
MARYELIZABETH ANNE SINATRO
HILLARY ANN SLOANE
ROBIN ANNE SOULE
AMY LYNN STICKNEY
KAREN MARIE STUART
CAROL ANNE SULLIVAN
DEBORAH LEE SULYK
KAREN HOLLY TOMASKO
PATRICIA NORA TRACEY
KATHRYN JOAN TRAIL
CAROL ANN TURNER
LORI LEBLANC VAN VOGELPOEL
MICHELLE RENE VIENS
EDITH NILDA VILLANUEVA
ELLEN ELIZABETH WARREN
MARY ELIZABETH WEBB
KIM E. WEISS
DIANE BARBARA WILLEY
NANCY MARIE WOLFE
MICHAEL COREY ZIEFF
With Distinction
SALLY J. CALDWELL in Human Development and Family
Relations
BARBARA ANN ENGLERT, in Human Development and
Family Relations
HILLARY A. SLOANE, in Human Development and Family
Relations
KATHRYN J. TRAIL, in Design and Resource Management
Twenty
Honors Scholar
KIMBERLY L. CONNOR, in Human Development and
Family Relations
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
BACHELOR OF ARTS
INGRID JEAN AARRESTAD
CAROL ANN ABONDOLO
LAUREL ELIZABETH ADAMS
SUSAN LEE ADAMS
ELMER JOHN ADAMS, JR.
CORENE MARIE ADORNO
EWARD PATRICK ADZIMA
ELIZABETH DOUGAN AFTABAZARI
LEE C. AGNEW
JOHN EMIL AGOSTINI
LUIZA REBECCA AGUIAR
MARGARET MARY AHERN
EDITH DENYSE AINSWORTH
MICHAEL Louis ALBERTS
KATHLEEN BRIDGET ALBERTSON
DOUGLAS PAUL ALEXANDER
LYNNE B. ALEXANDER
JACK ALLEGRETTI
NANCY ANN ALLEN
EDWARD CHANNING ALLEN III
WALTER LUDWIG ALTAMIRANO
JOSEPH AMENTA
MARK B. AMES
CRAIG STEVEN ANDERSON
LESLIE ELIZABETH ANDERSON
PETER DOUGLAS ANDERSON
ANTHONY WRIGHT ANDREWS
ERIC JOSEPH ANDREWS
JULIA ELIZABETH ANDREWS
RANDOLPH COLVIN ANDREWS
GREGORY GEORGE ANDRIUNAS
FRANK CUSHMAN ANGELL
CHARLES JOHN ANTHES
DONNA GAEL APTER
DONNA EDITH ARCIERO
LUCILLE CONSTANCE MARYIANN
ARESCO
RICHARD SETH ARIES
DEBORAH SUSAN ARIOTTI
PATRICIA ANNE ARTHUR
GEORGE ARVANITIS
HEIDI LE ASKLAR
CHARLES JOHN ASPINWALL
PATRICIA ANNE AUBER
SUSAN DEBORAH AUDIETIS
KARIN ANN AURICHIO
ELIZABETH ANN AUSTIN
ANNA MARIA BADINI
CYNTHIA CAROL BAILEY
CATHERINE WALSH BALL
JOHN GREGORY BALUZY
EDWARD PAUL BANKOSKI
CHRISTOPHER PAUL BANKS
FREDERICK BANNON, JR.
MARIANNE ELIZABETH BARBINO
ANTHONY HUGH BARONE
FERN JOY BARRASSO
GREGORY STEVEN BARRIERE
KATHLEEN JANE BARTEL
CANDACE ELIZABETH BARTH
ANN MANSFIELD BATES
WILLIAM ERRETT BATES
SUSAN MARY BAUER
CHARLES BERNARD BAUGH
WILLIAM JOHN BECKER
DAVID GUY BEGIN
DEBORAH ANN BEHUNIAK
GEORGE J. BELKE
ELIZABETH ANNE BELLOCK
BRUCE WILLIAM BENEDICT
JACQUELINE CECELIA BENNETT
JAMES FRANCIS BENNETT
ERIC RICHARD BENSON
BRIAN CARVON BERGDAHL
BRENDA MARIE BERGERON
KAREN LYNN BERNAT
LINDA ANN BERNHARDT
ELDON H. BERNSTEIN
DARCY MARIE BERTELMANN
SUSAN MARJORIE BESCHER
GARY JOSEPH BIASUCCI
RICHARD JENNER BIGELOW, JR.
JOSEPH EDWARD BIRON, JR.
LINDA SUE BISACCIA
PETER RAYMOND BISACCIA
DEBRA ELAINE BJORK
KAREN EILEEN BLAIS
CELIA BOBROWSKY
JEFFREY SCOTT BOGNAR
JENNIFER JEAN BOGUE
MARK THEODORE BOLTZ
RICHARD PAGE BOMBACI
THOMAS EZIO BONETTI
NANCY BOUCHARD
RICHARD ALBERT BOWERS
ASHLEY DUNHAM BOYD
CHRISTOPHER WALTER BOYLAN
DENNIS PATRICK BRADLEY
JANE STARR BRAFF
SANDRA GENE BRAMAN
BARBARA A. BRANDELL
JONATHAN JAY BRANDSTATER
THERESE ANNE BRANGAN
KATHRYN L. BRAUN
DOMINIQUE M. BRAllIEL
JOSEPH EDMUND BREEN
MARY JANE BRENNAN
WILLIAM M. BRIDGEFORD III
KAREN THERESA BRIERE
JANE FRANCES BRIGANTIC
ANNE FRANCES BROUSSARD
CLAIRE HANLON BROWN
JANET LEE BRYANT
LYNN MARIE BRYANT
CAROL CLARK BUDZIK
LORI DIANE BURACK
ADAIR MADELINE BURGER
MARY JANE BURKE
MICHAEL DENNIS BURKE
CLAYTON ALLEN BURKHALTER
JILL ANN BURSACK
THOMAS J. BUTCHER
BARRY ANTHONY BUTLER
KENNETH J. BUTLER
PAUL Peter BZOWYCKYJ
DAVID KEITH CALARCO
DOUGLAS ANTHONY CALIBEY
TERESA ANNE CALLAHAN
MICHAEL THOMAS CALVERT
SHELLEY ANN CAMMISA
MATTHEW DAVID CANFIELD, JR.
JEANNE MARIE CANNAVARO
WILLIAM GERARD CANTIN
MARK VICTOR CAPOBIANCO
JOANNE ELIZABETH CAPODANNO
PHILIP JAMES CARABILLO
CHRISTOPHER LEWIS CAREY
CHRISTOPHER DEANS CARON
SUSAN MARGARET CARPENTER
JEFFREY J. CARR
KIM MARGARET CARRAGHER
RICHARD PAUL CARSON
MARY COMPTON CARTER
LINNET EDWINA CARTY
DANIEL FREDERICK CARUSO
GREGORY MICHAEL CASEY
MARYANN CASSELLO
JOSEPH JOHN CASSIDY III
JOSEPH WILLIAM CASTALDI
BONNIE JOYCE CECARELLI
Twenty-one
ANTHONY MARCUS CERRETO
SUSAN ANN CHAMPAGNE
SHARON ANNE CHANDLER
CRAIG STEPHEN CHAPLEN
CHERYL BARSZCZ CHAPUT
JEFFREY B. CHASE
BRUCE ALAN CHENAIL
DAVID H. CHIDEKEL
DEBORAH ANN CHIEL
NICHOLAS DEMETRIOS CHIGOS II
ANTHONY EDWARD CHIODO
JILL COPELAND CHIODO
ALFRED CHRISTENSEN III
WILLIAM MORGAN CHRISTIE
KAREN ANNE CHRISTOFFERSON
EDWARD ALBERTO CIPRIANO
JAY FRANCIS CLARK
ROBERT WILLMORE CLARK
JOHN NOEL CLOUTIER
RICHARD SEAN CODY
KEVIN JOSEPH COFFEY
JOANN LEE COHEN
VIRGINIA ANN COMMISSO
THOMAS GEORGE CONFORTI
KEVIN DENNIS CONKLIN
JUDITH ELIZABETH CONLAND
LAWRENCE LEE CONNELLI
JOSEPH PETER CONNELLY
DOUGLAS EDWARD CONWAY
KATHY MADELINE COPPOLA
BRIAN MARK COREY
MARY REBECCA CORRAO
EDWARD JOSEPH COSGROVE, JR.
JOANNE CATHERINE COSTA
KEITH NICHOLAS COSTA
KATHERINE LODA COUILLARD
LINDA ELLEN COURNOYER
ESTHER ELIZABETH COYLE
MARYANN COYNE
BRENDA MAUREEN CRAVEN
LAURINDA HARTT CRONHEIM
ANTHONY M. CROWE
GREGORY JOHN CURCIO
DONNA MARIE CURRAN
KEITH FREDERICK CURRY
CHERYL L. CUSSEN
VICTORIA MARGIT CZVERKO
CYNTHIA GRACE DAGON
EFTHALIA DALAMANGAS
STUART MASON DAMBROT
AGNES ELIZABETH DAMIO
EDWARD CARLETON DANA
SUE DANDER
DEENA L. DAROIS
BARBARA FISHER DAVIS
CATHERINE L. DAVIS
CATHY DIANNE DAVIS
NANCY DAVIS
NICOLA DELUCA
DONNA MARIE DEMURIA
MARK HARRISON DEAN
STEPHEN DAVID DEBENEDET
GEZA DEBRECZENI
SARAH BEARDSLEY DEGNAN
ELIZABETH JANE DELANEY
JANET LUFT DELEAR
DIANA CARON DELISA
CHERYL JANE DELLERBA
DARIO FABRIZIO DELPUPPO
DAVID RALPH DELUCIA
JAMES MICHAEL DENEGRE
SHIRLEY FRANCES DENNO
DEMETRIA ANN DESARNO
WILLIAM PATRICK DESROSIERS
CHERYL A. DEVEIKIS
PATRICIA CYR DEVOE
STEVEN ARTHUR DILLING
ANTHONY JOHN DILORENZO III
ROSE MARIE DIVJAK
DEBORAH A. DOCIMO
JASON MERRILL DODGE
PETER JOSEPH DOMINSKI
JOHN GIBLIN DONAHUE
STEVEN RICHARD DONEN
DEBRA LEE DOOLEY
VALARIE TERESA DORSEY
BETH ANNE DOUCETTE
IDA BELLE DOVENITZ
COLLEEN MARIE DOYLE
MARJORIE ANN DOYLE
MARGARET PAULINE DRAGALIN
ROBERTA ANNE DUCH
DEBRA A. DUCHESNEAU
ROBERT ANDREW DUDEK
KIM LISA DUELL
DONNALYNN DUFFEE
SUSAN LYNNE DUHAIME
HELEN MARY DULUDE
GARY E. DUNN
CHERYL FRANCES DUNWORTH
BARBARA JEAN DYLAG
DELLY FRANZ EBANKS
JOHN CHRISTOPHER EDGINTON
BEVERLEY ELIZABETH EGAN
DAVID JOHN EHNOT
EMILY HOPE EINSTEIN
NANCY HELENE EISELE
LESLIE LYNN ELWELL
ANN MARGARET ERICKSON
CLAUDIA C. ESSER
WENDY JANE EUSTACE
CAROL JANINE EVON
JAMES CHARLES FAGAN
ELIZABETH ANN FALSETTI
CHRISTINE FARAKOS
SHARON ANGELLA FARQUHARSON
RHONDA M. FARRAH
CHRISTOPHER GEORGE FECINTA
JOHN MICHAEL FEHR
MICHAEL HENRY FELDHUHN
MICHAEL FELICISSIMO
LINDA MARIE FELTRIN
REED HARRISON FENDLER
CYNTHIA MARIA FERNANDES
UBALDINO ANTONY FERRER
NANCY ANN FERRERI
SHARLENE R. FERRIN
ROBIN DIEDRICH FESSEL
LORI ANN FIANO
FAITH ELLEN FIELDMAN
WILLIAM JOSEPH FILCHAK
FREDERIC CARL FILIPPELLI
RONNIE ANN FILKOFF
DOUGLAS OWINGS FINGLES, JR.
ELIZABETH BYRNE FITZPATRICK
FRANCIS R. FLANNERY
ELIZABETH RUTH FLEET
CAROL ELAINE FLEIT
LEN EDWARD FLETCHER
PATRICIA ANN FLORIO
JEFFREY LEE FOGG
GIFFORD DEAN FOGLE
PHILIP JAMES FOKAS
KEVIN EMMETT FOLEY
ELIZABETH ANN FORAN
CECILIA MARIE FORGIONE
JAMES JOSEPH FORTE
JANE VICTORIA FOSSATI
KATHLEEN MARCEIL FOSTER
WILLIAM DANIEL FRAAD, JR.
ETHAN DANIEL FRANKEL
STEPHEN MICHAEL FRANKLIN
JAYNE FRANZINO
PAMELA Jo FRASER
PATRICIA HELEN FREDERICK
KAREN DIANE FREDSALL
EDWARD EMIL FREIMUTH, JR.
LOUISA A. FRENCH
ELAINE SANDRA FRIEDENBERG
MARCY BETH FRIEDMAN
ANGEL ROBERTO FUENTES
DEBORAH MARIE GAFFNEY
PATRICIA ELIZABETH GAFFNEY
STEPHEN P. GAGE
MICHELLE ELISE GALANTE
PETER CHARLES GALASYN
KATHLEEN MARY GALGANO
DANTE ROMANO GALLUCCI
LYNNE FRANCES GALLUP
ELLEN ELIZABETH GAMCSIK
JACALYN BETH GARAY
STUART MARK GARBER
AMY JANE GARFINKLE
MARY Jo GAROFALO
DAVID BRIAN GAUDREAU
DIANE LYNN GAUDREAU
PAUL MORTIMER GEIB
MARK R. GENTA
GLENN ALAN GERMAINE
RICHARD CLARKSON GINDELE
DIANE MARIE GIONFRIDDO
LAURIE ANN GIOSCIA
STEVEN ELIOT GISKIN
MARY KATHERINE GLASSMAN
EDMUND TORREY GLIDDEN
RONNA M. GLIDDEN
MELANIE JOY GLUECK
STEPHEN LEE GOCHROS
BRIAN FRANCIS GOGGIN
BRIAN ROBERT GOODRICH
ROBERT WESLEY GOODWIN
JAMES JOSEPH GORSKE
MARK CURTIS GOTTSCHALK
ELIZABETH MARJORIE GOULD
JOAN HELEN GRABOWSKI
PEGGY L. GRAFF-PERRETT
THOMAS PETER GRAKOWSKY
ANGELA PAULINE GRANT
BARBARA JANE GRAY
DOREEN ELIZABETH GRAY
SETH ANDREW GREENBLATT
MARTIN THOMAS GREENE
RONNA BETH GREY
BRUCE ALLEN GRIGGS
Twenty- two
STEVEN P. GRIGORIAN
JACQUELINE ANNE GRIPPO
MARY LOU GRISELL
EDITH BARBARA GUBACSI
NANCY RUTH HAAG
ROBYN KATHARINE HAEGEL
AMY LYNN HAFELE
NANCY MARY HAFEY
CATHY JEAN HAINES
GEORGE JOSEPH HALL
JEFFREY ALAN HALL
RICHARD CABLE HAMBLIN
RICHARD CARLTON HARDER, JR.
CHRISTOPHER HARKINS
SCOTT DEAN HARRINGTON
MARY ANN HARRIS
DAVID JAMES HARRISON
MARJORIE SUZANNE HARRISON
STEPHEN PAUL HARTWELL
TARA LELIA HAVEMEYER
MARIANNE ELIZABETH HAVENS
STANLEY MARK HAWTHORNE
CYNTHIA BENNETT HAYES
MICHAEL WILLIAM HAYES
MARY THERESE HEALEY
WILLIAM FRANCIS HEALEY
RENEE HEALION
REBECCA MARGHERIT HEER WIG
HELLMUTH MARCUS HEINIMANN
MICHAEL CHARLES HELLYER
ELIZABETH SCOT HENDERSON
STEVEN GEORGE HENINGER
JOANNE MARIE HENK
KAREN ELIZABETH HERRMANN
MARY CATHERINE HICKEY
ELLEN ELIZABETH HILL
MELISSA MARSHALL HILTON
RICHARD MCDANIEL HISEY
VIRGINIA CAROL HOLE
SUSANNE MARIE HOLMES
JOAN ABRA HONIG
LYMAN SCOTT HOPKINS
DAVID PIERCE HORAN
MARK HILLARY HOSSFELD
MURRAY LEEVERN HOUGH
EILEEN MARY HOULIHAN
SUELLEN HOUSTON
KENNETH ARTHUR HOVLAND, JR.
KATHLEEN ELIZABETH HOWARD
SUZANNE HOYT
JANE ELLEN HUGO
STEVEN DALTON HULL
TIMOTHY RODERICK HUNTER
ALTON FRANK HUNTLEY, JR.
IRIS LYNN HURWITZ
HOLLY ANN HUSSEY
LAURA BAILEY HUTCHINS
SALLY ANN ILLES
PAUL NICHOLAS IPPEDICO
DAVID GEORGE ISNER
MATTHEW LEWIS JACOBS
SCOTT ALBERT JACOBS
ADAM JONATHAN JAFFE
MICHAEL LAWRENCE JANN
GRAZYNA JANUSZKIEWICZ
LINDA MARIE JEDIDIAN
KIM MARIE JESMONTH
EUGENE ROBERT JOHNKOSKI, JR.
BRADLEY ANCIL JOHNSON
ERIC PAUL JOHNSON
LEITH G. JOHNSON
ANTHONY WAYNE JOHNSON III
DONNA KAREN JOHNSTON
JAMES JONES
RANDALL MARK JONES
SIMON WILLIAM JOWETT
ERIN L. JOYCE
EDWARD PETER JURKIEWICZ
DONALD KACZMARCZYK
GRACE CATHERINE KALINOWSKI
GEOFFREY IRA KANNER
STEPHEN STANLEY KASLIKOWSKI
LORI-ANN KASPROW
STEPHANIE JANE KEAR
CYNTHIA ANN KEATING
KEVIN KERRY KEEGAN
RICHARD FRANCIS KEHOE
CHRISTOPHER JOHN KEILEY
WILLIAM PAUL KELLEHER
BRIAN ANTHONY KELLER
JANET ANNE KELLY
KAREN LYNN KELLY
PATRICIA ANN KELLY
THOMAS JOHN KELLY
TIMOTHY JOHN KELLY
DAVID SAMUEL KEMLER
RONDA LYNN KENT
CAROLE LYNN KERKIN
LISA JANE KERR
MARY KATHLEEN KILEY
ANNA MARIA KIMLIN
DEBRA INEZ KING
HAZEL JOANNE KING
VIRGINIA LYNN KING
FRANCIS ERNEST KING III
EDWARD JOHN KISLUK
BARBARA ANNE KLEIN
DONNA ELIZABETH KNAPLE
ALBERT CHARLES KNAUS III
ROBERT ARTHUR KNOTT
WILLIAM OWEN KNOX
KAREN ELIZABETH KOCHANOWSKI
LESLIE ANNE KOGOS
JONATHAN PETER KONECNY
DAVID NISSON KONSTANTIN
RICHARD ANDREW KONTOS
JUDITH ELLEN KOSIK
MICHAEL JOSEPH KOSKO
CAROLINE LEE KOWALSKI
KATHLEEN JOAN KOWALYSHYN
MICHAEL MATTHEW
KRACZKOWSKY
REAGAN MICHAEL KRANE
REBA FRANCES KRAUS
CAROL ANN KRAUSE
DANIEL EDWARD KRAUSE
DAVID CORNELL KRESS
DAVID RICHARD KRITZMAN
DEIRDRE A. KROLL
SUSAN KUCHARSKI
MARIE STEFANIE KUNA
ARTHUR WRIGHT KURECZKA
DAVID MICHAEL KUSEK
JOHN JOSEPH KWOLEK
DAVID JAMES LABELLA
LAURIE ANN LACERTE
SUSAN ELIZABETH LACHANCE
JAMES THOMAS LAFRANCE
MICHAEL THEODORE LANDINO
WILMER OGDEN LANKFORD IV
NADEEN ANN LAPUK
CHERYL ANNE LASSITER
BIANCA ANNE LAURO
KATHRYN ANN LAWSON
JOSEPH ELLIOTT LEADER
DONNA LEBLANC
GLORIA JEAN LEBLANC
LINDA LEDERMAN
REBECCA LEDESMA
JAMES MONROE LEE III
GENE ALFRED LEFEBVRE
DAWN LAURA LEGER
JOHN JOSEPH LENIHAN
NANCY DEBORAH LEONARD
DONALD EDWARD LEONE, JR.
PHILIPPA K. LEVINE
ROBERT PATRICK LEYKO
JAMA ROWENA LIGHT
ROBERT KELSEY LINDNER
JULIE RAE LIPKIN
THOMAS MORE LLEWELLYN
STEVE LOEWENSTEIN
BRIAN GLEN LOFMAN
JEANNE LOUISE LOFTUS
JOHN FRANCIS LOMBARD
PHILIP C. LOMBARDO, JR.
JOANNE M. LONG
STEPHEN ANTHONY LONGO
SUSAN ELLEN LONGO
JEFFREY VINCENT LORD
GARNETT REBECCA LOSAK
CHERYL ANN LOSEY
PETER THOMAS LOUGHRAN
TRACY PAGE LOVELL
WENDY CARLA LOWENBEIN
DAVID EDWARD LUCIER
THOMAS GERARD LYNAM
KEITH ALEXANDER LYNDAKER
ROBERT DONALD LYON, JR.
STEPHEN MICHAEL MACCHIAVERNA
LYNN LOUISE MACDONALD
AMY CAMERON MACDOUGAL
NANCY JOAN MACFARLANE
DEBRA ANN MACKENZIE
FAITH ELIZABETH MACLENNAN
NANCY BETH MACNEIL
NICHOLAS RICHARD MACRI II
ROBERT ARMAND MADORE
KRISTINA KATHRINE MAGNUSON
CATHLEEN MAHER
CHRISTOPHER JOHN MAJESKE
FRANCIS BARTHOLEMEW MAJORIE
STEPHEN A. MALINOSKI
CHRISTINE WESTLEY MALLETT
JACQUELINE MARGARET MALONE
PHILIP MARTIN MANCUSO
MARIE ANN MARCHESSEAULT
GERARD LUKE MARCIANO
BRUCE WILLIAM MARSHALL
CAROL ELAINE MARTEL
LOUISA ANN MARTI
JAMES SCOTT MARTIN
KIMBERLY BETH MARTINIK
MARIA C. MARTINS
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KEVIN LEIGH MASON
JOHN EDWARD MATHIEU
FRANK JEFFREY MATSUDA
ANTHONY MATTIOLI
BARBARA JEAN MAXWELL
JOHN CLARK MAYO
JERRY CHARLES MAZANOWSKI
DAVID WILLIAM MCCARTHY
SUZANNE L. MCCARTY
JULIE ELIZABETH MCCLURE
VALERIE LORETTA MCCORD
CLAIRE JEAN MCELLIGOTT
WILLIAM BARRY MCENTEE
MAUREEN ANN MCGINLEY
GARY MARK MCGIVNEY
CHRISTOPHER BLAKE MCGLYNN
THOMAS JOHN MCGOVERN
ANDRE LOUIS MCGUIRE
KATHRYN MARY MCHUGH
JEFFREY JAMES MCLAUGHLIN
JOHN MICHAEL MCLAUGHLIN
SEAN PATRICK MCLAUGHLIN
KENNETH V. MCLENNAN
PETER SCOTT MCLENNAN
KEVIN T. MCNAMARA
CYNTHIA MARIE MCREDMOND
DEBORAH LOUISE MEALY
FRANCIS XAVIER MEANEY, JR.
DORRAY ELMER MECKLENBURG
ENRICO F. MELITA
JAMES CLAYTON MELVIN
CATHERINE MERTZ
CHERYL LYNN MERVINE
MARY ANN MESSINA
MICHAEL MEYER
KENNETH CHARLES MEYERS
STEPHANIE MICHAELS
MARY ANN MILKOWSKI
HEIDI MILLER
LYNN SNYDER MILLER
PETER KELLY MILLER
SHERRIE ANN MILLER
SHARON LEE-ANN MILTON
CRAIG MELANDER MINOR
ALTHEA VICTORIA MINOTT
THOMAS RALPH MINUTO
PHILIP JOHN MIOLENE
PAUL JOSEPH MIRA
DOREA MIRABITO
DONALD MIRESSI
ELLEN DIANE MITCHELL
KATHARINE EARLE MITCHELL
GEORGE PUTNEY MITCHELL, JR.
THOMAS ALAN MITKOSKI
MARTIN GENE MOEBUS
DEAN MICHAEL MOLINARO
CHARLES A. MOORE
JOSEPH CHRISTOPHER MORDINO
CHRISTINE MOREHOUSE
STEVEN LUIS MORENO
THOMAS EDWARD MORN
RICHARD PENNELL MORRISON, JR.
RANDALL JOHN MORRISSEY
BARBARA MARY MOYLAN
BRENDAN EDWARD MULLALLY
KEVIN J. MURPHY
PHILIP AUGUSTINE MURPHY III
WILLIAM CHARLES MURPHY
DENISE MURRAY
EULA CECILA MURRAY
JILL A. MUSLER
TERESA MUSTO
KIMBERLY ANNE MYERS
SHERELYN MYERS
EDWARD ROBERT NEMERGUT
JOSEPH SCOTT NESSELROTH
DARREN JOHN NETTO
DAVID ARTHUR NEVILLE
PENNY ANN NEWBURY
MICHAEL NICKESON
JOANNE E. NITZBERG
CEPHUS NOLEN, JR.
ETHEL SHIRLEY NORKIN
STEVE NORMAN
JUNE MARIE NOWELL
WILLIAM PATRICK O'BRIEN
THOMAS MICHAEL O'BRIEN, JR.
DAVID O'CONNELL
DENNIS HUGH O'CONNELL
DOUGLAS KELLY O'CONNELL
MICHAEL TIMOTHY O'CONNELL
BRIAN FRANCIS O'CONNOR
EDWARD JAMES O'CONNOR
ELLEN AGNES O'CONNOR
MICHAEL JEREMIAH O'CONNOR
WILLIAM JOHN O'CONNOR
THOMAS JOHN O'MEARA
LAURIE CECILIA O'NEILL
TERRENCE BRENDAN O'NEILL
LAURA JANE OGORZALEK
MARCIA LYNN OLMSTEAD
MARK WILLIAM OLSON
JOHN CALEB ORCUTT
ANNETTE MESSIER OUELLET
MICHELE MARIE OUELLETTE
LISA PASCELLE
ELIZABETH HANNAH PALFREY
PATRICIA ANN PALLEY
NICOLA FRANCESCA PALLOTTI
DIANNA LYNN PALMER
JOHN ROBERT PALUMBO
PATTI ANN PANILAITIS
LOIS ANN PARADIS
RICHARD THE PARADYSE
EUGENIO FRANCESCO PARISI
JEFFREY ERNEST PARKS
CATHY ANN PARLATO
SUSAN LINDA PARMELEE
KIMBERLY BETH PARSONS
RICHARD IGNAZIO PARTESANO
SHARON PATRICE PASSERO
DENIS W. PATTERSON
ALEXANDER EVANS PATTERSON III
JESSICA LEE PAYNE
ALLEN HOYT PEASE, JR.
ANDREA LOUISE PEATTIE
DAVID JOSEPH PEDACE
STEPHEN MICHAEL PEET
WAYNE ARTHUR PELLETIER
Louis J. PELOSI, JR.
MARY-LYNN PEMBER
TIA LYNN PENDLETON
JOHN WILLIAM PERKINS
CHARLES HOMER PERKINS, JR.
BARBARA ANNE PERRY
JOHN THOMAS PETERS
DEBORAH JEAN PETERSEN
SUZANNE MARIE PETIT
RAYMOND DION PETKE
PETER GREGORY PETRIDES
SUSAN ELIZABETH PETRONIO
JEANETTE MARITA PETTERSSON
ERIC ANDREW PETTIT
ELIZABETH JANE PHILLIPS
JEANNETTE PICARD
KAREN WANNER PIERCE
DEBORAH JOAN PIERSON
ELIZABETH MARGUERITE PIERSON
ANNE CATHERINE PIKIELL
LINDA ANN PIOTROSKI
DAWN MARIE PIOTROWSKI
JONATHAN JOSEPH PLAZONJA
JEFFREY OWEN PLITT
DANIEL RICHARD POKRAS
JEFFREY ANTHONY POLINO
CYNTHIA BETH POLLACK
LISA ANN POLVINEN
LISA ANN PONAK
BARRY THOMAS PONTOLILLO
TED POPIELARCZYK
DOUGLAS WILLIAM PORTER
ANN MARIE PORTO
NANCY MARIE POTKAI
BARBARA SHAREEN PRESS
RITA ELLEN PRIGIONI
SUZANNE PROSE
DANIEL M. PROTAS
THOMAS STEPHEN PRUZINSKY
INARA ASTRIDA PUNGA
KATHIE ANN PURDY
GARRELL KEITH QUILLEN
DENISE ANN QUINN
ROBERT FLYNN QUINTILIANI
MANUEL LAWRENCE QUITERIO III
CHERYL ANN RADIN
ANNE MARIE RAGUSA
ROBERT ALDO RAIMONDI
LEONARD ALAN RAKOWITZ
DAWN ELIZABETH RAMSDELL
KAREN J. RANDAllO
EILEEN B. RAY
MARY ANNE REGAN
STEPHEN PATRICK REGAN
ROBERT THOMAS REIDY
DONALD WILLIAM REIMER, JR.
THOMAS E. REYNOLDS
ANITA LOUISE REZA
FRANCINE VERONICA RICE
JOHN BRANNEN RICE
JAMES ALAN RICHARD
PERSIS CYNTHIA RICKES
ROBIN CAROL RIES
FREDERICK DAVID RIGER
LORI ELLEN RIGIE
DEIRDRE ELAINE RILEY
MARGARET ANN RILEY
JACKLYN MARY RINALDI
JACQUELINE ANN RING
LINDA ANN RIVEGLIA
JULIE ROBERTS
MARGARET EILEEN ROBERTS
ANITA LORRAINE RODGERS
LILLIAN HERNANDEZ RODRIGUEZ
PIETER EDWARD ROOS
Twent y-four
STUART DEAN ROSEN
JEANNE MARIE ROSSI
DEBRA LYNNE ROTBERG
JOHN FREDERICK ROVEGNO
MARK JAMES ROY
JUDITH ELLEN RUBINROTT
EMERICH CHARLES RUDOLPH III
NANETTE RUDOWSKI
ANGELA RUSSO
GREGORY JON RUSSO
DEBRA MARY RYAN
KATHLEEN DIANE RZANT
MARGARET MARY RZEGOCKI
SUSAN HOLLY SABIN
JOY LYNN SACKNOFF
PAMELA ENID SACKS
MARK MEHRAN SAHBA
ALEX SAINT-VICTOR
JAMES E. SALETNIK
JOHN M. SALVATORE
SUSAN ELLEN SALZMAN
MARYANN LOUISE SANDFORD
MARK JOSEPH SANNER
JOHN ANTHONY SANTORO
ANDREW EDMUND SAUNDERS
RICHARD CHANNING SAVAGE
ANDREW SAVAIDES
SANDRA A. SAVARINO
CATHLEEN MARY SAWYER
GARY JOSEPH SCAPPINI
JULIA ANNE SCHAEFER
JODY L. SCHENK
DONALD JOSEPH SCHNEIDER
GAYLEEN SCHNEIDER
DAVID WAYNE SCHOOLCRAFT
LYNN M. SCHRODER
DOUGLAS CARL SCHULTZ
DANIEL JOEL SCHWARTZ
PETER SCHWARTZ
JAMES ALBERT SCHWEIKERT
JOSEPH PHILLIP SCOPINO
PAUL HAMILTON SCOTT
MARION RAMOS SCULLY
WILLIAM PETER SEAMON
KATHRYN CLAIRE SENIE
KATHLEEN BETH SENKBEIL
JOSE CARLOS SEQUEIRA
MARY ELLEN SERAVALLI
GEORGE EDWARD SERESIN, JR.
MARTHA JEANNE SHAFFER
BETH ELLEN SHARKEY
JENNIFER HAYDN SHAW
KATHLEEN PILAR SHEA
JOAN MARIE SHERRICK
MELINDA ELIZABETH SHIRES
LINDA SUZANNE SHORE
JEFFREY CARL SHUSKUS
MARK ELWYN SIBICKY
MARY THERESE SIEGERT
NEIL SIKAND
JADWIGA TERESA SIKORA
STEPHEN PAUL SIMONIN
MALVA ANN $LACHOWITZ
H. EDESSE SLOAN
PRUDENCE MARY SLOANE
AUGUSTUS CHARLES SMALL
CHERYL GAY SMERNOFF
ELIZABETH ANN SMITH
JEFFREY HALL SMITH
STACY ANN SMITH
STEVEN ROBERT SMITH
SUZANNE T. SMITH
THOMAS H. SMITH
OLCOTT VAIL SNOW, JR.
WILLIAM ALBERT SNYDER
NICHOLAS PHILLIP SOLLITTO, JR.
MICHAEL NORMAN SOLOMON
ALISON R. C. SOMMERS
EILEEN SPALLA
CAMILLE JEAN SPRIO
MARK ROBERT STAIGER
SHARON SHELLEY STANISH
SUZANNE MARIE STARK
NANCY JANE STEFFENS
PETER ROBERT STEHMAN
THOMAS MICHAEL STEPHENS
SUSAN REAM STERLING
HOWARD WILLIAM STERNBERG III
DARRYL MARTIN STEVENS
JOSEPH MARK STEVENS
LIZABETH ANN STONER
GORDON WILLIAM STRACHAN
STEPHEN CHARLES STRAIGHT
GEORGE CHRIS STRATIGAKIS
DIANE JOY STRICKLAND
JULIA ANN STRONG
KATHI JOSEPHINE STUDER
BRIAN JOSEPH STULPIN
DONNA PAULINE STURGIS
WILLIAM D. SUITS, JR.
JOHN E. SULLIVAN
LEHAN W. SULLIVAN
PETER VINCENT SUSI, JR.
DERRICK GEORGE SUTHERLAND
ZEREPHA REGINA SUTHERLAND
ELIZABETH THERESA SVENCER
HELEN VIRGINIA SWARTWOUT
BEVERLY ANN SWETCKY
MAUREEN ELIZABETH SWORDS
NANCY TARRICONE
KENNETH RAYMOND TAYLOR
LYNN MARIE TAYLOR
ROBERT MARTINEAU TAYLOR
STEVEN FRANKLIN TEFFT
PATRICIA ANNE TEMPLE
PETER A. TERCYAK
RONALD JOSEPH TESTA
HAROLD WILLIAM THISTLE, JR.
CATHERINE MARIE THOMAS
DAVID MARK THOMAS
JOSEPH JOY THOMPSON
MATTHEW HYDE THOMSEN
JULIE ELLEN THOMSON
LORI SUE THORNBERRY
ARNETT LYNN THORNTON
PETER NEWELL TIEMANN
MARK STEPHEN TIERNEY
FRANK PETER TIMMENY
LAURIE DEE TISCHLER
NORMAN PAUL TOFFOLON
PATRICK TOMASIEWICZ
ANDREA TOMCZYK
JOSEPH JOHN TOTH, JR.
PATRICIA EILEEN TRAPASSO
CHARLES FREDERICK TRAPP
DAVID ALLEN TRAYLOR, JR.
JAN C. TRENDOWSKI
MELISSA JEAN TROMBLEY
STEPHEN ERIC TROTT
ELIZABETH ADAMS TRUSLOW
NANCY PAULA TSCHUMMI
SUZANNE PATRICIA TUMICKI
BETH LOUISE TURCY
ROBERTA MARIE TURILLI
LAURIE KATHERINE TURNER
MARTHA FRANCES TURNER
NANCY MARIE TURYNOWICZ
HENRY TUTTLE
KATHLEEN ELLEN TUTTLE
JULIE DIANNE USHER
ELIZABETH EKAETE UTUK
PAUL CHRISTOPHER VALENTE
LYNNE VAN HORN
KEVIN RICHARD VANCE
MELISSA JOY VARNEY
BARBARA KAREN VIADELLA
PAUL ROLAND VIETS
JOSEPH ANTHONY VINCENTE
ELPEDIO NICHOLAS VITALE
JANE SUE VOROBA
LORI DEBRA WALDO
PATRICIA PHILOMENA WALSH
DIANE DRU WALTER
ANDREA SMITH WARNER
JEFFREY SCOTT WATSON
JUDITH H. WEISS
BARBARA JEAN WELLER
JOANNA SUSAN WELLMAN
SUSAN LYNN WELSH
PETER JOHN WERTH III
RHONDA LYNNE WEST
MARCIA THERESA WESTON
ELSA CATHERINE WEYBURN
SUZANNE WEYNE
JOHANNA MARIE WHITE
BEVERLY ANN WHITFORD
KALU HELENE WILCOX
LINDA JEAN WILLARD
CHRISTOPHER SHAW WILLIAMS
KAREN PAULINE WILLIAMS
MARSHALL JOSEPH WILLIAMS
DEBORAH ANN WILSON
LINDA JANET WINKLER
FELICIA ANN WIRZBICKI
NICOLE PATRICE WISE
VIVIAN CHRISTINA WOJCIK
WILLIAM DOUGLAS WOLF
ROBYN WOLK
DONNA ANN WOODS
LYNN ALICIA WRIGHT
WILLIAM BERNARD WYNNE
JOHN FIELDING WYNNE, JR.
LYNN STEWART YAEGER
CHERYL LEE YOST
ANDREW DAVID YOUNG
PAULETTE ANN YOUNG
JAY JOSEPH ZALESKI
MARY JANE ZIGMONT
JERVIS PAUL ZIMMERMAN
LINDA ILENE ZOLOT
MARIA ZORZOS
KARL JOSEPH ZOTTER
LISA MARIE ZOWADA
PATRICIA F. ZOWINE
SUSAN MARY ZWIRZ
Twenty five
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
STEPHEN THOMAS ADILETTA
RONALD JOSEPH ALBERT
BARBARA ANN ALDRICH
DAVID JOHN ALLIE
ELOISA MARIA AMAYA
ANNE BUTLER ARMOND
GEORGE ROGER ASKEW, JR.
RICHARD ARNOLD BADICK, JR.
JOHN S. BALOCKI
DOUGLAS WILLIAM BATES
KATHARINE HILTON BEAL
DEBRA ANNE BEAUDRY
WILLIAM ROBERT BEBRIN
JANET MARIE BEEBE
BRUCE A. BENNER, JR.
DOUGLAS MARC BERGER
DAVID THOMAS BESSETTE
KAREN VICTORIA BIERNACKI
DENIS BITZAYA
PETER EDMUND BLINSTRUBAS
RAYMOND EVERETT BOUCHER, JR.
GARVIN G. BOUDLE
CAROL CADORET BOWIK
MARY ELLEN BRESCIA
KIMBERLY BETH-ANN BRESNAN
PATRICIA JEAN BROUGHTON
DAVID CHARLES BROWN
JOHN AHRENS BUCKNAM
ALEXANDER GEORGE BUDD
ROBERT AUGUST BUDDING
PAUL EDWARD BUDNEY
DOUGLAS RICHARD BURBACH
KATHLEEN MARY BURR
DONALD ASHLEY BYRD
STEVEN ALLEN CABANISS
ELIZABETH GAY CADY
RICHARD JOSEPH CALLAHAN
NEIL E. CAPOZZI
LUCIEN JOHN B. CARDINAL II
PAUL ANTHONY CARRIER
ANTONIO MANUEL CAXIDE
ROBERT MICHAEL CHRISTOPHER
ROY JOSEPH CIARLO
JOSEPH MICHAEL CICCAGLIONE
BARBARA LYNN CLARKE
GERARD COUTU
STEPHEN P. COX
CHERYL LEE CROSSON
DEBORAH J. CROWE
VINCENT DOMENIC D'AGOSTINO
CELINA ANNE DAIGLE
KEITH ERIC DANIELL
BRAD LEE DANSKY
TIMOTHY HARRISON DAUBENSPECK
WILLIAM HENRY DEGRAY
PAUL DELDEBBIO
JOSEPH DELLAPUCA
VINCENT ANTHONY DELPRETE
PETER MICHAEL DEMICCO
DIANNE ALICE DEVIO
DAVID PAUL DITTA
SHEILA ANNE DOHERTY
AUSTIN F. DOHRMAN
JEFFREY SCOTT DUBINS
CHRISTOPHER JOHN DUVA
DAVID B. DZIURA
SHARON MARIE EAGAN
MARY CECILIA EISELE
RICHARD LOUIS ELLIOTT
JOAN MARIE EVERSOLE
ELIZABETH ANN FAIRBANK
MARY LOUISE FANCHER
GARY ROBERT FEINSTEIN
PAOLO FIDUCIA
BRUCE FISCHER
MELANIE MARY FORTIN
JAMES RAYMOND Fox
CHRISTOPHER THOMAS FRASER
WILLIAM WARREN FRITCH
MICHAEL ANDREW FRITZ
ELIZABETH ANNE FRY
JAMES FRANCIS GALASYN
LORI ANN GALATI
ROBERT PAUL GASPARINI
PAUL MARK GIUSTI
DEAN WARREN GODDETTE
CATHERINE J. GOLLAHER
BRUCE STEVEN GORDON
MARC HOWARD GOROFF
ALAN BRIAN GOULET
MARC WAYNE GREENBERG
SUSAN PAULA GREVALSKY
DAVID MICHAEL GRIGG
CAROL RAE GRINNALDS
EDWARD PATRICK GROODY
JEFFREY CYRIL GUERETTE
CATHRYN ELIZABETH GUNTHER
ROBERT JOHN HAMMOND
RICHARD PAUL HAVERSAT
SUZANNA HAXHI
DEREK WADE HENDERSON
PAUL JOSEPH HERMES
RICHARD ALAN HEYMAN
MARY A. HILBERT
MARCIA LOUISE HOHWIELER
AUDREY MARIE HOLLIS
JULIE HONIG
DUANE DAVID HOUGH
GARRY DAVID HUGHES
EMIL JEROME HUYGHEBAERT
RAYMOND M. IERONIMO
ANDREW IGNOTO
STEVEN DAVID JACOBS
ARTHUR HAROLD JENNINGS
DOUGLAS ELLIOT JONES
LINDA A. KASZCZUK
DEBORA CAROL KILLIANY
LISA MARIE KIRSCHE
THOMAS STEVEN KNEELAND
PATTI ANN KOCHUNAS
BRUCE ELIOT KOMAROW
KIP KOTZAN
KATHLEEN A. KOWALSKY
RICHARD WILLIAM KRIWACKI
ROBERT ALAN KUHARSKI
ARTHUR LESTER L'HEUREUX
JOAN ANN LACHAPELLE
NANCY A. LAFRAMBOISE
GLENN CORDELL LANDMANN
CHESTER SEN LAU
MICHAEL EDWARD LAWLER
KENNETH ROBERT LEE
RICHARD H. LEE, JR
PETER J. LEHMAN
FREDERICK HENRY LEONHARDT
ANDREW LEVANDER
LESLIE ELIZABETH LINKKILA
STEPHEN DAVID LIPMAN
EUGENE WARD LOCKROW
SALLY LOGVIN
KIMBERLY THERESE LONGO
MILFORD HOLMES LOOMIS, JR.
ROBERT HENRY LOW
SALVATORE CARL LUCIANO
THEODORE WILLIAMS LUND
JEROME FRANCIS LUSA
CONSTANCE MARION LYONS
KEVIN MICHAEL MACKNIGHT
MARTINS OTTO MAIDELIS
KATHRYN MARY MALLON
RICHARD DONALD MARROTTE
THOMAS JOHN MARTISKA
MICHAEL SHAWN MCAVOY
JOHN THOMAS MCCAFFREY
JULIE ANNE MCDANIEL
JAMES ANTHONY MCELENEY
BRYNA MCGILL
BARBARA ANN MCKINLEY
LAURA MARY MEDON
JUDITH ANN MICKLE
GARY W. MIKKELSON
ANDREA MIKO
DEBRA ANN MILLARD
MARK ELSAS MILLER
RICHARD ANTHONY MINI
LORI E. MOSHER
CAROL ANN MUELLER
KAREN ELAINE MULDOON
MARK STEVEN NUSSMAN
MARTIN THOMAS O'CONNOR
THOMAS NORMAN OLSEN
MICHELE MARIE OUELLETTE
GAIL MARIE PANCIERA
ALEXANDER GEORGE PANTSCHENKO
JULIO JOHN PEREZ
PATRICIA L. PETRUCELLI
BRIAN JOSEPH PHILLIPS
JAMES E. PIOTROWSKI
SHARON MURRAY PLACE
HARRY GUSTAVO POLVERARI
STEPHEN ROBERT POSSER
THOMAS HOWARD PRATT
MARK JON QUITADAMO
VIRESH HARISH RAWAL
GLENN ARTHUR REESE
STEPHEN FREDRICK RICE
NOEL FRANCIS RICHARD
MICHAEL POWERS RIES
JOHN JOSEPH RINALDI, JR.
VALORIE PATRICIA RIOUX
ALBERT L. ROBITAILLE
MARK ALLEN ROLNICK
BEATRICE LYNN ROMANDETTI
MADELYN ANN ROTO
PAUL FREDERIC ROWE
STEVEN PETER ROY
PETER EDWIN ROZIE, JR.
DAVID PLATT SANDFORD
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LEOPOLD BERNHARD SANS
JOANNE MARIE SANTANIELLO
VINCENT MARTIN SANTORO
GLENN ANTHONY SANZO
CINDY SUSAN SAVAGE
JOAN MARIE SCHMIEDESHOFF
GREGORY JOHN SCHMITT
ANDREW SHAJENKO
PETER SHAJENKO, JR.
MARGARET A. SHAW
GARY JOSEPH SHEA
LAWRENCE CHARLES SHERMAN
PETER RIORDAN SIKES
MARK ANDREW SILVIA
BLAIR ALEXANDER SMITH
JOEL M. SOBOL
ROBERT EDWARD SOSNOWSKI
KATHRYN ANN SPAHR
MARK DAVID STEELE
SABINA YVONNE STRAUTMAN
ELIZABETH ANN SULESKI
MICHAEL JOHN SUSCA
BRUCE ARTHUR SUTPHIN
CHARLES SVITLIK
GAYLE ANNE SWILLER
RICHARD JOHN SZMAJTER
LASZLO B. TARKO
MARK STEVEN TARTAGLIA
RUSSELL WILLIAM TAYLOR, JR.
KATHERINE W. THAYER
WILLIAM MATTHEW THORNTON III
JACQUELYN LOUISE TILLBROOK
DEMITRIUS TRIANTAFYLIDIS
ANTHONY P. TROCCHI, JR.
JOHN SCOT TYROPOLIS
RONALD A. VANDENDOLDER
WESLEY THOMAS VAUGHAN
WILSON VIENTOS
PAUL JOSEPH VORONKO
JANE MARY WAITKUS
JACK EDWARD WAKEFIELD, JR.
KORDASEY HOPE WALKER
JAMES ANDREW WALSH
THOMAS MICHAEL WALSH
ELIZABETH A. WALTERS
RICHARD MACKAY WALTON
ROBIN FAITH WEISMAN
ROBERT GREGORY WHALEN
L. ANDREW WHITE
DONALD PAUL WILKE
ROBERT FRANCIS WILOWSKI, JR.
WILLIAM RANDALL WILSON
TYLER LEE WITKO
ANN MARY WOLF
SCOTT HALEY WOODFORD
ROBERT CHARLES WYAND
TODD ADAM ZACHS
REGINA ZALEGOWSKI
PAUL J. ZIEMANN
With Distinction
MARIANNE E. BARBINO, in Political Science	 DEAN M. MOLINARO, in Economics
DOUGLAS M. BERGER, in Biological Sciences	 WILLIAM C. MURPHY, in Urban Studies
ADAIR M. BURGER, in Economics	 DAVID A. NERZ, in Economics
LAWRENCE L. CONNELLI, in Political Science	 JOANNE E. NITZBERG, in Political Science
JASON M. DODGE, in Political Science	 DEBORAH J. PIERSON, in Speech
ANN M. ERICKSON, in Urban Studies	 MARY ELLEN SERAVALLI, in Political Science
MICHAEL A. FRITZ, in Biological Sciences	 ROBERT T. SLOSS III, in Speech
MARCIA L. HOHWIELER, in Biological Sciences	 SUZANNE T. SMITH, in Psychology
MATTHEW L. JACOBS, in Economics	 CAMILLE J. SPRIO, in Urban Studies
FRANCIS E. KING, in Economics	 RONALD J. TESTA, in Psychology
KAREN E. KOCHANOWSKI, in Urban Studies	 FRANK P. TIMMENY, in Economics
PATTI A. KOCHUNAS, in Biological Sciences	 CHARLES F. TRAPP, in Biological Sciences
KIP KOTZAN, in Biological Sciences	 NICOLE P. WISE, in Speech
NANCY A. LAFRAMBOISE, in Biological Sciences	 WILLIAM B. WYNNE, in Political Science
JAMES SCOTT MARTIN, in Political Science
Honors Scholars
GREGORY G. ANDRIUNAS, in English	 BRIAN G. LOFMAN, in Sociology
JOHN S. BALOCKI, in Biological Sciences	 FRANCIS B. MAJORIE, in Political Science
WILLIAM R. BEBRIN, in Biophysics	 GERARD MARCIANO, in English
DEBORAH A. BEHUNIAK, in Sociology	 KEVIN L. MASON, in English
BRENDA M. BERGERON, in English
	
JOHN T. MCCAFFREY, in Chemistry
RICHARD P. BOMBACI, in Philosophy	 FRANCIS X. MEANEY, JR., in Psychology
ROBERT A. BUDDING, in Chemistry	 CHARLES A. MOORE, in History
TERESA A. CALLAHAN, in English
	
KIRK J. NELSON, in Art History
ANTHONY E. CHIODO, in Psychology	 EDWARD R. NEMERGUT, in Chemistry
KEVIN D. CONKLIN, in Chemistry	 PENNY A. NEWBURY, in English
KEITH N. COSTA, in History	 DIANNE O'HARA, in English
BRAD L. DANSKY, in Biological Sciences	 ALEXANDER E. PATTERSON III, in Mathematics
CATHERINE L. - DAVIS, in Urban Studies 	 INARA A. PUNGA, in English
SARAH B. DEGNAN, in French
	
MARK J. QUITADAMO, in Biological Sciences
DAVID R. DELUCIA, in Psychology	 VIRESH H. RAWAL, in Chemistry
DEBRA A.
 DUCHESNEAU, in
 Speech
	
STUART D. ROSEN, in English
RICHARD L. ELLIOTT, in Chemistry	 MARK J. SANNER, in Economics
FAITH E. FIELDMAN, in Economics	 JOHN A. SANTORO, in English
STEPHEN M. FRANKLIN, in Psychology	 VINCENT M. SANTORO, in Chemistry
ELAINE S. FRIEDENBERG, in Economics	 NEIL SIKAND, in Chemistry
STEPHEN P. GAGE, in English
	
BLAIR A. SMITH, in Chemistry
MARC H. GOROFF, in Physics	 ARNETT L. THORNTON, in Speech
STEVEN G. HENINGER, in Chemistry	 NORMAN P. TOFFOLON, in Economics
LINDA A. KASZCZDK, in Chemistry	 ROBERT C. WYAND, in Biological Sciences
RONDA L. KENT, in History	 LYNN S. YAEGER, in Chemistry
BRUCE E. KOMAROW, in Chemistry	 PAUL J. ZIEMANN, in Biological Sciences
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WILLIAM R. BEBRIN, Biophysics
BRAD L. DANSKY, Biological Sciences
BRUCE A. FISCHER, Biological Sciences
CYNTHIA M. MCREDMOND, Speech
RAYMOND D. PETKE, Art History
University Scholars
MARK J. SANNER, Economics
NEIL SIKAND, Chemistry
ROBERT C. WYAND, Biological Sciences
LYNN S. YAEGER, Chemistry
THE SCHOOL OF NURSING
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
CHERYL ANN ADAMS
ROSE RITA ALBICOCCO
MARY SUSAN ARIOSTO
JAN MARIE ASAL
DEBRA ANN ATASHIAN
DONNA M. AUBIN
SUSAN MARGARET BALOGH
LEIGH ELLEN BERRIEN
LAURA CAROLE BILDA
STEPHANIE BONWILL
COLLEEN MARIE BRENNAN
LAURIE LYNN BRENTLINGER
NORA ELIZABETH BUCKO
WILLIAM GERARD CANTIN
DIANA SUE CAPUTO
JEANNE ELIZABETH CHURCH
ZOFIA CISKOWSKI
MIRIAM ELIZABETH CONNELLI
KARI LEE CRETELLA
HERBERT L. DAVIS
ANN MORRILL DEMALLIE
BARBARA ANN DONAHUE
CASSANDRA ALBERTHA DURANT
THOMAS WATSON ELIASON
JUDITH LYNN EPSTEIN
PATRICIA JEAN FEATHERSTONE
LAURA ANN GOVONI
GAYLE HACKER
LAURA ELLEN HAINES
DONNA JOYCE HAMPTON
MARY BRIDGET HARKIN
PAULA FRANCES HART
LAURIE L. HORNBECKER
DIANE MARTHA HOWIE
CHARLENE ANN HOXIE
FRANK GERALD IEZZI
KATHY LEE JONES
MARY LOUISE KANE
VIRGINIA GRACE KEANE
MICHAEL REED KELLY
DONNA ELIZABETH KENDALL
MICHELE ANN KOSTEK
PAULA J. LANGLAIS
TERRY ANN LARSEN
SUSAN BLAIR LATIMER
ALICE ELAINE LENNON
NANCY GARDNER MARSH
COLLEEN MCENERNEY
MARY THERESA MCMANUS
VIRGINIA LOIS MILES
KATHRYN ALICE MURPHY
BARBARA JEAN OKULA
DIANA WOODWARD OLIVEIRA
KAREN ANN PAGLIARO
LINDA MARIE PELLERIN
JANE LIZBETH PERNA
PATRICIA ANN PERNAL
SHERYL ANN PERREAULT
SUSAN G. PETRONE
ERIN BRIDGET PIERCE
MINDY JANE PINKUS
KATHLEEN LUCY POST
SUSAN BETH RATAJCZAK
LINDA M. RAWLS
FRANKLIN THEODORE ROOSEVELT
RECTOR, JR.
LOUISE ANN RIDARELLI
DONNA MAY ROBINSON
KATHLEEN LOUISE RYAN
PAMELA S. SHARP
LILLIAN MARIE SHERIDAN
GEORGANNA MARY SHUKIS
DONNA MARIE SIBISKIE
LISA KAROL SIMSES
DEBORAH ANN SKOLNICK
KATHRYN MARY SMITH
KATHLEEN HAYDEN SOCHA
SUSAN ELIZABETH SONNICHSEN
JOAN SUE SOSIN
ROBERT STECIAK
LAURA MARIE STOCKING
MARK LAWRENCE SUPLINSKAS
THERESA MARY SWEENEY
PIA VALORI TAMILIO
MARYJEAN TWAROG
BETHANY J. WARNER
KARENSUE WENDUS
JANE LOUISE WHITNEY
MARY ELLEN WICK()
PETRONELLA WILKEY
JOYCE BERNICE WILLIAMS
ZOANNE MARIE WIVELL
PATRICIA SUSAN WLASUK
PATRICIA ANN ZAMOIC
SUSAN KATHRYN ZIENTARSKI
With Distinction
JOAN S. SOSIN, in Nursing
Honors Scholars
LEIGH E. BERRIEN, in Nursing
	
SHERYL PERREAULT, in Nursing
JUDITH L. EPSTEIN, in Nursing
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THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHARMACY
VICTOR PAUL ADDORISIO
VINCENT PATRICK ADDORISIO
WILLIAM DOMINICK AGOSTINUCCI
STEPHEN RICHARD AINSWORTH
LESLIE LYNN ANDERSEN
DAVID B. ARAU
ERIC PETER BEQUARY
CHRISTOPHER ALLEN BLECK
ELAINE REGINA BLOCH
PATRICIA ANNE BOLDUC
WILLIAM JOHN BONISTEEL
MICHAEL JOSEPH BOSKELLO
SUSAN BARBARA BOWDEN
BRENDA LEE BRAHM
NANCY BRENNAN
CAROL ROSE CAFASSO
BRIAN JOSEPH CASEY
RUTH DUNCAN CHASE
SALLY GRACE COLLINS
MARIA ILLUMINATA CONACI
ANTONY BURKE COSTANZO
JOHN PAUL COVIELLO
JEFFREY PAUL CRAMER
ANTHONY WAYNE CUTLER
ANNE ESTELLE DAIGLE
DIANE LYNNE DEL VECCHIO
SHARON MARIE DEMERS
WILLIAM STEWART DENNETT
MARK JUDE DESENA
BRUCE ROBERT DICKERMAN
DARLENE DENISE DICKINSON
KATHLEEN LINDA DUREN
DAVID ANTHONY ESPOSITO
JOSEPH A. TURANO, JR., in Pharmacy
JEFFREY P. CRAMER, in Pharmacy
CATHY A. PASIEKA, in Pharmacy
SHARON FOURNIER DEMERS, Pharmacy
DEBORAH J. FAUCETTE
TERESA MARIE FICKEN
PATRICIA ANN FIORE
CARMELITA VIRGINIA FOTI
DEBORAh ANN Fox
JEANNE GIGLIA
DAVID LAURENCE GIROUARD
ROBERT GIULIANI
ROBERT S. GUYNN
KATHLEEN MARIE HADDY
ROBIN LEE HAMM
GERARD LEO HARRINGTON
ANN MARIE HODSON
MELINDA JEAN HOFF
LAWRENCE WILLIAM KECKLER
JOANNE MARY KISSELL
JAY BENJAMIN KLEINFELD
PHILIP JASON KRAMER
THOMAS FRANCIS LANUCHA
LANA YUAN LIEM
LYNNE ANN LORENZO
PETER DONALD MASSO
KAREN MARIE MATHEWS
GARTH E. MEADOWS
WENDY DEEGAN MICHAELSON
SHARON LEE-ANN MILTON
LORENZO MIRIZIO, JR.
KAREN LESLIE NELSON
LORNA L. OLESEN
RUSSELL C. OLINTS
RAYMOND S. OROSZ
DAVID REED PALAllOLO
RAYMOND RICHARD
PANTALENA, JR.
CATHY ANN PASIEKA
HARRIET JO-ANN PERLMAN
DAVID ALAN PERZANOWSKI
MARY CATHERINE PLONSKI
MARK DAVID POULIN
MARIANNE PRIMIANO
RICHARD JUDE PTACHCINSKI
LISA COLLEEN RAKICH
MARY ELLEN KATZBECK REALE
WARREN BENNETT ROGERS, JR.
MICHELE MARIE SANTORO
THOMAS NICHOLAS SCARMO
ANTHONY SCIULLO
ANDREW SERIO
TIMOTHY MARK SLEETH
MARCIA BETH SOHN
GREGORY M. SUSLA
EDWARD SYPNIEWSKI, JR.
EDWARD ALAN SZEWCZYK
PAUL ANDREW TANSKI
NANCY JANE THOMPSON
PRISCILLA MAE TIEBOUT
SERGIO FRANCIS TONI, JR.
PHILIP TRIFFLETTI
JOSEPH ANTHONY TURANO, JR.
APRIL CORINNE TYLER
MATTHEW J. WALLACE III
KATHLEEN MARY WASILITION
MARGARET WEAVER
DOROTHY ANNE WHITE
FRANK WYNN, JR.
With Distinction
Honors Scholars
MICHELE M. SANTORO, in Pharmacy
TIMOTHY M. SLEETH, in Pharmacy
University Scholars
PETER D. MASSO, Pharmacy
EXTENDED AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES
PHYLLIS RUTH ARON
ELSA C. BASTONE
BETH ANDREA BURGESS
ELIZABETH BRYANT FATUM
JAMES RICHARD FOWLER
JOAN CORKILL HEBERT
ANGELINA PACE LUPINSKI
DIANE TUCKER MAGLARIS
BARBARA LASHER O'BRIEN
JANE WILLEY OECHSLE
FRANCES HARTLEY SPROUSE
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MASTER
ANDREW DEXTER ABBOTT, in Education
ANNE M. ABELOFF, in Human Development and Family
Relations
FRANCES T. ADAMOWSKI, in Education
SANDRA JOYCE AHOLA, in Education
EVELYN SCOTT ALBERT, in Education
MARGARET AGNES ALEXANDER, in Education
MARY S. ALEXANDER, in Education
CHRISTOPHER PITKIN ALLEN, in Education
THOMAS ROBERTSON ALLEY in Psychology
BARBARA J. ALTHEN, in Education
WILLIAM PINKNEY ANDERSON, JR., in Sociology
NANCY ELIZABETH ARMSTRONG, in Spanish
FRED L. ASHTON III, in Education
CHARLOTTE E. ATHERLEY, in Education
SITHI YASMIN AZAD, in English
JUDITH L. BAGLEY, in Education
CAROL ANN BALDWIN, in Music: Pedagogy
MARCIA AGNES BALNANOSIS, in Education
DONNA M. BANDELLONI, in Education
GLORIA THORPE BANGS, in Education
VALERIE ALVES BANKS, in Education
DANA JOHN BARRETTE, in Communication Science:
Communication
MARSHA ELAINE BARROWS, in Education
SHEILA MARIE BARRY, in
 Education
DEBORAH LAYNE BARTLETT, in Education: Physical
MICHAEL JAY BEITMAN, in Communication Science:
Communication
CHARLES EDWARD BELAIR, JR., in Education
ELLEN JOYCE BELL, in Education
NICHOLAS FRANK BELLANTONI, in Anthropology
BRUCE DAVID BENNETT, in Education
SHERRY R. BERGER, in Education
THOMAS RICHARD BERKEL, in Economics
SUSAN ANNE BEssETTE, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
GANESH PRASAD BHATTARAI, in Education
THOMAS LYLE BILBAO, in Human Development and
Family Relations
MOIRA TERESA BIRMINGHAM, in Human Development
and Family Relations
MICHAEL JOSEPH BODAY, in Education: Music Education
VINCENT JAMES BOLOGNA, in English
SHIRLEY PATRICIA BORON, in Education
VALARIE LYNNE BOTTA, in Education
PAULA ANN BOTTARO, in Education
AMY CHARPENTIER BOWMAN, in Education
EDWARD RUDOLPH BRIVIO, in French
JUDITH EVELYN BROWN, in Education
PATRICK M. BROWN, in Education
ANNE MARIE BUCHALSKI, in Dramatic Arts
JOANNE BUKOWSKI, in Education
DEBRA LOOMER BULAKITES, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
ROBERT JOSEPH BULYK, in Education
ELIZABETH M. BUNTE, in Education
AMY BETH BURACK, in Dramatic Arts
MICHAEL CARL BURSZTYN, in Education
LEONISA CALDERON, in Education
CYNTHIA FERGUSON CAMPANA, in Design and Resource
Management
MICHAEL JOSEPH CANNAMELA, in Education
DIANE CONSTANCE CARFORA, in Education
THERESA MARIA CARILLI, in Communication Science:
Communication
OF ARTS
KEVIN E. CARNEY, in Education
DAWN PATRICIA CASTIGLIA, in History
CAROL HOWE CHAMBERS, in Education
PANDIT CHANAPAI, in Political Science
YIN-CHUNG CHANG, in Economics
REGINA GRYCZEWSKI CHATEL, in Education
DEBORAH CIVELLO, in Education
PHILIP NEIL CLARK, in Economics
JOYCE BLAIN COLE, in Education
ANN MARIE COLLINS, in Education
MARY ELIZABETH COMBS, in Education
ROBERT JAMES CONGLETON, in History
PATRICIA ANN CONNELL, in Education
JEAN FRANCES CONNOR, in Human Development and
Family Relations
GERALD JOSEPH CONNORS, JR., in English
DEBORAH ANN COOPER, in Education
LEA ALLEN CORYELL, in History
CAROL A. COSTA, in Communication Science: Speech
Pathology and Audiology
RONALD RENE COURNOYER, in History
MARY EUGENIA COWAN, in Education
LINDA KAYE COYLE, in Education
JOSEPH MICHAEL CREAMER, in History
SHEILA DONOVAN CRETH, in Communication Science:
Communication
DENISE GRENIER CRONEN, in Education
FERNANDO CRUZ, in Spanish
CARLOS ALBERTO CUNHA, in Political Science
JOANNE CHOQUETTE CURLEY, in Spanish
CYNTHIA LYNN DAVIDSON, in Education
LORI J. DAVIS, in Linguistics
SCOTT LEE DAVIS, in History
NORMA WOODARD DEGRAFFT, in Education
LAURA DEMILIO, in Education
PAMELA CIPOLLA DENNIS, in Education
JERI ANN DESANTIS, in Education
THERESA WICKER DEVINE, in Education
KEVIN CURRY DONOHUE, in Human Development and
Family Relations
ANN LOUISE DOORLY, in Education
ANNE MARIE DOSTER, in Education
CECILIE ANN DOWNIE, in Anthropology
ROBERT MERRILL DRESSER, in Medieval Studies
JOYCE ANNE DUFFY, in Education
OLGA ELENA NAGEL EGGENSCHWILER, in Comparative
Literature
MOHAMED WAGEEH EL-SAWY, in Education
TONI MARIE ESPOSITO, in Education
ELIZABETH M. FARRIN, in German
MARJORIE LAUREN FASS, in Education
NANCY A. FASSIO, in Education: Physical
SONYA ESTHER FEIN, in Education
RICHARD MICHAEL FELMER, in Education: Physical
BARBARA ELLEN FLEBOTTE, in Education
EILEEN STARKEY FLEMING, in Education
ANNE PROVOST FOGG, in Education
LINDA ALLISON FONTAINE, in Education
RICHARD ROLAND FONTAINE, in Education
CARMEN A. FORTIN, in Education
RAYMOND JOSEPH FOSTER, in Education
CARYN EILEEN Fox, in Human Development and
Family Relations
TERRANCE MAURICE FOX, in Political Science
JANET PEACEY FOY, in Education
JANET ELLA GALANTE, in Education
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CONSUELO GALARZA, in Education
MARIAN KATHERINE GALBRAITH-JONES, in Education
CAROL JANE GAMMELL, in Education
JOELEN JERI GATES, in Dramatic Arts
MARY LEE GEARY, in Education
FREDA KRAL GIANAKOS, in Education
JANE MARGARET GIANNUZZI, in Education
MONIQUE M. GIL-ROGERs, in Education
AMELIA PETERSeN GILL, in Education
HAROLD VERNON BRADFORD GILLIAM, in Communica-
tion Science: Communication
JAMES JOSEPH GOFFIN, in Education
HENRI GONTHIER, in Education
PAUL STEPHEN GOULEKAS, in Economics
OWEN DONALD GRAF, in Education
JEANETTE SMITH GRAHAM, in Education
CATHERINE ELIZABETH GRANT, in Education
DENNIS JAMES GRANT, in Education
MICHAEL THOMAS GREELIS, in Education
SUZANNE GREENLEE, in Education
CAROLYN LOIS GRODOTZKE, in Education
THOMAS GRONDSKI, in Education
CHERYL JEAN GUENTHER, in Education
MELANIE JOY HABER, in Education
WILLIE JAMES HAGAN, in Psychology
MARY ANN HALEY, in Education
JANE O. HALL, in Education
JOSEPH SEAN HARRINGTON, in History
KATHLEEN A. HAYES, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
LAURA ANNE HEAD, in Education
LAURIE HEATHERINGTON, in Psychology
ELMORSY ELSAID HEGAZEY, in Economics
JOANNE JESKE HENDERSON, in Education
SANDRA MARIA HEPP, in Education
ALLYSON DAVIS HICKS, in Education
CAROLYN ANN HIGHSMITH, in Education: Physical
ROLAND HARLAN HILL, in History
CAROLYN CHRISTINE HIRCHAK, in Education
DIANE HELENE HOLT, in Education: Physical
KAREN L. HORNE, in Education
CRAIG SHERWOOD HOTCHKISS, in Education
PAMELA J. HOWITT, in Education
GEORGE ALAN HROZIENCIK, in Economics
WENDY JOY HUNTINGTON, in Education
ROBERT PIERCE IBELLE, in History
SISTER BARBARA A. JOHNSON, F.S.E., in Human
Development and Family Relations
JAMES GARY JOHNSTON, in Communication Science:
Communication
GREGORY CRAIG KANE, in Education
PAT A. KANE, in Education
KAREN F. KAPLAN, in Education
RAYMOND C. KELLY, in Education
KAREN SUSAN KIBBE, in Communication Science: Speech
Pathology and Audiology
JOHN DONALD KILBURN, JR., in Education
THOMAS WILLIAM KILLION, JR., in Anthropology
DONALD WILLIAM KING, in Education
ELDA MELENDEZ KLUTH, in Education
SANDRA KAY KRAUSNICK, in Education
MARC DAVID KRONISCH, in Education: Physical
BETTY R. KUEHN, in Communication Science:
Communication
CAROL JEAN KURTZ, in Education
THOMAS JOHN LABOY, in History
ELIZABETH ANNE LAFRAMBOISE, in Education
LAWRENCE LAVOIE, in Psychology
STEWART A. LANDER, in Education
HELEN M. LANZALOTTA, in Education
ERIC JOHN LARSEN, in Human Development and Family
Relations
JEFFREY ALAN LEFEBVRE, in Political Science
CHERYL MARIE LEFEVRE, in Education
DAWN LAURA LEGER, in Political Science
JEAN ANGELA LEONARD, in Education
ANN SUSAN LESSER, in Education
BARBARA FRISWELL LEVANTO, in Education
EDITH LEVIE, in Education
BATYA L. LEVINE, in Communication Science: Speech
Pathology and Audiology
KATHLEEN S. LEWIS, in Education
CATHERINE ANN LITTLE, in Psychology
KENNETH EARL LITTLE, in Education: Physical
CAROL ANN LOCUS, in French
MARY ANN M. LORD, in Education
JOANNE SMUDA LOWNEY, in Education
JOHN HENRY MADIGAN III, in Education
JUSTINA BALBONI MAGLIOCCO, in Education
MICHAEL N. MAHEU, in Education
ROBERTA MALAT, in Communication Science: Speech
Pathology and Audiology
DEANNA MARIE MANCINO, in Education
A. STEPHEN MARCOUX, in Education
CAROL A. MARK, in Communication Science: Speech
Pathology and Audiology
JANE MARLIN, in Education
DORIS R. MARSHALL, in Education
PHILLIP COURTNEY MARSHALL, in Economics
CHRISTOPHER PAUL MARTIN, in Education
FRANCISCO JAVIER MARTIN, in Spanish
WILLIAM HENRY MARTENS, in Human Development and
Family Relations
ONA L. MASTRONARDE, in Education
PATRICIA ANN MAY, in Psychology
FRANCIS O'SULLIVAN MAYNARD, in Education
PATRICIA ANN MCCABE, in Human Development and
Family Relations
JOHN KEVIN MCCARTHY, in Communication Science:
Communication
BARBARA JOYCE MCCONNELL, in Dramatic Arts
MARK PAUL MCGRATH, in English
SUE ALLEN MCINERNEY, in Education
GAIL LOUISE MCKENNA, in French
JAMES THOMAS MCLAREN, in English
KEVIN MICHAEL MCNAMARA, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
SANDRA LEE MCSWAIN, in Education
VIRGINIA Lou MCWILLIAMS, in Education
ROBERT JOSEPH MEAGHER, in Education
LUIS FERNANDO MELENDEZ, in Education
DEBRA IRENE METTY, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
JOYCE KEMNITZER MILLIKIN, in Sociology
LEONARD S. MILLING, in Psychology
FREDDY MOJICA, in Education
THOMAS RALPH MORETTA, in Education
KATHY A. MULLIGAN, in Education: Physical
MERRY L. MURDOCK, in Education
JEAN L. MURPHY, in Education
JANICE ELAINE MYERS, in Education
PETER PAUL NANIA, in Education
ROBERT CHARLES NASH, in Political Science
STEPHEN PAUL NEEDEL, in Psychology
GERALDINE NAPPA NETZE, in Education
PAMELA JEAN NICKLAS, in Education
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DOMINIC NOCERA, in Economics
MARTA TORO OBEREMPT, in Education
MICHAEL JOSEPH O'HARA, in Anthropology
ROBERT ORESCOVICH, in Economics
JANET I. OSSEN, in Education
DAVID MARK OSTAFIN, in Linguistics
KAREN YVONNE PALASEK, in Economics
CAROL ANN PALMER, in French
DAVID WILLIAM PALMQUIST, in History
FRANCES A. PANAIA, in Education
RONALD EDWARD PAPE, in Education
EMANUEL N. PATERAKIS, in Economics
SHEILA A. PECKHAM, in Education
DEBORAH S. PEELSTROM, in Education
DIANE MARY PELLIZZI, in Education
MARY T. PETERS, in Education
VALERIE S. PETERSON, in Education
MARJORIE M. PETTERSEN, in Education
JANIS LEE PHELPS, in Human Development and
Family Relations
DEBORAH E. PHINNEY, in Education
MARY FLETCHER PICKERING, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
PAULINE B. PINARD, in Education
MARIA FERNANDA TERESO PINHEIRO, in Education
CATALINA GONALONS PLATEN, in Spanish
VALERIE MARGIT POMPA, in Education
SUSAN MARIE POUDRIER, in Education
JANET KATHERINE PUCCELLI, in Education
SHERRY LEE PURCELL, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
SHAWN CHRISTOPHER QUIRK, in English
PATRICE ALLYN RACCIO, in English
DONNA V. RASPA, in Communication Science: Speech
Pathology and Audiology
CHERYL LYNN REIHL, in Education
NANCY LEVITAN RHEINGOLD, in Education
MARGARET FARRAH RICE, in Education
CYNTHIA PRISCILLA RICHARDS, in Communication
Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
DIANa MARIE RICHTER, in Education: Physical
KANTA D. RIMAL, in Education
STEPHEN EDWARD RISTAU, in Human Development and
Family Relations
ROSE M. ROBICHAUD, in Education
JACKEL ALMETA ROBINSON, in Education
DONNA ROBINSON, in Education
MARY GIBSON ROCCISANO, in Education
NANCY K. RYAN, in Human Development and Family
Relations
JAMES E. RZEGOCKI, in Education
JUAN A. SANCHEZ, JR., in Education
JOSEPH ANTHONY SANTORSO, JR., in Education
MARK ROBERT SCHAEFER, in Education
JOYCE FRANCES SCHIPKE, in Education
LAURA CAROLYN SCHMITT, in Education
LEE FRANKLIN SCHWENINGER, in English
JOHN FREDERICK SECORA, in Music: Pedagogy
MARIA ANTOINETTE SEDOTTI, in Education
BRIAN JOHN SEELIG, in History
ROSE ANN SEVCIK, in Psychology
BETH MARSHA SHAPERO, in Education
ELLEN CAROL SHAPERO, in Education
BETH ANN SHAPIRO, in Psychology
GLENN FRANCIS SHEFFIELD, in History
HAROLD KENNETH SHORES', in Dramatic Arts
NEIL FRANCIS SHOVLIN, in Dramatic Arts
MICHELE Thomas SIBLEY, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
ANN MARIE SICILIAN, in Education
LOUISE BONNY SIMMONS, in Education
LYNN CATHERINE SISSON, in Education: Music Education
PAUL ALLAN SLOANE, in History
ELIZABETH MARY SMALLEY, in Education
LINDA BEATRICE SNOW, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
CYNTHIA ANN SNYDER, in Education
ARMANDO ALBERTO SOSA, in Philosophy
WAYNE CARL STEELY, in Spanish
NORMAN SCOTT STEVENS, in History
SCOTT JEWELL STEVENS, in Human Development and
Family Relations
ELLEN ELIZABETH STRICKLAND, in Education
JUDITH ANNE STROMSKI, in Education
SILVIA KALNINS STUKULS, in Education
PHILIP PRESTON SUTTON, in Education
KAREN MARIE SZCZEPANIAK, in Education: Physical
ELAINE J. TALADA, in Education
DAVID LAWRENCE TAYLOR, in Sociology
LINDA TEITELMAN, in Education
MARIJKE SUSAN THAMM, in Education
CONSTANCE MARIE THIBODEAU, in Education
ROBERT EUGENE THOMPSON, in Education
NIELS THOMSEN, in Education
L. JOSEPH THON, in Communication Science:
Communication
DENISE MARIE THURLAND, in Education
MARY MARTHA TIEBOUT, in Education
HOPE T. TRAHAN, in Education
JOHN A. TYLCZAK, in History
RAM RAJ UPADHYAY, in Education
GAIL ELLEN VASINGTON, in Education
ANDREA FAITH VAUGHAN, in Education
ROSALIE VENEZIANO, in Education
JILL WARDMAN VOGT, in Education
LYDIA E. VON HOFE, in German
WILLIAM MACKENZIE WADLEIGH, in Anthropology
DEBORAH WARNER, in Education: Physical
BEN COLBERT WATSON, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
JEFFREY ALAN WEBSTER, in Education
ELIZABETH L. WEHRLI, in Communica tion Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
KAREN LEE WESTBERG, in Education
CHERYL SUZANNE WESTERMAN, in Education
CHERYL ANN WESTON, in Education
DOROTHY CAROLINE WHEATLEY, in Education: Physical
SANDRA L. WHEELER, in Anthropology
DENISE E. WILBUR, in Education
LORRAINE ROSE WILLIAMS-BAILEY, in Education
Lots G. WOLF, in Education
JOSEPH RAY WOLTER, in Education
BETH ANN WOODSON, in Education
MARK MARINER WRENN, in History
SHIRLEY JEANNE WRIGHT, in Education
ANDREA LORA YOUNG, in Human Development and
Family Relations
JOAN ELIZABETH YUILL, in Communication Science:
Speech Pathology and Audiology
STEPHEN JOHN ZACCARO, in Psychology
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MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINSTRATION
RICHARD ARTHUR ADELSON
CHARLES AGIN
WILLIAM S. AHALT
JACK TAPIO AMPUJA
SUSAN JANE ANASTASIO
ANNE M. ANDERSON
PETER EDWARD ANSELMO
STEPHEN F. ARDIRE
STEPHEN BLAIR ARNTSEN
GREGORY G. ARZOUMANIDIS
ANTHONY JOSEPH AZZOLINO
JAMES GERARD BAILEY
MICHELLE CAMILLE BAIRD
GEMMA C. BAKER
JOHN RICHARD BARBANO
JOAO A. BARBOSA, JR.
DON FREDERICK BARI
BRUCE ALLEN BARKER
BRUCE WALTER BARKER
MARK BARRETT
JOSEPH W. BARS
ANTOINETTE MARIE BASCETTA
KAREN OVERBAUGH BEACH
RICHARD HERBERT BEAULIEU, JR.
JOHN MICHAEL BELBRUNO
LINDA S. BENEDICT
CHARLOTTE LINNEA BENGTSON
GARY N. BENTON
PAUL DAVID BEVACQUA
JAMES E. BIEBER
BRUCE PETER BLUEWEISS
JEAN-PAUL ROBERT BOISBOUVIER
THOMAS JOHN BOLAN
WAYNE ORLANDO BOMBACI
WILLIAM ANTHONY BONKOSKI
PETER D. BOUCHARD
DONALD PAUL BOVARD
ROBERT GLENN BOYER
CLAUDE GLENDON BRADLEY
PATRICK MICHAEL BRAND
DIANE MARIE BRAULT
JOYCE ANN BRENNAN
LANGHORNE VIRGINIA
BRICKWEDDE
GORDON THOMAS BROOKMAN
JOHN C. BROWN
KENNETH IRVING BROWN
KEVIN JAMES BROWN
ANTHONY JOSEPH BRUNO, JR.
EMELIA MARY BRUNO
SUSAN ANN BUFFUM
WILLIAM JOSEPH BURKE
ANNE JEAN BURR
JOHN ALBERT BUTTER
ANTHONY JOSEPH CALIGURI
THOMAS JOHN CAPORIZZO
PATRICIA R. CARBON
STEPHEN MICHAEL CARROLL
MICHAEL STAPLETON CAVANAUGH
MICHAEL A. CEDERBAUM
VALERIE JOAN CENTER
JAMES FRANCIS CERVEN
RAYMOND EDWARD CESTAR, JR.
WILLIAM ROBERT CHASE
ANANDAMAY CHAUDHURI
FU CHEN
PANKAJ JAYANTILAL CHOKSEY
STEPHEN H. CHRISTOFFERS
RALPH CIARMIELLO
ALAN LOUIS CODKIND
LAURA HUIZINGA CONLEY
GREGORY FRANCIS CONRON
ALEXANDER JOHN CONTE
WILLIAM AFRED COTE
ROBERT BERNARD COX
GUSTAVE JOSEPH CRISPYN, JR.
MICHAEL ROBERT CRYSTAL
MARY ELLEN CURRY
MOLLY MCGRATH CURRY
THOMAS EMMETT CURTIN
PHILIP JOHN CUTHBERTSON
WILLIAM PAUL DAMATO
PAUL JOSEPH DAVIS
SCOTT STERLING DAVIS
WILLIAM FRANK DAVIS
GERALD WILLIAM DEROCHE
JOHN FRANCIS DEGNAN
JAMES MICHAEL DEPRETA
VERONICA CATHERINE DEVANEY
PAUL JOSEPH DICICCO
GARY JOSEPH DIFILIPPANTONIO
PATRICK JOSEPH DIORIO
DAVID L. DOIRON
GEORGE C. DOMINELLO
SUSAN LAMARINE DOMMERICH
JOHN WILLIAM DONNELLY
PETER DAVID DOW
ARTHUR JOSEPH DUHAIME III
WILLIAM EDWIN DURAND
KEITH THOMAS EDWARDS
JOHN L. FAGAN
MICHAEL ANTHONY FARLEY
CAROL ANN FARMER
JON THOMAS FATSI
SARAH BYRAM FAWCETT
GREGORY MILTON FEDUIK
GARY ALLEN FEENEY
MARK W. FENN
BRUCE JAY FLAYER
JEFFREY ALAN FLEISCHHAUER
ANTHONY MARTIN FLERES
NICHOLAS VINCENT FOSTER
JOHN FREDERICK FREUND
STEVEN FREUND
ALAN DAVID FRIEDMAN
PAUL JOHN FUCCI
STEVEN MICHAEL GAMCSIK
BARBARA C. GARRANA
STEVEN IRA GARSON
JOHN CHANDLER GARVIN
GARY JOSEPH GEIDEL
FRITZI GINA GELB
ROBERT ANDREW GERE
MADELINE THOMPSON GILLIGAN
VERONICA GERARDA GILLIGAN
MARK GIOSA
JAMES GOEBEL
RICHARD FRANK GOLD
BARBARA ANN GOLEMBESKI
JOHN EDWARD GORE, JR.
RICHARD ARA GOSHDIGIAN
NEIL FRANCIS GRABOWSKI
DEBORAH C. L. GRIFFITH
FRANKLIN GERARD GRUSSY
JOHN A. GRZYMALA
PATRICK STEPHEN GUARNIERI
EARL PHILIP HAAS
WILLIAM J. HAGIST
HOWARD JOEL HALMS
WILLIAM KENNY HARRIS
STEVEN JAMES HAWCO
RALPH EMERSON HECKERT
WILLIAM G. HEDBERG
SARAH ELIZABETH HEINTZ
HOWARD DAVID HORVATH
LAURA ANTONIK JEAN
PETER MICHAEL JENNINGS, JR.
CAROL M. JOHNSON
JEREL JAMES JOHNSON
BILLIE WALL JONES
ELENA YVONNE JORDAN
SANDRA J. KALOM
NEAL I. KATZ
JEREMY ELIOT KAYE
DOROTHY IRENE KELLY
ELLEN LAHEY KELLY
DAVID D. KIMBALL
ROBERT MICHAEL KIMBALL
RICHARD J. KODA
MARSHA REI KONG
STEPHEN JOSEPH KORNACKI
ANDREW M. KOSAK
JEFFREY JOHN KOVACS
ROBERT NICHOLAS KOVALCIK
BERT BARRY KRIEGER
GINNY S. KRYSTEL
ROBERT FRANCIS LABBANCZ
DONALD TARPEY LADD
THOMAS JOSEPH LAGAN
ALBERT ARTHUR LAVOIE
DAVID R. LEAVITT
JEFFREY JOHN LEBERT
RICHARD CHARLES LEWIS
YII-CHEN SHARON LIN
HOUSTON PUTNAM LOWRY
STEPHEN JOHN LYNN, JR.
STEPHEN JOHN MACAULEY
WILLIAM LAUREN MAHL
JOHN FRANCIS MAIORINO
LINDA GILFEATHER MARQUIS
JACK VIEGAS MARTINS
ROBERT WILLIAM MAYER
RONALD LENNIG MAXWELL
FRANK G. MCADAM
ANNE ELIZABETH MCALOON
DIANE ELAINE MCCABE
EDWARD OWEN MCCABE
JAMES EDWARD MCCAFFREY
WILLIAM D. MCCAUSLAND
CAROL S. MCDADE
FRANCIS KILLIAN MCGEEVER
RICHARD NEIL MCGRATH
HOLLY BETH MCGUIRE
KEITH THORNE MCKENZIE
PAUL RICHARD MCKELVEY
ALICE MCKEVITT
ANN MCLELLAN
EDMUND P. MEADE
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STUART DAVID JOSELL CURTIS CLAUDE SAPP
FAITH ANN MERRIMAN
DONALD CRAIG MIKOLASY
RONALD ROBERT MILONE
ELIZABETH MAHER MOCARSKI
ROBERT MOFFIE
ZEBA MOHIB
THEODORE JOSEPH MORIN, JR.
PATRICIA POWER MORRIS
ROYAL MORRIS III
PHILIPPE MARIE MOULARD
ROLAND HELMUT MUEHLEISEN
DEBI PRASAD MUKHERJEE
JOHN MICHAEL MULCAHY
SUSAN MARY MURPHY
HOLLY LOUISE NAKA
EVERETT E. NEWTON
TERRY DEAN NICOLAISEN
SAI NAGARAJU NIDADAVOLU
CHARLES MCQUARRIE NOLTE
WALTER A. NOVAK
DWIGHT LAWRENCE NORWOOD
DENNIS MARTIN O'BRIAN
BRIAN PATRICK O'CONNOR
DANIEL W. O'GRADY
JOHN OMASTA III
D. HENRY O'NEILL, JR.
DEBRA ANN ORSELET
PATRICIA MARY OTT
CHARLES H. PACE
THOMAS R. PAJOLEK
RICHARD M. PAPA
CLAUDE A. PAPP
JYOTISH PAREKH
SATYA RANJAN PATI
JOSEPH PATRICK PATTERSON, JR.
MARTIN J. PAllANI
FREDERICK ANDERSON PEASLEY
FREDERICK C. PECHAR
A. LINDA PETTIT
NANCY B. PHILLIPS
JOSEPH ALBERT PICARD
ROXANA CARNES PICKERING
DENNIS CHARLES PLATT
JOHN EDWARD POKLUDA
SAMUEL POLIS
NATALIE P. POPE
SARAH E. POPP
DANIEL JOSEPH PORADA
PHYLLIS E. PRINCE
JAMES MICHAEL PUGLIESE
DONALD ROBERT PURCHLA
MERRIANNE CAPRINI REAGIN
BRUCE ALAN RECTOR
LOUISA E. REINSCH
BRUCE ALLEN REYNOLDS
WAYNE ARTHUR REYNOLDS
GEORGE LEONARD RIGGS III
KAREN ANN ROBERTS
JOSE M. ROMAGUERA-CASABLANCA
CHRISTOPHER JOHN ROSSETTI
HANA SUE RUBENZAHL
JEFFREY D. RUBIN
DAN RUDICK
RICHARD PAUL RUOCCHIO
KATHRYN JEAN RUSSELL
GERALD C. RYAN
FRANK ALBERT SALERNI, JR.
KLAUS D. SCHADLE
LINDA COWAN SCHIAVONI
ROBERT SCHLESINGER
JOSEPH ANTHONY SCHRANK
ARTHUR WILLIAM SCHWANK
JOSEPH WILLIAM SCHWARTZ
SUSAN ELIZABETH SCOTT
MICHAEL BARRY SEGAL
DORIANNE LOIS SEHRING
DIANNE MURRAY SHANNON
EDWARD MARC SHAPIRO
JAMES F. SHEEHAN, JR.
JAY BRYAN SHEEHY
PAUL H. SHER
JOANNE MARKS SHPUNT
JOANN SINGER
CYNTHIA M. SLATER
J. CAPPIE SMITH
RICHARD ARNOLD SMITH
STEPHEN BURKE SMITH
DAVID S. SOBIERAJ
M. JEFFRY SPAHR
JAMES WILLIAM SPANN
DEENA GROHER SPECTOR
JACK A. SREBNIK
THOMAS JOSEPH STACK
GEORGE LOUIS STEFKO
ROBERT BERLE STEIN
DEBORAH KAY STOLTZ
GARY HOWARD STONE
ROBERT H. STONE
DAVID JERRY STRADAL
MARY JOHNSTON STUCKART
JOHN PATRICK SULLIVAN
LOIS ELLEN SULLIVAN
PATRICK MICHAEL SULLIVAN
MICHAEL J. SUMMERS
THOMAS MICHAEL SUTNIK
DAGMAR H. SVOBODA
F. CHARLES SWEIGART
TED TIBOR SZABO
MICHAEL JAN SZOT
DIANE HEBENSTREIT TARDIFF
JAMES W. TAVERNA
DANIEL SALVATORE TEDONE
WILLIAM T. THOMAS
JOHN MICHAEL TIROLETTO
REGINALD ROBERT CHARLES
TITCOMBE
TRINNA LEE TRESSLER
RICHARD GERARD TRUSZ
DANIEL EDWARD TURNER
TULIN TUZEL
MICHAEL F. VAGNINI
CYNTHIA ILENE VANCE
DAVID STEPHEN VANCE
JAMES FRANKLIN VAN NESS, JR.
DAVID ALAN VENESKI
MIRIAM MAIMOONA WAHAB
JUDITH HOCHMAN WALL
MARK SUMNER WALLACE
MARILYN WENTLING WALSH
RICHARD EDMUND WALSH
ARLINE D. WARD
JOHN CONVARD WARFEL
CYNTHIA D. WASHBURN
NANCY FAIRBANK WATKINS
CHARLES P. WATRAS
ELAINE M. WECKSLER
KAREN ROBERTS WEISS
SANDOR FERENC WEISZ
JOHN WARREN WELCH
EDMUND GEORGE WESTBY I II
ARCHIBALD MACNISH WHITE
OLIVIA S. WHITE
RICHARD JOSEPH WHITE, JR.
MARK JOHN WHITNEY
CHRISTINE WIEBE
MICHAEL A. WIEBE
JOHN ANDREW WILLIAMSON
CLARE JEANINE WILSON
BRADLEY CHARLES WOLFF
ALEXANDER LONGIN ZARBOCK
LEIGH S. ZOLOTO
LAWRENCE CRAIG ZUPAN
MASTER OF DENTAL SCIENCE
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
WILLIAM ARTHUR FINLAY
	
CATHERINE STAPLETON
OUCHTERLONEY
MASTER OF MUSIC
DARA BLACKSTONE, in Music: Performance
BRIDGET DEIDRE BOSSIDY, in Music: Performance
CARMEN CATALANO BROOKS, in Music: Performance
DAVID CHARLES BUSSELL, in Music: Music Education
KAI-CHI CHON, in Music: Composition
LINDA CAROL LETH-STEENSEN, in Music: Performance
KATHERINE LOUISE OECHSLI, in Music: Performance
JOHN SMAYDA, JR., in Music: Performance
KATHLEEN SPISAK, in Music: Performance
KARLA MARIE TORKILDSEN, in Music: Performance
DEBORAH SUE VAN OHLEN, in Music: Composition
JANE R. ZIMMERMAN, in Music: Music Education
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MASTER OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
ELAINE E. CHASE
VIRGINIA ARLENE CHEATHAM
MARSHA E. COLLIER
JOHN DESTEFANO, JR.
FREDERICK JOSEPH DEMETRIUS
NANCY ESTELLE DRAGALIN
DENISE LOUISE GARVEY
PETER M. GIOIA
ROCHELLE LOUISE HYMAN
MARY E. KOWALSKI
GEOFFREY STANLEY KURIA
KAREN ROBIN LEVINE
WILLIAM FRANCIS LONG, JR.
MARY ELIZABETH MCCAFFERY
WILSON MUSEMBI NDETEI
STEVEN JAY PARENT
MICHAEL JOHN PELLECHIO
AILEEN AHO ROSENSWEIG
GARY JOSEPH SHETTLE
JAMES ALAN SHUMWAY
JOEL KIPRONO SINEI
IVAN KEITH TOLBERT
MASTER OF SCIENCE
STANLEY ELLIOT ALEXANDER, JR., in Civil Engineering
ENRICO ALIOTTI, JR., in Chemical Engineering
REDA ANWAR AMMAR, in Computer Science
SELIM ANAVI, in Chemical Engineering
MILAGROS MAGPANTAY APOLINARIO, in Nursing
AMOUAN L. ASSOUAN, in Agricultural Economics
TCHAMBAKOU AYASSOR, in Entomology
LEON FRANCIS BALTRUCKI, in Microbiology
KERRY ALAN BARRINGER, in Botany
MARY JANE BARTHOLOMEW, in Geology
ELIZABETH TERRY BEAUDIN, in Nursing
PATRICIA T. BECKER, in Biobehavioral Science
JAMES LESLIE BENNETT, in Geology
GEORGE WILLIAM Benz, in Renewable Natural Resources
Conservation
KAREN LYNN BERLE, in Botany
CHERYL ANN BEVVINO, in Nursing
KEITH BIBISI, in Mathematics
GREGORY JOEL BIEDERMAN, in Chemical Engineering
STEPHANIE MARY BIZIEWSKI, in Computer Science
CHARLES D. BIZILJ, in Physiology
JAMES FREDERICK BLANCHARD, in Computer Science
DENNIS R. BLANCHETTE, in Civil Engineering
GEOFFREY DOUGLAS BLOCK, in Nutritional Science:
Nutritional Science and Biochemistry
ROY MATTHEW BOBOWICK, in Metallurgy
FRANCIA A. BOWEN, in Nursing
VIRGINIA C. BRANDI, in Community Health
DOROTHY STELLA BRINDAMOUR, in Statistics
ARTHUR MARK BRUSKIN, in Microbiology
MICHAEL JOHN BUCKLEY, in Materials Science
GERALD JOSEPH BUONOPANE, in Nutritional Science:
Food Science
STEVEN J. BURKERT, in Chemical Engineering
MARK DAVID CALLAHAN, in Physics
ROBERT THOMAS CAMPANARO, in Civil Engineering
LINDA ANN CAPPIELLO, in Animal Indust ries:
Physiology of Reproduction
ANN CASAGRANDE, in Community Health
ALLAN PAUL CASTILLO, in Metallurgy
MA ESPERANZA SIOCHI CAYCO, in Mathematics
CONSTANTINE GEORGE CHASSAPIS, in Mechanical
Engineering
PAMELA ADRIENNE CHATIS, in Microbiology
JYH-HONG CHEN, in Materials Science
YATFAN CHENG, in Computer Science
THOMAS WALTER CHRISTENSEN, in Renewable Natural
Resources Conservation
KEVIN CHARLES CHU, in Zoology
PAUL JOSEPH CLAPIS, in Physics
TERENCE WETZEL CLAY, in Animal industries
BRUCE ALAN CLEMENT, in Animal Industries
ELEANOR E. COOK, in Statistics
W ILLIAM J. CooK, in Microbiology
ALLAN FRANCIS CORBEIL, in Electrical Engineering
STEVEN GARY CORCORAN, in Mechanical Engineering
GARY PHILIP CORMIER, in Ocean Engineering
CHRISTIAN THOMAS CORTHOUTS, in Mechanical
Engineering
LAWRENCE JOSEPH COYNE, in Physics
JAMES VITO COZZOLONGO, in Mechanical Engineering 
KIM CRESSEY-VENEZIANO, in Nutritional Science
DONALD J. CRISCIONE, in Computer Science
DONALD FREDERICK CUNDY, in Civil Engineering
BRIAN CHRISTOPHER CURTIS, in Civil Engineering
MICHAEL DUNCAN CURTIS, in Civil Engineering
STEVEN ALEXANDER DABKEY, in Metallurgy
KENNETH MANUEL DACUNHA, in Community Health
LUCAS ALAIN DANHO, in Plant Science: Plant and Soil
Sciences
DIANE LUCILE HOLDITCH DAVIS, in Nursing
BRUCE MICHAEL DECKER, in Biological Engineering
JANICE CARLSON DELORENZO, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
ALFRED DWIGHT DEPEAU, in Mechanical Engineering
SCOTT EDWARD DICKMAN, in Animal Industries
ANNE-MARIE G. DIsCEPoLo, in Computer Science
CHRISTOPHER DENIS DOYLE, in Geology
GEORGE RAYMOND DRAUSZEWSKI, in Biological
Engineering
OLIVER JAMES DUMAS, in Mechanical Engineering
MARILYN JEAN DUNCAN, in Biobehavioral Science
DENIS PAUL DUPUIS, in Physiology
JOANN M. EACCARINO, in Nursing
ARLINE DELORES EDMONDS, in Nutritional Science
MOHAMED TAWFIK EL-BOKINY, in Statistics
MICHAEL EMMETT, in Materials Science
ROBERT C. FECCIA, in Animal Industries
MICHAEL JOSEPH FEKETE, in Mechanical Engineering
KATHLEEN ANN FITZGERALD, in Microbiology
MICHAEL FOGLIANO, in Microbiology
SUSAN CAROL FONTAINE, in Computer Science
LAURINE JANET FORD, in Entomology
MARTHA ANN FRAENKEL, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
ALFRED JOSEPH FRANCIS II, in Chemical Engineering
PAUL JOHN FRANGIONE, in Animal Industries
SHARON MARIE FRIEL, in Community Health
LINDA TROMBLY GACOIN, in Nutritional Science
DONALD GALLER, in Electrical Engineering:
Control and Communication Systems
JAMES ALLEN GARBANATI, in Biobehavioral Science
OURIEL GIAT, in Physics
DAVID ALLAN GILBERT, in Metallurgy
GARY JOHN GIROUX, in Civil Engineering
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ANNE ROGERS GLANOVSKY, in Nursing
JONES G. Go, in Chemical Engineering
PAUL DAVID GOLDMAN, in Metallurgy
DAVID ARTHUR GOODSON, in Renewable Natural
Resources Conservation
NANCY JANE GOSSELIN, in Nursing
KATHLEEN GRACE, in Computer Science
TIMOTHY GRAHAM, in Geophysics
DEBRA ADAMS GRANT, in Animal Industries
DEBORAH ANN GRAY, in Animal Industries
ANNE BROOKS GREACEN, in Nursing
PHILIP M. GREENWALD, in Ocean Engineering
BEVERLY J. GREER, in Zoology
MARGARET JULIA GRIFFIN, in Nursing
ANDREA MARIE GUERREIN, in Physiology
MARCIA D. HALL, in Nursing
NANCY GAIL HALL, in Developmental Biology
VALOREE DAWN HALL, in Biobehavioral Science
STEVEN JOHN HARRISON, in Geophysics
VALERIE ROSE HECKMAN, in Physics
JOYCE CANFIELD HEMINGSON, in Botany
LAUREN L. HIESTAND, in Pathobiology
NANCY MARIAN HOEY, in Nursing
SALLY JANE HOFFMAN, in Nursing
SHEILA J. HOPKINS, in Nursing
ROBERT MAURICE HOULE, in Electrical Engineering
JUDITH A. HUHN, in Plant Science: Plant and Soil
Sciences
JAMES MORRILL HUTCHINSON, in Plant Science: Plant
and Soil Sciences
LING-JU HWANG, in Agricultural Economics
CAMILLE ROGERS IVEY, in Animal Industries
ANNE GRACE JACKISCH, in Nutritional Science
ELAINE THERESA JACKSON, in Computer Science
JOHN MARTIN JAKACKY, JR., in Physics
CHRISTINE STEPHANIE JANKOT, in Nursing
LEONARD JONATHAN JOSEPH, in Botany
DEBORAH J. KAHL, in Plant Science:
Plant and Soil Sciences
MILAD RAAD KALACHE, in Mathematics
JOHN F. KAPINOS, in Mechanical Engineering
ROBERT JAMES KENNEDY, in Computer Science
TAE MOON KIM, in Civil Engineering
COLLEEN Jo KOLLAR, in Biological Engineering
WILLIAM JOHN KOLLAR, in Biological Engineering
PATRICIA L. KoPP, in Nutritional Science
STEVEN M. KRAMER, in Computer Science
LAURA ANN KRAMER, in Nurs ing
CRAWFORD MICHAEL KuS, in Biological Engineering
ORNA IRIS KUTAI, in Materials Science
WILLIAM L. LAFRAMBOISE, in Civil Engineering
JOSEPH M. LAROSA, in Computer Science
JAMES A. LAUNDRE, in Botany
LINDA ANN LEHR, in Cell Biology
HOPE CLARE LENNARTZ, in Nursing
JEAN RAGG LEONARD, in Nursing
BARRY JONATHAN LINDER, in Biological Engineering
THOMAS JACKSON LITTLETON, in Biochemistry
HALYNA BLAHOSLAVA LOBAY, in Physiology
DEBORAH GAY LONGLEY, in Biochemistry
ANDRE JOSEPH LORANGER, in Renewable Natural
Resources Conservation
MICHAEL F. LOTECZKA, in Physics
DONNA B. LUSSIER, in Nursing
JOSEPH PATRICK MADDEN, in Mechanical Engineering
ROBERT E. MALONEY, in Biochemistry
DAVID ANTHONY MANGIONE, in Animal Industries
ROBERT FRANCIS MANNING, in Mechanical Engineering
NEIL ANDREW MANUS, in Biological Engineering
GLENN D. MARCUS, in Electrical Engineering
SALLY VENETTE MASON, in Animal Industries
YASUHIRO MATSUO, in Metallurgy
PETER DOUGLAS MCARDLE, in Physiology
RICHARD JOSEPH MCCORMICK, in Animal Industries
PATRICK HUGH MCDERMOTT, in Physiology
MAUREEN ANNE MCGUIRE, in Nutritional Science
MAUREEN ELIZABETH MCKENNA, in Nursing
JAMES PATRICK MCNAMARA, in Chemistry
KEVIN EDWARD MCVEIGH, in Chemical Engineering
JOYCE E. MEADER, in Animal Industries
STEVEN N. MESSIER, in Botany
PAULA FRANCES MILONE, in Nursing
JOHN DENTON MINNICK, in Plant Science: Plant and Soil
Sciences
RAUL MIRANDA, in Chemical Engineering
SIMON ELIAS MOBARAK, in Civil Engineering
JOSEPH MONTALTO, in Chemistry
JOSE JAIME MONTOYA-CRUZ, in Metallurgy
JOHN EDWARD MOONEY, in Geology
WARREN GLENN MORIMOTO, in Mechanical Engineering
BRIDGET O'DONNELL MUDGE, in Nursing
TERENCE PATRICK MURPHY, in Nutritional Science
MARY MURTHA, in Computer Science
JOHN NELSON NORDLOH, in Nutritional Science
RONALD WAYNE NUNES, in Materials Science
SHARON LOUISE NUNES, in Materials Science
THOMAS ANDREW NYQUIST, in Mechanical Engineering
EVAN KEITH OHRINER, in Metallurgy
BONNIE LEE BECKER OLIVER, in Botany
DAVID P. OLSON, in Physics
AMADOU OUATTARA, in Plant Science: Plant and Soil
Sciences
KUN Woo PARK, in Aerospace Engineering
NICOLE SMACHLO PFISTER, in Microbiology
JULIANNE PIATEK, in Biobehavioral Science
TIMOTHY H. K. PLATT, in Biobehavioral Science
GLORIA G. POLLEYS, in Nursing
LUCY ELIZABETH POTTS, in Nursing
MARIA M. Pozzo, in Computer Science
KESHAVA BELURSUNDARAJ PRASAD, in Mechanical
Engineering
BARBARA LOUISE PRATT, in Biobehavioral Science
EDWARD THOMAS PRENETA, in Community Health
PAULA BENOIT PYLE, in Botany
THOMAS JEFFREY PYLE, in Chemistry
MICHAEL HERBERT RAPPOSCH, in Materials Science
WENDELL FREDERICK REFIOR, in Statistics
MARILYN FRANCES RICE, in Renewable Natural
Resources Conservation
JONATHAN RIFKIN, in Physics
CONSTANCE ALVINA RINALDO, in Zoology
LEOPOLDO RIOS-CASTRO, in Chemical Engineering
STEVEN WILLIAM RIZK, in Nutritional Science
KAREN CHOATE ROBBINS, in Nursing
PAUL RAYMOND ROBERTS, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
EILEEN PATRICIA LESLIE ROY, in Biobehavioral Science
JOHN RUBINO, in Biochemistry
LILA WARD SALVATORE, in Geology
STANELY ANTHONY SANSONE, in Geology
CHRISTINE NICOLLETTE SARISLEY, in Nursing
MARGARET MARY SCHRAMM, in Nutritional Science:
Nutritional Science and Biochemistry
DAVID SCOTT, in Geology
PEDER WINFIELD SCOTT, in Civil Engineering
ANTHONY FRANK SEVERINI, in Geology
Thirty-six
ELAINE MARGARET SHATTUCK, in Nursing
GORDON F. SHERMAN, in Biobehavioral Science
THOMAS PAUL SHUBECK, in Zoology
ROBERT WORDEN SIMMONS III, in Nutritional Science
ERIC P. SOULSBY, in Electrical Engineering: Control and
Communication Systems
SCOTT MICHAEL STALEY, in Mechanical Engineering
DONALD CURTISS STEINKRAUS, in Botany
ANN-MARIE STOMP, in Biochemistry
JEFFREY WILLIAM STULIN, in Computer Science
KATHeRine MARY SULLIVAN, in Statistics
JANICE CHURCH SWANSON, in Animal Industries
JEANNE LOUISE TERRY-CROCKFORD, in Nursing
ROBERT MCADOO TOEDTER, in Renewable Natural
Resources Conservation
DAVID WALTER TOWLE, in Pathobiology
NANCY W. TROIANO, in Pathobiology
YEONG-PEI TSAI, in Physics
SATHYANARAYANA MURTHY UPADRASHTA,
in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
KAREN ANN URNIEZUS, in Pathobiology
QUEEN E. UTLEY, in Nursing
RICHARD E. VERSAILLES, in Electrical Engineering
JAMES GEORGE VOUROS, JR., in Chemistry
STEVEN FALKO WAYNE, in Materials Science
MARYLOUISE WELCH, in Nursing
KATHERINE F. WELLSTOOD, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
THOMAS TRASK WETMORE IV, in Computer Science
DARLENE ANN WILCOX, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
RALPH WILLIAM WORREST, in Computer Science
LEA CLAUDINE YEHIRY, in Agricultural Economics
KATHLEEN ANN ZAWADSKI, in Plant Science: Plant and
Soil Sciences
ROBERT CHARLES ZILTZ, JR., in Physics
Thirty-seven
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
COLLETTA J. ABERDALE
DORIS ELAINE ADAMS
RAYMOND ALBERT
MARK EDMUND ALLARD
JUDITH ELIZABETH ARGAZZI
CATHY ELLEN BAKER
JEFFREY BAVER
PHYLLIS BEINEKE
JOAN MILLER BENHAM
KITTY BHIDE
STEVEN BINDER
JOHN BODNAR
ELAINE J. BOUCHER
CAROL BOWEN-FRAZIER
JOYCE BOWKER
JANIS SUSAN BRAININ
VICTOR BRATHWAITE
SUSAN BETH CABRANES
MARY A. CALVERT-HEAVILIN
EDWARD J. CARROLL
HOLLY ANN CARROLL
DELORIS JUANITA CARTER
GRETIE CHARLOT
JERALDINE COHEN
DAVID ALAN CORNELSEN
SONIA LVETTE CORREA
LUISA RODRIGUEZ CUMBO
JOSEPH DAGROSA
SHIRLEY A. DANGLER
RODNEY BYRON DARY
MARY DEAN
DONALD DEGRAFFENRIED
WILLIAM DESCOTEAUX
CHRISTOPHER DONOVAN
CYNTHIA CRONKITE DRAKE
JANE DRISCOLL
CARY DUPONT
JOHN MATTHEW DURRENCE
LEMLEM EGZIABHER
JANIS ELLIOT-WOTTON
THERESA PRINCELL ELM
FRAN BARBARA FASSLER
CLAUDIA ANN FEDARKO
RICHARD MARC FISHER
VALERIE GIBBS FOSTER
JOSEPH GALLAGHER
JAMES HARDING GARY, JR.
BECKI S. GERSTEN
HOWARD A. GIGLE
CATHLEEN A. GLASS
RUTH GORDON
ARACELYS GRADY
PEARL D. GRANAT
DOUGLAS GREEN
SUSAN GREENWALD
JOSEPH GUGLIOTTI
THOMAS HEALD
JUDITH LINN HENDERSON
JOHN WILLIAM HESTERBERG III
JEAN ELIZABETH HIBBARD
SYBIL HOULDING
MARY HUTTON
MIRIAM INGRAHAM
CHESTER HENRY JAKUBIAK
TERISA ADRIENNE JAMES
THOMAS R. JEKANOWSKI
SHARON JONES
CATHY KELLAR
ALISON GUILD KINSMAN
PATRICIA KOLOSOWSKI-GAGER
MICHAEL KURJAN
DARRELL D. LACOCK
CAROL REBECCA LAIBSON
DEBORAH ANN LAINE
GAY L. LANDOW
DORIS I. LAPLANTE
BARBARA ANN LAVECH
NANCY WISEMAN LEVINE
MARGALIET LIGTENSTEIN
SANDRA ELLA LITTLE
KELLY LITTLEJOHN
KAREN ELLEN LOSS
JOANN LUTZ
VONIA LYLES
ANTONIO MAPELLI
MANUEL MANUCCI MARDALES
BETINNA ANN MARKS
REBECCA MARMER
ANN LILLIE MCGOVERN
CRAIG MENDOLA
ELAINE M. MICHALS
EDWARD MILLER
GLENNA MOALLI
JILL MOHRER
AISHAH A. MUHAMMED
E. CAROLYN NALBANDIAN
ARLENE W. NICKERSON
DAVID GEORGE NOONE
ROBERT O'CONNOR
PEHR CHRISTOPHER OLSSON
MARILYN GROSSO O'NEIL
JANE PALLEY
MARIA GERONIMA PANICHI
ERIC PERSKY
KATHLEEN B. PETERSON
ANN KAREN PLEASANT
EDWARD BERNARD RAVISH
LINDA REINER
MARTHA R. REISMAN
MIGDALIA REYES
THEODORE RODRIGUEZ
HENI H. SCHWARTZ
SUZANNE SERVISS
DONALD CHRISTOPHER SIDDELL
CHERA SUE SILVERMAN
LINDA MARIE SINAPI
ELYSE GOLDBERG SPIELBERG
THOMAS LLOYD STRINGFELLOW
BETH ELLEN TAUB
THEDA TUCCI
TERRY L. TWICHELL
JANET UNDERWOOD
ERIC L. VERMES
SHELBY VAUGHN WARNER
EVELYN LUCAS WAWRYZNIAK
ROBERTA ELLEN WEIL
KENNETH MARIE WESTBROOK
BARBARA ANNE WILLEY
Thirty-eight
THE SCHOOL OF LAW
JURIS DOCTOR
MUHAMMAD ABDULLAH
LAURIE ADLER
RAYMOND LOUIS ALBERT
THERESA WILSON ALBERT
DONALD LESSER ALTSCHULER
AMELIA MARY ANTOINETTI
MELISS ARMITAGE APPEL
JANE ANN HIRSCH ARNOLD
JOSEPH MICHAEL ARTHURS
ROBERT ALAN AVENA
PHILIP WILLIAM BALL
MARGARETTA F. BECK
BARBARA BELEJACK
MITCHELL MARC BERGER
LOUISE SPAULDING BERRY
WILLIAM CHESTER BERRY
GREGORY JOHN BEZZ
KAREN ALMA BIRCK
KAREN PENELOPE BLADO
JEAN MARY ELMBLAD BLUE
WILLIAM WELLS BOUTON III
JOSEPHINE ELIZABETH BONACCORSI
THERESA ANNE BROWN
PAUL HUNTER BURNHAM
ROBERT MICHAEL BUSH
JOHN THOMAS CAPETTA
CATHERINE FINELLI CAPUANO
MICHAEL P. CAREY
DONALD NORMAN CARLOW
CHRISTOPHER WING CHAN
CANDACE ANNE CLARK
SUZANNE MARIE COLASANTO
ANDREW CHESTER COTE
JAMES TAYLOR COWDERY
ROBERT BERNARD COX
THOMAS RICHARDSON COX
MAUREEN MARY COYNE
JEFFREY PAUL CULLEN
TONI MARIE CUZZOCREO
JOHN ANTHONY DANAHER IH
MAUREEN REGINA DANEHY
MARGARET GENEVIEVE DEAN
MARILYN MICHAELS DENNY
HANA DOLEZALOVA
BRIAN WILLIAM DONAHUE
MARILYN BLACK DUSSAULT
JOHN EDWARD DRESTY, JR.
PAUL HOWARD EDDY
GARY J. EHLE
EILEEN GUNTER FERRIS
JOHN CLIFFORD FITZGERALD
ALICE ANN FITZPATRICK
MONICA MARY FLORYAN
BRUCE ANTHONY FONTANELLA
DOREEN LEE FUNDILLER-ZWEIG
DAVID JOHN FURIE
THOMAS EDWARD GAFFEY
FREDERICK BILL GAHAGAN
ROBERT JOHN GALIETTE
WILLIAM THOMAS GERACE
MAUREEN ELIZABETH GILMAN
MARCIA JANUSONIS GLEESON
DAVID PAUL GOLD
GERARD ROMEO GOULET
RITA CATHERINE GRISWOLD
THOMAS GRIFFEN
BARRY D. GULIANO
HAROLD GORDON HALL, JR.
TRUDIE R. HAMILTON
SUSAN BRODEUR HANDY
SCOTT ALLAN HARTLEY
KATHLEEN ANN HERRMANN
JAMES MICHAEL HIGGINS, JR.
MARY ELIZABETH HOLZWORTH
ANNE ROBILLARD HOYT
MICHELE FEZZA HUGHES
ROBIN JAE JACKOWAY
DAVID KAROL JAFFE
MARY LOUISE JOHNSON
ROBIN AMY KAHN
BRUCE WILSON KAY
JEREMY ELIOT KAYE
JOHN JOSEPH KEEFE, JR.
STEVEN HARRIS KEENEY
THEODORE RICHARDS KILLIAM
ANDREW WILLIAM KREVOLIN
JOHN JENKINS LACAVA
CYNTHIA L. LAHM
PETER JOHN LEFEBER
MIMI M. LINES
THOMAS BARRY LYNCH
STEPHEN PAUL MAGGIOLA
GEOFFREY GUY MANDLY
THOMAS A. MANNING
PETER DEAN MARKLE
ALLEN ALBERT MARKO
JANE ROWLEY MARSH
BRIAN JOSEPH MARTIN
DENNIS MICHAEL MAYER
EDITH F. MCCLURE
JAMES LUKE MCINTYRE
JOSEPH VINCENT MEANEY
DEBORAH ANNE MONTEITH
FRANCIS T. MOORE
GILDA OLIVER MÜHLANGER
JOHN JOSEPH NESTICO
PHILLIP RANDOLPH NICHOLSON
LUCILLE MILLER NICKERSON
GREGORY BROWN NOKES
ROBERTA ANN O'BRIEN
JOSEPH GEORGE ORNATO
LORRAINE WASHBURN OSBORNE
CAROLYN ANITA PARKS
THEODORE ROY PAULDING, JR.
LORRAINE ROBERTA PAULHUS
MARC ALAN PEARLIN
ROBIN MESSIER PEARSON
FRANCISCO PEDRAZA
MARSHA O. PENDLETON
LISSA PERLMAN
DENISE MARTINO PHELAN
DEBORAH W. PIERSON
W. RANDALL PINKSTON
ANDREA WALLACH RATNER
JOSÉ RODRIGUEZ
NANCY SUSAN ROSENBAUM
Thirty-nine
DARYL FRANKLIN Ross
CHRISTOPHER JOHN ROSSETTI
NAT RuccoLo
MARGUERITE SAGATELIAN
EDWARD J. SAMORAJCZYK, JR.
ROBERT JEFFREY SANDS
BONNIE JANE SCHACHTER
PAULA LOUISE SCHIFFER
JOHN THOMAS SCULLY
SUSAN ELIZABETH SEIDLER
RAYMOND CHARLES SELIGSON
BARBARA J. SHEEDY
KENNETH L. SHLUGER
ANN MARIE SICZEWICZ
MARGERY WEIR SMITH
STUART FARWELL SMITH III
PETER WALLACE SOULSBY
BARBARA REBECCA KINAS SPERBER
HOWARD E. STEIN
JOHN FRANKLIN STEVENSON
JOEL STEWART
ROBERT TERHUNE STEWART
JOHN ERIC STINER
BRENDAN STOCKLIN-ENRIGHT
RONALD ALAN STONE
DAVID BRUCE STRATTON
JANET SYKES STULTING
JANEANNE CHRISTINE
LUBIN-SZAFRANSKI
MARCIA EVE TANNENBAUM
SARAH R. LUBKA TAXSAR
JOSEPH TEDONE III
DAI R. THOMPSON
JUDITH HILLARY THOMSEN
ALEXANDER JOHN TREMBICKI
WILLIAM GARETH TUCKER
THOMAS J. ULLMANN
ROBERT JOHN VOIGHT
GILBERT WALKER III
CAROL LOVELL WALTERS
BARBARA JOSEPHINE WARDENBURG
JOHN ROBERT WEINSTEIN
JUDY KAREN WEINSTEIN
THOMAS JOSEPH WELSH
ALLEN LEO WILLIAMS III
JAMES C. WILLIAMS
JAMES T. WOOD
SUSAN MARY WOZENSKI
WALTER RICHARD YEAGER
DONA DAVIS GAGLIANO YOUNG
JOSEPH CHARLES ZEMETIS
DONNA ZITO
Farty
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE
STEVEN CHARLES ABEL
	
MICHAEL RONALD GABOR
	
BRADFORD DONALD PARSONS
GREGORY LOUIS ARNOLD
	 JOSEPH JERRY GARGANO
	
DAVID WILLIAM PERKINS
MATTHEW JAMES BAKER
	
GEORGE GETTINGER
	
RONALD H. PREIS
FRANK PETER BENSON
	
ROBERT MICHAEL GRILLO
	
PAUL DENNIS REGAN
JOSEPH R. BoccuzzI	 WILLIAM H. INTROCASO	 COLIN STANLEY RICHMAN
CARL VEITH BRUEGGESTRAT
	
PETER ROY JACOBSON
	
PETER WILLIAM ROBINSON
GREGORY BURKE CANNEY
	
VIVIENNE HILARY JEFFERIES
	
JEFFREY DAVID Rosow
GAETAN DONALD CHARBONNEAU
	
GREG ERIC JOHNSON
	
PETER JOSEPH SCARPELLI
PAMELA ANN CLARK
	
BRUCE MARTIN KALLINEN
	
EDWIN L. SCHATZ
ROBERT LOUIS CIERI, JR.	 ARTHUR JOSEPH LECLAIRE III
	
ARTHUR R. W. SCHLIESMAN
ROBERT Louis DASILVA	 GILDA ANNE LILJEDAHL
	
THOMAS S. SPONZO
EDWARD GERARD DUVAL
	
ALPHONSO LEWIS MACK
	
MICHAEL WILLIAM TICHY
RICHARD JAMES FAIRBROTHER
	
ROBERT J. MAILLOUX
	
FRANKLIN MARSHALL WILSON, JR.
LESLIE FLEISCH
	
RALPH GERARD MEMBRINO
	
SANDRA A. YURCHYK
LINDA MALMSTROM FORTENBERRY
	
ANDREA LEE ZIMMER
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
JAMES D. ALDERMAN
SCOTT V. ANDERSON
ANTHONY J. ARDOLINO
CHARLES P. BENEDICT
PETER J. BOWER
GALE G. BROWN
ALBERT J. CALLAHAN II
STEVEN B. CARLOW
ROBERT G. CONTALDI
MARTIN M. COOPER
RICHARD I. COOPER
JOSEPH P. D'AFFLITTI
GARY J. DEE
MARK S. DEFRANCESCO
PETER T. DEMOS
BURTON F. DICKEY
SCOTT L. DOLIN
MAVIS J. DONNELLY
KAREN E. EASLEY
DEBRA A. EGAN
CECILLE R. FREILICH
DAVID E. GANNON
JOHN GAROFALO, JR.
KENNETH L. GIBBS
PAUL E. GREENE
DAVID A. HEREC
FELIX HERNANDEZ, JR.
DAVID C. HERZ
CALVIN H. HIRSCH
DAVID R. HOWLETT
GEORGE A. IDELKOPE
EMILY M. ISAACS
THOMAS W. JACKSON
RICHARD H. JACOBSON
STUART A. JACOBSON
RICHARD J. KAROL
FRANK W. KNOBLAUCH
DAVID S. KRAMER
ROBERT E. KUPSAW
MARK A. LATINA
JOHN S. LEDBETTER
JUDITH L. MAGI
FRANK R. MALKIN
GENE I. MARAN
PATRICK P. MASTRONI
ELIZABETH T. MATTHEWS
THEODORE G. MAYER
JAMES F. MCLEOD
JANET B. MEEGAN
SUSAN E. MERTZ
JONATHAN W. MOHRER
ROSE MARIE MONSERRATE
REBECCA L. MOROOSE
JOSHUA A. MOROWITZ
PATRICIA M. MORRIS
HARRY H. NICKLE
CARLYLE A. OSIER
JEAN R. PASCOE
JOHN A. PASQUINI
JUSTIN D. PEARLMAN
THOMAS C. PENG
WILLIAM F. POLITO
ALAN R. POPE
MICHAEL J. QUERNER
WAYNE S. RAWLINS
JOANNE RIEBEN
MARK A. ROBBIN
ELLEN J. ROBINSON
FRANCESCA M. RUGGIERO
ZEHAVA SADKA
WILLIAM M. SANDERS
PETER L. SAVITEER
ANNE M. SCHNEIDER
RICHARD P. SHANNON
PETER H. SHEA
PHILIP J. SILVERSTONE
DAVID S. SMITH III
CHARLES A. SOMMER
PHILLIP M. STARK
JONATHAN A. SWARTZ
GEORGE F. VAN HARE II
KAREN H. WILLIAMS
THOMAS F. WINTERS
Forty-one
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
HENRY G. ADELMAN, in Mechanical Engineering: Thermodynamics, Heat and Mass Transfer, and Rate
Processes
Doctoral Dissertation: A Time Dependent Theory of Spark Ignition
GEOFFREY ROY AKERS, in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: Elastic Wave Propagation in Inhomogeneous Lossy Media with Special
Reference to Powders
JOHN FLOYD ARNOLD, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Open Education in the Middle Years (Ages 10-15): An Analysis of the
Thought of Roy Illsley, Charity James, Eugene Ruth, and Donald Wells
JAMES MERRITT ASELTINE, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: Reduction in Force Policies of Connecticut Public School Systems as
Compared to the Policy Model of Educational Policies Service/National School Boards
Association
DAVID EDWARD AUDETTE, in Chemistry: Physical and Theoretical
Doctoral Dissertation: An ESR Study of Radicals in a Zeolite Matrix
JOHN FRANK BANTELL, in Political Science: Diplomacy and Foreign Policy
Doctoral Dissertation: Perpetual Peace through World Law: The United World Federalists and
the Movement for Limited World Government, 1945-1951
ROBERT LAWRENCE BARBER, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Community College Community Se rvice Programs and Public School
Adult Education Programs: A Systems Theory Based Examination of Program Goals as
Perceived By Respective Institutional Administrators
JOAN BOYKOFF BARON, in Education: Evaluation and Measurement
Doctoral Dissertation: How School Achievement and Attitude toward School Are Influenced by
a Set of Demographic, Ecological, and Psychological Variables: A Causal Model Analysis
LAURENCE IVAN BEEDE, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Emergency Room: Alternative for Primary Care?
JOSEPH JOHN BIVONA, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship of Cognitive Style to the Leadership Effectiveness of
Community Education Coordinators
STEPHANIE ADAMS BLECHARCZYK, in Education: Technical and Industrial
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of a Nutrition Education Program at the Fourth Grade Level
MORRIS ALONZO BLOUNT, SR., in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: Effects of a Recycling Laboratory on Attitude toward and Achievement in
Mathematics among College Freshmen
PATRICIA ANN BOOK, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Thalassemia: An Anthropological Study of 86 Patients and Their Families
in Cyprus
FRANCES A. BOUDREAU, in Sociology: Social Structure and Personality
Doctoral Dissertation: Selves and Significant Others: A Study of Women Who "Drop Back In"
HARVEY JOEL BRANDWEIN, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of cGMP on Protein and RNA Synthesis in Tetrahymena
pyriformis
WILLIAM IAN BREVDA, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Harry Kemp: The Last Bohemian
Forty-two
GWEN HOiSINGTON BROOKS, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: A Phenomenological Study of Adult Life Developmental Patterns of
Women Educators
WILLIAM JOHN BROWER, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation into the Relationship between Conceptual Tempo and
Reading Comprehension
CAROLYN BROWN, in Zoology: Ecology
Doctoral Dissertation: Pigment Analysis of a Marine Pseudomonad Pathogenic to Some
Laboratory-Reared Bivalve Embryos
MARY L. BUTLER, in French
Doctoral Dissertation: Rousseau's Vision of Woman
LESLIE CARR, in French
Doctoral Dissertation: Diderot and the Paradox of the Spectator
RUTH CHADAB, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: Army-Ant Predation on Social Wasps
ABRAHAM CHAMIE, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Predictors of Leadership Promotion
JOHN C. CHAPMAN, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Intracellular Localization and Properties of 3B-Hydroxysteroid Dehydro-
genase/ Isomerase in the Adrenal Cortex
JAE MYUNG CHUNG, in Mathematics
Doctoral Dissertation: Injective Hulls of Torsion Free Abelian Groups
ANTHONY VINCENT CIPRIANO, in Education: Technical and Industrial
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of the Perceptions of Indentured Apprentices and Their
Employers of Selected Aspects of Work-Related Instruction in the Plumbing Trade in
Massachusetts
BETH GENYA COHEN, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Rapid and Concerted Turnover of Intracellular Membrane Components of
MOPC 41 Myeloma Cells and Its Possible Relationship to Secretion
JOHN JOSEPH CONTESSA, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Influence of Learner Personality Factors upon Cognitive Development
and Acquisition of the Science Concept of Model Building with Eighth Grade Students
BERNHARD FREDERICK CORDTS III, in Materials Science: Alloy Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: X-Ray Absorption Study: Noble Metal Alloys and the Filling of Empty
d States
JOHN M. CRAWFORD, in Biomedical Science: Immunology
Doctoral Dissertation: Thyl Antigen and B Lymphocyte Differentiation in the Rat
TONY CHARLES DALOISIO, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of the Relationship between Cognitive Style and the Subject
Area Specialization of Secondary Teachers in Connecticut
JAMES HEATH DALTON, JR., in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: An Initial Assessment of the Radiating Effects of an Adaptive Skills
Training Program in University Dormitories
YVONNE MARIE DE CUIR, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of Three Approaches to Providing Contraceptive
Counseling
GARY GERARD DELEO, in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: Electron-Lattice Interactions of the R Center in Potassium Chloride
Forty-three
KATHLEEN MUSANTE DEWALT, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Nutritional Strategies and Agricultural Change in a Mexican Community
THOMAS CARY DOETSCHMAN, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Cell Surface Shedding and Translational Control as Aspects of Muscle
Differentiation
FRANCES KAY DOOST, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: A Child as a Thinker: One Child's Thought as it Reflects Intentionality
VERONICA MARY DOUGHERTY, in Entomology
Doctoral Dissertation: A Systematic Revision of the New World Ectrichodiinae (Hemiptera:
Reduviidae)
SUSAN ELAINE DUTCH, in Psychology: General Experimental
Doctoral Dissertation: Predicting Letter Search Time through Words and Nonwords: The Roles
of Statistical Frequency and Lexical Status in the Word-Superiority Effect
MAURICE JESSE ELIAS, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Developing Instructional Strategies for Television-Based Preventive
Mental Health Curricula in Elementary School Settings
DOROTHY MAY ERINAKES, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Women Elementary School Principals and Long Term
Women Teachers in Rela tion to Selected Psychological and Situational Variables
ADEBIsI OMORILEWA FABAYO, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Descriptive Cross-Cultural Study of Nursing Students' Problems and
Academic Achievement
LINDA FELDMEIER, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: The Eighteenth-Century English Rake: Social Mores and Clarissa
THERESA M. FERGUSON, in Education: Supe rvision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of Various Relationships Among Teachers on a Measure
of Self Concept and Locus of Control with Respect to Age, Sex, and Selected Demographic
Variables
ANDREW JOSEPH FISH, JR., in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communications Systems
Doctoral Dissertation: Not Necessarily Linear System Theory
VINTON DAY FISHER, in Political Science: Public Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Impacts of Affirmative Action and Collective Bargaining
on a Central State Personnel Department—An Organization in Transition
MOLLY FITZGERALD, in Biomedical Studies: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: SV40 Deletion Mutants Designed to Alter the 3' Non-Coding Sequences
of the Viral Late mRNAs
GEORGE ALEXANDER FLANIGAN, in Oceanography
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Selected Classes of Organic Constituents in the Thames
River Estuary
RAQUEL GALBIS FLORES-JENKINS, in Spanish
Doctoral Dissertation: La mujer como individuo y como tipo en la novelistica de Ana Maria
Matute
ARTHUR CHARLES FORST, JR., in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: From Normal School to State College: The Growth and Development of
Eastern Connecticut State College From 1889 to 1959
JAMES EvERET Fox, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: Achievement Monitoring in a Self-Paced Elementary School Mathematics
Program
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DOREEN FRANKEL, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Factors Affecting Migration of Freshmen Applicants at
Selected Public Institutions of Higher Education in Connecticut
BRUNO FROLICH, in Biobehavioral Science: Biological Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Aleut-Eskimo Mandible
PAUL GABRINER, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Alexander Pope and the Poetry of Succession: A Study of Inheritance and
Transmission in the Poetry of Pope and the Thought of His Age
NORA MARIE GANIM, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: Isolation, Powerlessness, and Fraud: The Plight of the Elderly Consumer
THOMAS JACK GILKEY, JR., in Computer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: The Optimal Design of Software under Uncertainty
JAMES PATRICK GILLIGAN, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmacology and Toxicology
Doctoral Dissertation: Altered Arterial Wall Protein Synthesis in Cholesterol Induced
Atherosclerosis
EUGENE CURTIS GOLDFIELD, in Psychology: Child and Developmental
Doctoral Dissertation: Keeping Track of Locations during Movement in 8 to 10 Month Old Infants
PAUL CHESTER GONDEK, in Psychology: Social
Doctoral Dissertation: Manipulated Physiological Arousal, Emotional Experience, and Evalua-
tion of Affective Stimuli
ELEANORE LOUISE GOWEN, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Determination of the Educational, Psychological, and Sociological
Needs of Secondary School Students in Connecticut as Established by Secondary School
Teachers, Department Chairpersons, Principals, and Directors of Curriculum
JULES FRANCIS GRYCKIEWICZ, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: State Aid to Nonpublic Schools and the First Amendment: A Historical
and Philosophical Analysis of Supreme Court Decisions Affecting the Distribution of
Government Benefits
MICHAEL BENJAMIN GURTMAN, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Heterosexual Trust: Theory and Measurement
BYUNGCHAI C. HAHN, in Education: Foundations of Education
Doctoral Dissertation: Relationships among Perceived Parental Acceptance-Rejection, Self-
Evaluation, and Academic Performance of Korean-American Children
CHARLOTTE I. HAMMOND, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: A Rapid Method for the Purification of Yeast RNA Polymerases I, II, and
III: Transcriptional Properties on Isolated Yeast Structural Genes
MALCOLM CHARLES HARRIS, SR., in Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: A Model of Inventory Investment During Recession with Special Reference
to the 1973-75 Downturn
LILLIAN GLEASON HARTER, in Botany
Doctoral Dissertation: Two-Membered Algal Culture Studies in Stressed and Non-Stressed River
Water
MARGO WOLF HASSON, in Biomedical Science: Pathology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Presence of Inflammatory Mediators in Bacterial Culture Filtrates
DENNIS MICHAEL HIGGINS, in Biomedical Science: Pharmacology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Development of the Adrenergic Innervation of the Chick Embryo
Ventricle
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DOUGLAS W ILLIAM HOFFMAN, in Biobehavioral Science: Neuropsychopharmacology
Doctoral Dissertation: Development of the Neurotransmitter Functions in the Chick
PETER FRANCIS HOOPER, in Political Science: Political Processes and Behavior
Doctoral Dissertation: The Administrative Policy Process for Science: A Case Study of Organiza-
tional-Environmental Dynamics
LOIS STOVALL HURDLE, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Predictor Variables of Student Achievement in General
Education at Two Regional State Universities
LAWRENCE E. IERARDI, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Description of the Legal Powers and Duties of Connecticut School
Superintendents as Found in Statute, Decree, and Regulation and as Perceived by
Superintendents
RICHARD JACK, in Biomedical Science: Immunology
Doctoral Dissertation: Role of Complement in Facilitating Erythrocyte Parasitization by Babesia
rodhaini
KAREN K. JAMBECK, in Medieval Studies
Doctoral Dissertation: Les fables de Marie de France: Edition critique de fables choisies
DAPHNE EVADNE JOHNSON, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional Linear Patterns, Sex, and
Hemispheric Lateral Organization among Young Jamaican Children
DAVID ALAN JOHNSON, in Physiology: Neurobiology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Role of Presynaptic and Postsynaptic Receptors in the Release of
Acetylcholine in a Parasympathetic Ganglion
MORTIMER SAUNDERS JOHNSON, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relation of the Reading Achievement of Children to Their Syntactic
Maturity and Socio-Economic Status
MARY CAROL KALBFLEISCH, in Music
Doctoral Dissertation: Children's Perception of Expressive-Interpretive Aspects of Musical
Performance
CHARLES HENRY KALER, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: An Historical Study of the Factors Influencing the Decision to Adopt a
Middle School Organization in East Syracuse-Minoa, New York Central School District
CATHERINE MARY KANDEFER, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparative Study of Traditional and Non-Traditional Students in a
Four Year State College in Connecticut
ROBERT M. KARP, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: The Multiple Relationship of School Size, School Orientation, and
Academic Dean Leadership Behavior to School Organizational Climate as Perceived by
Department Chairpersons in Institutions of a State College System
PETER COURTNEY KECK, in Biophysics
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Interaction of Tetraiodofluorescein with Aspartate
Transcarbamylase by Rapid Kinetic Methods
STEVEN EDWARD KEMPER, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: At Odds with Art: The American Writer
JANICE VALERIE KRISTO, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: An Exploratory Study Investigating the Influence of Conceptual Level of
Preservice Elementary Education Students on Decision-Making in Reading Instruction
Forty-six
JUDY-ARIN KRUPP, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: A Phenomenological Study of Teacher Perceptions of Life Developmental
Changes as Related to Inservice Behaviors and Needs
DALE FRANCIS KUNTZ, in Economics: Growth, Development, and Cycles
Doctoral Dissertation: Agriculture and Economic Development: A Comparative Analysis of
India, Brazil, and Taiwan
JOSEPH JOHN KUPIN, in Linguistics
Doctoral Dissertation: Tongue Twisters as a Source of Information about Speech Production
PAUL GREGORY LAcRoIx, in Communication Science: Speech Pathology and Audiology
Doctoral Dissertation: Binaural Advantage for the Intelligibility of Speech In Noise as a Function
of Intensity Limitation In One Ear
CALVIN KIN-FUN LAI, in Mechanical Engineering: Thermodynamics, Heat and Mass Transfer, and
Rate Processes
Doctoral Dissertation: A Numerical Model for Three-Dimensional Thermal Stress Analysis
Including Phase Change Capability by the Finite Element Method
RANDOLPH LAMKIN, JR., in Sociology: Social Organization and Institutions
Doctoral Dissertation: A Multivariate Analysis of Selected Social and Psychological Precursors
of the Coronary-Prone Behavior Pattern
STEPHEN WAYNE LARCEN, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Enhancement of Social Problem Solving Skills through Teacher and
Parent Collaboration
TARA VAUGHN LATAWIC, in Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: An Empirical Study of the Effect of Education on Consumer Expenditure
Patterns
RAYMOND EDWARD LEMLEY, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Profile on Stress Producing Episodes that Affect Selected Secondary
School Principals
ANNE HOLLINGSWORTH LEONE, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Interrelationships of Writing Ability, Writing Interest,
Reading Readiness, and Reading Performance of a Given Kindergarten Population
LAUREN ETHEL LEPOW, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Eucharistic Reference In the Towneley Cycle: A Reconsideration of Corpus
Christi Theology and Drama
ALICE VIVIAN LETTENEY, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Hawthorne's Heroines and Popular Magazine Fiction
JIM JUNG-CHING LIN, in Biomedical Science: Molecular Biology and Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Assembly of Outer Membrane Lipoprotein in Wild-Type and an
Escherichia coli Mutant Altered in the Signal Sequence of Prolipoprotein
TUNG-YING LIN, in Mechanical Engineering: Thermodynamics, Heat and Mass Transfer, and Rate
Processes
Doctoral Dissertation: The Dynamic Simulation of the Central Heating System of the University
of Connecticut, Storrs Campus
ROBERT ALAN LOWE, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: Responding to Nonconformity: The Influence of Social and
Situational Factors on Observers' Reactions
Louts A. LUINI, in Metallurgy
Doctoral Dissertation: Stress Corrosion Cracking of an Aluminum Zinc Magnesium Alloy
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AUGUSTUS NICHOLAS LUPARELLI, in Education: Technical and Industrial
Doctoral Dissertation: A Functional Reading Strategy Utilizing Reading Guides in an Eighth
Grade Industrial Arts/ Graphic Arts Program
RICHARD ALLEN LUSKY, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: Ideological and Interest Group Barriers to Comprehensive Rehabilitation
for the Physically Disabled: A Regional Investigation
ROBERT STUART LUSTIG, in Psychology: Child and Developmental
Doctoral Dissertation: Elaboration of Semantic and Nonsemantic Processing in False Recognition
as a Function of Differential Incentives and Age
DIANA MARCUS, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of a Program of Daily Oral Reading about the Handicapped on
the Attitude and Self-Concept Change of Mainstreamed Handicapped and Non-Handicapped
Fifth- and Sixth-Grade Students
AMELIA MARIE MARIOTTI, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Incorporation of African Women into Wage Employment in South
Africa, 1920-1970
BERNARD MARLIN, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: Charles Keller: A Study of the Development of His Educational Thought
RONALD Leo MARTEL, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Factors Predicting Enrollment of Freshmen Applicants
at Selected Public Institutions of Higher Education in Connecticut
JEAN-PROCOPE MARTIN, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Selected Black Literature on the Attitudes of
White Adolescents toward Blacks
RUTH V. ROBINSON MARTIN, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Minority Women Administrators' Perceptions of Barriers in Higher
Education
FRANCIS NEIL MATHEWS, in Education: Educational Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Relationship between Parent Education and Parental Attitudes toward
Gifted Children and Programs for the Gifted
WILLIAM JOSEPH MATTHEWS, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Posthypnotic Conflict and Psychopathology: Evidence for Repression or
Inadequate Methodology?
JANET GRACE MAY, in Linguistics
Doctoral Dissertation: The Perception of Egyptian Arabic Fricatives
LOUIS FRANK MAllUCCO, in Philosophy
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Wilfrid Sellars' Realism
DAYLE KEITH MCDERMITT, in Biochemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: The Biogenesis and Metabolism of Auxin and their Regulation: Analysis
of the Uptake and Metabolism of Indoleacetic Acid, Indoleethanol, and Tryptamine Using
In Vivo Radiotracer Kinetic Methods in Cucumber Seedlings
Roy H. MERoLLI, in Political Science: Public Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Public Authorities in Connecticut
MARK W. MILLER, in Biobehavioral Science: Neuropsychopharmacology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Firing Pattern, Function, and Chemical Sensitivity of an Identified
Molluscan Neuron
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DONALD LEE MURPHY, in Oceanography
Doctoral Dissertation: A Numerical Investigation into the Physical Parameters Which Determine
Residual Drift in Long Island Sound
EDW. T. MURRAY, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effect of Two Techniques Which Elicit Predictive Responses on the
Comprehension of Content Area Reading Material
DAVID FRANCIS NACCARATO, in Computer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: Matrix Operations and Transform Techniques with a Multiprocessor
System for Image Processing and Pattern Recognition
STEPHEN PAUL NEEDEL, in Psychology: Social
Doctoral Dissertation: A Critical Examination of Arousal-Attribution Theories of Crowding
ROBERT LORING NICHOLS, in Plant Science: Agronomy
Doctoral Dissertation: No-Tillage Legume Establishment In Infertile Grassland
CAROLINE CRAVEN NIELSEN, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Medical Innovation and Decision-Making: Factors Affecting the Use
of Midtrimester Amniocentesis
JoHN J. O'BRIEN III, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Agricultural Labor and Development in Sudan
EvAN KEITH OHRINER, in Metallurgy
Doctoral Dissertation: Theory of Subscale Formation with a Finite Solubility Product and Its
Application to the Internal Carburization of Nb-Hf Alloys
JEREMIAH ODE OIOWU, in Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: Technological Transformation in Nigerian Agriculture: An Analysis of the
Nigerian Agricultural Development Policies, Including the Role of the Marketing Boards
FRANCES LILLIAN O'NEIL, in Education: Foundations of Education
Doctoral Dissertation: A Theoretical Analysis of Zen Buddhist Principles in Education and Two
Case Studies of Their Implementation in America
THOMAS CHARLES O'NEILL, in Mechanical Engineering. Thermodynamics, Heat and Mass Transfer,
and Rate Processes
Doctoral Dissertation: Thermal Performance Predictions of Flat Plate Solar Collector Air Heaters
PARIMAL KANTI PAL, in Electrical Engineering: Control and Communication Systems
Doctoral Dissertation: Parameter Identification in a Class of Nonlinear Systems
CARMINE PAOLINO, in Italian
Doctoral Dissertation: La narrativa Di Alessandro Bonsanti
WALTER M. PAWELKIEWICZ, in Education: Educational Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: A Multivariate Study of the Effects of Background, Personality, Cognitive,
and Situational Variables upon Delay Processes in Kindergarten, Second, and Third Grade
Children
ERNESTO PÉREZ-CARTAGENA, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Educational Labor Organizations in Puerto Rico Since 1974: An Analysis
of the Perspectives of Mainland and Pue rto Rican Educational Labor Leaders
JOYCE ELIZABETH PERKINS, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: Desperate Remedies: The Lawbreaker in the Major Novels of Thomas
Hardy
MICHAEL D. PISANO, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Social Skills and Social Influence
DANIEL RAYMOND PISETSKY, in Education: Supervision and Curriculum Development
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Inservice Needs of Teachers as Perceived by Teachers and
Principals in an Urban School System
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STAVROULA POLYCHRONOPOULOS, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: Special Education in Greece
GAYLE MARY POWER, in Education: Elementary
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of the Effects of Direct and Functional Reading Instruc-
tion upon Mathematical Problem Solving Abilities of Elementary School Children
ROSA A. QUEZADA, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Standardized Language Dominance Tests and Their Correla-
tion with Bilingual Judges' Opinions
ISADORE SILVA RaMos, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: An Analysis of Student Absenteeism Based upon the Perceptions of
Selected Rhode Island High School Students within Schools of High Rates of Absenteeism
and Schools of Low Rates of Absenteeism
CHARLES ANDRIANTOMANGA RATSIFARITANA, in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: Scattering of Phonons by Point Defects in Solids and Its Effects on the
Thermal Conductivity
JAMES ANDREW RETTER, in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: Theoretical Study of Pion Nucleus Reactions
JAY LAWRENCE RHEINGOLD, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutics
Doctoral Dissertation: Problems in Non-Linear Pharmacokinetics: The Interpretation of Ethanol
Oxidation In Vivo
JOHN HENRY RILEY, JR., in Mathematics
Doctoral Dissertation: Subalgebras of H°° and the Corona Property
LINwoOD ROBINSON, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Selected Correlates of Teachers' Attitudes toward Minority-Group
Students in Urban Classrooms
MYRNA NODELMAN ROTTMAN, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of a Self-Administered Feminist Literature Package on
Attitudes toward Sex Role Stereotypes among Third Class Cadets at the United States
Coast Guard Academy
ZADOK RUBEN, in Pathobiology: Pathology
Doctoral Dissertation: Experimental Mycoplasmosis in Bovine Pregnancy
KRISTINA SANDBERG RUSSELL, in German
Doctoral Dissertation: Das Problem der Identität in Gottfried Kellers Prosawerk
RONALD MICHAEL SABATELLI, in Human Development and Family Relations: Family Studies
Doctoral Dissertation: Cognitive and Nonverbal Styles as Mediators of Relationship Outcomes
in Married Dyads
NANJUNDIAH SADANAND, in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: Phonon Scattering by Point Defect Impurities in Copper Alloys at Very
Low Temperatures
STEVEN KERRY SALZMAN, in Biobehavioral Science: Neuropsychopharmacology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Pharmacology and Biochemistry of Cadaverine in the Central Nervous
System
JUNE HIRscH SCHLESSINGER, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparison of the Documented Concerns of American Jewry with the
Concerns Expressed in Accessible Fiction about Jewish Life Published in 1930 to 1935 and
1970 to 1975 and Suggested for Young Adult Readers
STEPHEN RICHARD SHARKEY, in Sociology: Social Structure and Personality
Doctoral Dissertation: Art into Society: The Case of Italian Futurism
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MITCHELL HOWARD SILVER, in Philosophy
Doctoral Dissertation: Self Concept and Self Interest: A Study of Thomas Nagel's The Possibility
of Altruism
PETER ALLAN SIVER, in Botany: Phycology and Morphology
Doctoral Dissertation: Morphological Control and Physiology of Scenedesmus Strain 170
STEVEN PRENTICE SKINNER, in Agricultural Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: Production Response and Structural Change in the Connecticut,
Massachusetts, and New Hampshire Egg Industries Resulting from Adjustments in the Level
of Freight Rates
JAMES CHARLES SKRIDULIS, in Fluid Dynamics
Doctoral Dissertation: Tidal Motion in Long Island Sound
LAURA STEVENS SMART, in Human Development and Family Relations: Family Studies
Doctoral Dissertation: Gender Role Identity, Feminist Ideology, and Career and Family Commit-
ment of Twelfth Grade Girls in New England
DAVID SCOTT SMITH, in Education: Educational Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of the Relationship between Cognitive Level and
Behavioral Characteristics of Handicapped and Non-Handicapped Preschoolers
RUTH AusTA SMITH, in Education: Professional Higher Education Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: Proposed Policy Directions for Nursing Education Based upon
Areas of Agreement among Administrators from the Four Types of Preparatory Programs
for Nursing
ROBERT JAY SMULLIN, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: Identification and Analysis of Misconceptions in Health and Nutrition
Held by Selected College Students in New England
SUSAN SPIGGLE, in Sociology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Emergence of a Social Movement: Nineteenth Century Women's
Rights
CHARLES FREDERICK STEIN, in English
Doctoral Dissertation: The Secret of the Black Chrysanthemum: Charles Olson's Use of the
Writings of C. G. Jung
PAUL FRANCIS STIMsoN, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Effect of the Superintendent's Behavior on the Internal
Decision Making Process of Administrative School Councils, Utilizing Lindblom's Partisan
Mutual Adjustment Theory
SWAMI SARVAANANDA MA, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: The Integral Yoga School in Historical Perspective
ELEANOR CATHERINE SWANSON, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Household Task Allocation in a Rural Mexican Community
PAULA AIMEE BALLANTYNE SZABO, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Professional Role, and Type and Degree of Handicapping
Condition on the Perceived Importance of Evaluative Data on Handicapped Children
CHAISAGNA TAERATANACHAI, in Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Fundamental Studies of the Effect of Various Stresses on the Molecular
Weight and the Molecular Weight Distribution of Polyolefins
VICTOR LAWRENCE TAYLOR, in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: Influence of Defects on the Ultrasonic Attenuation of Dielectric Crystals
BRUCE EDWARD ToMczuK, in Pharmaceutical Science: Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Chemistry
Doctoral Dissertation: Approaches to the Synthesis of Des-4-Azapenicillin
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COLETTE BIBEAU TRAILOR, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Role Clarification upon Regular Classroom Teachers'
Participation in and Satisfaction with the Child Study Team Process
MICHAEL ANTHONY TUCCHIO, in Applied Mechanics
Doctoral Dissertation: Determination of Dynamic Structural Stresses from Experimental and
Modal Analyses
JAMES PATRICK TUDESCO, in History: Modern European
Doctoral Dissertation: Missionaries and French Imperialism: The Role of Catholic Missionaries in
French Colonial Expansion, 1880-1905
XANTHE VAFOPOULOU-MANDALOS, in Developmental Biology
Doctoral Dissertation: Regulation of Hemoglobin Production in Chironomus thummi By
Juvenile Hormone and Ecdysterone
MARK VEDDER, in Physics
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of Ne' + Hz, Dz; Ne° + Dz, and Dt + H2 Collisions in the Low
keV Energy Range
DOUGLAS WILLIAM VELTRE, in Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Korovinski: The Ethnohistorical Archaeology of an Aleut and Russian
Settlement on Atka Island, Alaska
RANJIT VOHRA, in Economics
Doctoral Dissertation: Three Essays on Optimal Endogenous Technological Progress
ROBERT BERNARD WALTER, in Materials Science: Polymer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: The Application of Coupled Chromatography to the Analysis of Anti-
oxidants in Polyolefins
PAUL JHY-SHING WANG, in Materials Science: Polymer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: Studies on Polymer Eractionation: 1. Preparatory Scale Recycle Gel
Permeation Chromatography; 2. Molecular Weight Changes During Thermal Aging in the
Presence of Metals
RICHARD WARREN, in Education: Administration
Doctoral Dissertation: A Comparative Analysis of the Perceived Human, Technical, and Con-
ceptual Competencies of Selected Elementary School Principals, Community School
Directors, Human Service Agency Directors, and Human Service Project Administrators
CHARLES RUSSELL WEBER, in Fluid Dynamics
Doctoral Dissertation: Hydrodynamic Stability of an Axisymmetric, Viscous, Non-Parallel Jet
MARY M. WELLMAN, in Education: Educational Psychology
Doctoral Dissertation: Relationships among Cerebral Laterality, Hand Position while Writing,
Reading Ability, and WISC Subtest Performance
DEBRA SUSAN LINOWITZ WENTZ, in French
Doctoral Dissertation: Les contes d'une grand'etere ou George Sand pedagogue
SHERYLE J. WHITCHER, in Psychology: Social
Doctoral Dissertation: The Effects of Sex, Psychological Gender-Type, and Social Evaluation of
Competition on Competitive Behavior and Several Achievement-Related Variables
JOHN KENNETH WHITE, in Political Science: American Political System
Doctoral Dissertation: The Fractured Electorate: Social Change and the Political Parties in
Southern New England
KEVIN DAVID WOLTER, in Materials Science: Polymer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: A Study of the Degradation Products of Electrically and Thermally
Stressed Polyethylene
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ROMANGER J. WORTHEN, in Education: Secondary
Doctoral Dissertation: An Investigation of the Relationships between Students' Performance on
a Functional Literacy Test and Selected Achievement Variables
DENIS G. WRIGHT, in Biobehavioral Science: Biological Anthropology
Doctoral Dissertation: Demographic Techniques for Small Human Populations: An Examination
of Several Communities from Early Connecticut, 1633-1849
JEAN ANNE WYLD, in Zoology
Doctoral Dissertation: The Characteristics of Reptilian Keratins: An Analysis of the Molecular
Events Associated with the Evolution of the Vertebrate Epidermis
SHOU-CHUNG YANG, in Computer Science
Doctoral Dissertation: Optimal Realization of Computations in a Multiprocessing Environment
PAUL NEIL ZIONTS, in Education: Special
Doctoral Dissertation: Differences among Inner-City Juvenile Delinquents, Inner-City Non-
Delinquents, and a Norm Group with Regard to Five Affective Variables
SUSAN FRANCIS ZLOTLOW, in Psychology: Clinical
Doctoral Dissertation: Therapist Physical Attractiveness: Are All Analogues Alike?
RICHARD JOHN ZuRoMsKI, in Education: Technical and Industrial
Doctoral Dissertation: The Perceptions of Local, Key Decision-Making School Personnel
Relative to Competency Requirements for a High School Diploma
ARMED SERVICES COMMISSION
Each year the President of the United States, through the Secretary of Defense, grants
commissions to The University of Connecticut students in the Regular Service and in the
Reserve Corps.
SECOND LIEUTENANTS, REGULAR ARMY
PAUL P. BZOWYCKYJ, Military Intelligence
BRIAN A. KELLER, Military Intelligence
PETER G. PETRIDES, Infantry
MANUEL L. QUITERIO, III, Unassigned
RONALD A. VANDENDOLDER, Chemical Corps
SECOND LIEUTENANTS, ARMY RESERVE
ROBERT B. AILLERY	 STEVEN JACOBS
BONNIE D. BINKS	 CLIFFORD M. Lo VERME
MARJORIE M. Cox 	 MICHAEL A. NESTOR
RAELENE L. CRONIN	 CHERYL A. PAWELCZYK
MARK H. DEAN	 ROBERT D. PORELL.
LARRY S. FRENCH	 PHILLIP M. SCHEIBER
JOEL J. GRAEBE	 FREDERICK R. SCHWARZKOPF
WILLIAM A. GRABOWSKI 	 PETE VELLUCCI
SESECOND LIEUTENANTS, AIR FORCE RESERVE
MICHAEL L. ALBERTS	 STEVEN F. FLYNN
MARK F. AMELL	 MARK GALLANT
DAVID G. BEGIN	 GEOFFREY I. KANNER
BRIAN C. BERGDAHL	 STEVEN E. KELLER
AMY CARSON BOND	 ROBERT K. LINDNER
JARVIS BROWN	 WILLIAM C. MARKLEY
STEVEN A. CABANISS	 ANDREI D. RAGOZA
CELESTE CLINKENBEARD	 JACQUELINE A. RING
JOHN F. CLOUTIER	 STEPHEN J. WIGHT
DANIEL J. FEINGOLD	 CHRISTOPHER D. ZAWODNIAK
EILEEN S. FERENCE	 JACQUELYN S. ZIPFEL
DOUGLAS O. FINGLES
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THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMAS IN EDUCATION
The Professional Diploma in Education is awarded for the completion of an approved
program of study beyond the master's degree directed toward specialization in an area of
professional education.
LEONIE B. ABBOOD
WILLIAM MICHAEL ABRUZZESE, JR.
LARRY DALE ALLEN
JOSEPH J. ALUBICKI, JR.
MARY Lou BARGNESI
CYNTHIA BELFER
PRISCILLA RUPERTI BOIVIN
RICHARD BROOMFIELD
CHARLES T. BRUSSO
MICHAEL J. BuzzI III
WILLIAM G. CAMP, JR.
GILBERT W. CASS
STANLEY CHALON
KATHERINE V. CHESTER
LEONARD PAUL COPES
TONY DAVID CRESPI
EDWARD JAMES DEVLIN
LILLIAN DOUVILLE
DAN EPPINGER
LOUISE MARIE FIENGO
ELLEN S. FINGERET
SANDRA M. Fox
VIRGINIA E. GARLAND
ALBERT S. GIBBS
JOAN GUSTAFSON GAVETTE GILLEO
CARMEN L. GRECO
THOMAS DANIEL HEALEY
EDWARD J. HEFFERNAN
JOHN S. HICHWA
ROBERT P. HORAN
JOHN H. KIVELA
WILLIAM D. KLINE
CLAIRE S. KRAUSE
MICHAEL DAVID LEAHY
JAMES W. LYNCH
ROSEMARY G. LYNCH
SANDRA PAULA MACAIONE
JOHN F. MARCHETTI
WILMA MARSH
RUTH VIVIAN ROBINSON MARTIN
SISTER M. ADMIRABILIS MCBRIEN
PATRICIA A. MCTIGUE
MCLAUGHLIN
MARY JANE MCQUARRIE
LYNN A. MONTEMURRO
M. ELINOR NIEDBALA
LAWRENCE L. NOCERA
EUGENE PETER NOCERA
JOHN PATRICK O'COIN
JOANNE PARR
DEBBIE NEUHAUSER PEPIN
ERNESTO CARTAGENA PEREZ
A. RAY PETTY III
DIANE C. PIAGESI
ANN PICKENS
WILLIAM JOHN PROVOST
GARY THOMAS PULCINELLA
CHRISTINE CONWAY REESE
CAROL ANNE ROBBINS
JUDITH H. ROSENBERG
LARRY E. RUTLEDGE
PAUL F. RYAN
ELIZABETH C. SHIBLES
DONALD WALTER SIERAKOWSKI
RONALD WAYNE STOCKMAN
JANE F. SKEHAN
PAUL SMOTAS
BEVERLY HILTON TAPPAN
MARK EDMUND TOBIN
DAVID A. WALKER
EDWARD DANIEL WILKINSON
SINCLAIR WILKINSON
FRANCIS W. ZBIKOWSKI, JR.
Fifty-four
RETIRING MEMBERS OF THE PROFESSIONAL STAFF
KENT BANNING, University Coordinator of Dining Halls
February 16, 1957 to June 1, 1979
JAMES BAUER, Professor of Allied Health Professions
September 1, 1952 to October 1, 1979
ERIC W. CARLSON, Professor of English
September 16, 1942 to December 1, 1979
JOHN F. CAWLEY, Professor of Education
September 16, 1964 to October 1, 1979
SUMNER M. COHEN, Director of Residential Life
September 1, 1946 to January 1, 1981
MARY E. COE, University Hospital Medical Technologist III
September 11, 1961 to August 1, 1979
EDMOND H. CURCURU, Professor of Management & Administrative Sciences
September 1, 1965 to October 1, 1979
FREDERICK H. DECKER, Assistant Professor of Chemistry
September 16, 1960 to September 15, 1962
September 16, 1962 to December 1, 1979
HARRY DEST, JR., Assistant Director, Controller's Office
January 3, 1964 to September 1, 1979
LLOYD DUFF, Specialist IV in the Division of Athletics
September 16, 1954 to October 1, 1979
ELSIE FETTERMAN, Professor of Family Economics & Management
September 1, 1966 to November 1, 1979
PATRICK E. FONTANE, JR., Director of the Waterbury Campus
September 16, 1946 to December 1, 1979
ELEANOR GILL, Professor and Dean of Nursing
June 26, 1967 to January 1, 1980
VINCENT J. GLENNON, Professor of Education and Director of the
Mathematical Education Center
September 16, 1969 to October 1, 1980
VINTON B. HAAS, JR., Professor of Electrical Engineering
September 1, 1950 to September 1, 1953
September 1, 1956 to October 1, 1979
RUSSELL T. HARRINGTON, Key Teacher in Business Education at E. O. Smith
High School
September 1, 1958 to September 1, 1979
ROBERT HEWES, Chief of Computer Systems and Data Processing
August 1, 1965 to July 1, 1980
RUSSELL E. HIBBARD, County Extension Agent
January 1, 1950 to January 1, 1980
VERA KASKA, Professor of Physical Therapy
October 1, 1956 to October 1, 1980
Fifty-five
ESTELLE KEANE, Associate Professor of Clothing
October 1, 1961 to October 1, 1979
GLEN KILNER, Director of the Torrington Campus
July 8, 1957 to July 1, 1980
DORIS A. LANE, Professor and Assistant Director of Home Economics Extension
June 1, 1955 to December 1, 1979
WERNER A. LuTz, Professor of Social Work
September 16, 1966 to December 1, 1979
WILLIAM MASTERTON, Professor of Chemistry
September 16, 1955 to December 1, 1979
ROBERT B. NORRIS, Professor of Educational Administration
September 1, 1960 to April 1, 1980
A. ROBERT ROLLIN, Professor of Psychology
September 16, 1952 to October I, 1980
JOSEFINA ROMO-ARREGUI, Professor of Romance and Classical Languages
September 16, 1963 to October 1, 1979
WILLIAM H. ROE, Professor of Education
September 1, 1965 to October 1, 1980
CHARLES A. SEARING, University Librarian III
October 1, 1964 to December 1, 1979
EUGENE SHELLY, Associate Professor of Mathematics
September 16, 1962 to October 1, 1980
DONALD M. SKAUEN, Professor of Pharmacy
September 16, 1948 to October 1, 1979
VIRGINIA SLOUGHTER, Assistant Professor of English at the Stamford Campus
September 16, 1956 to October 1, 1980
ARNOLD C. SMITH, Professor of Dairy Manufacturing
September 16, 1952 to June 1, 1979
JOHN T. STOCK, Professor of Chemistry
February 1, 1956 to October 1, 1979
DANIEL W. TALMADGE, Associate Professor of Poultry Science
September 1, 1949 to October 1, 1979
BARBARA TEASDALE, Associate Professor of Allied Health Professions
September I, 1956 to January 1, 1981
ALEXANDER F. WELLS, Professor of Chemistry
September 16, 1968 to April 1, 1980
MARGUERITE B. WHITE, Professor and Associate Dean of Nursing
September 10, 1970 to November I, 1980
LEANDER F. WILLIAMS, Professor of Pathobiology
October 1, 1936 to October 1, 1980
MILTON J. WROBLESKI, Director of Internal Budget
December 10, 1956 to October 31, 1979
Fifty-six
DEANS AND MARSHALS
University Marshal
MAX B. THATCHER
Schools and College Deans and Marshals
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources, ... Edwin J. Kersting, Dean	 Kirvin L. Knox, Marshal
Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture 	
 John P. H. Brand, Director	 Henry G. Haalck, Marshal
School of Allied Health Professions 
	
 Polly A. Fitz, Dean — Patricia W. Gillespie, Marshal
School of Business Administration 	 Ronald J. Patten, Dean	 Ann Huckenbeck, Marshal
School of Dental Medicine 	 Harald Loe, Dean — Philip T. Levine, Marsha!
School of Education 	 Mark R. Shibles, Dean	 Katherine Loheyde, Marshal
School of Engineering 	
 Peter W. McFadden, Dean — G. Michael Howard, Marshal
Division of Extended & Continuing Education Galvin G. Gall, Dean — W. Matt McLoughlin, Marshal
School of Fine Arts 
	 Jerome M. Birdman, Dean — Donald L. Murray, Marshal
Graduate School 	 Anthony T. DiBenedetto, Vice President — Herbert Kaufman, Marshal
School of Home Economics and Family Studies Robert G. Ryder, Dean — Laurence H. Lang, Marshal
School of Law 	
 Phillip I. Blumber, Dean —Peter A. Lane, Marshal
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
	
 Julius A. Elias, Dean — Gloria M. Brine, Marshal
School of Medicine 
	 Robert U. Massey, Dean — Steven J. Bongard, Marshal
School of Nursing 	
 Marlene Kramer, Dean — Marguerite B. White, Marshal
School of Pharmacy 	
 Arthur E. Schwarting, Dean — Karl A. Nieforth, Marshal
THE PROCESSIONAL
In the processional, faculty-appointed student representatives will carry the School or College
banner.
The banner colors identifying the candidate groups are as follows:
College and School of Agriculture 	
 Brown and Yellow
School of Allied Health Professions 	
 Green
School of Business Administration 	
 Almond
School of Dental Medicine 	
 Lilac and Gold
School of Education 	
 Light Blue
School of Engineering 	
 Orange
Division of Extended and Continuing Education 	
 Blue and Brown
School of Fine Arts 	
 Brown and Pink
The Graduate School
Masters Candidates 	
 Blue, White and Gold
Doctor of Philosophy 	
 Gold
School of Home Economics and Family Studies 
	
 Maroon
School of Law 	 Purple
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
	
 White and Yellow
School of Medicine 	
 Green and Gold
School of Nursing 	 Apricot
School of Pharmacy 	
 Olive
At the University Commencement the University Marshal wears a ceremonial gown of blue and white.
The School and College Marshals wear blue beefeater caps.
Fifty-seven
CAPS AND GOWNS
Academic caps and gowns represent a tradition which has come down from the universities of
the Middle Ages. They were once common forms of clothing and were retained by the clergy when the
laity adopted more modern dress. The early European universities were founded by the church; the
students, being clerics, were obliged to wear prescribed gowns and caps at all times.
The usual color for gowns in America is black, though some universities are gradually adopting
colors representative of their institutions. Hoods are lined with the college colors and are trimmed
with the color appropriate to the degree:
Agriculture 	  Maize 	 Medicine 	  Green
Arts and Letters 	  White 	 Music 	  Pink
Business 	 Drab 	 Nursing 	  Apricot
Dental Medicine 	  Lilac 	 Pharmacy 	  Olive Green
Divinity 	  Scarlet 	 Philosophy 	  Dark Blue
Education 	  Light Blue 	 Physical Education 	 Sage Green
Engineering 	 Orange 	 Public Health 	  Salmon Pink
Fine Arts 	  Brown 	 Science 	 Golden Yellow
Forestry 	  Russet 	 Social Work 	 Citron
Law 	  Purple
Caps are usually black. The tassel for the Bachelor of Arts, Science, and Engineering may be of
the color distinctive of the degree, and the tassel for the Doctor of Philosophy may be made of gold
thread.
THE MACE
THE MACE, carried by Professor Fred A. Cazel, Jr., Moderator of the University Senate,
was first used in 1962. It is used on all occasions of academic ceremony at the University. At today's
Commencement, the entry of the Mace heralds the arrival of the academic procession.
The audience is requested to remain seated, so that all may see the procession. The Mace will
be presented at the center of the stage while all those marching are taking their places.
THE BATON
THE BATON, carried by the University Marshal, Professor Max B. Thatcher, was specifically
designed for ceremonial activities at The University of Connecticut and was first used at the Commence-
ment in 1968. The Office of Marshal can be traced back to the medieval period, and the Baton is a
symbol of the Marshal's authority. He carries it as he leads the academic procession into and out of
the place of the ceremony.
THE MEDALLION
THE SILVER MEDALLION, worn by John A. DiBiaggio, President, was first used at the time of
the University's Silver Anniversary. It hangs on a silver chain of special design, in which each link
represents one of the University's Schools or Colleges. Each link consists of a cloisonne circle engraved
with a design appropriate for the particular school and enamelled with the traditional school or college
colors.
Fifty-eight
COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 	 OTHER SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES (Field House)
(Auditorium)
Processional Marshals 	 Processional Marshals
Ronald E. Coons 	 Lynn R. Brown
William M. Curtin 	 Wendell H. Hovey
John G. Douglas 	 E. Russell Johnston
Jack H. Lamb
	 William J. Kelleher
Alfred J. Mannebach
	
Donald M. Kinsman
Audrey Miller 	 Robert A. McDonald
John W. Vlandis 	 Wilbur J. Widmer
GRADUATE SCHOOL
(Auditorium)
Hooding Marshals	 Processional Marshals
Ronald E. Coons 	 A. William Hoglund
Javid Jordan 	 Donald M. Kinsman
Rein Laak 	 I. Ridgway Davis
Victor E. Scottron 	 John Tanaka
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE
(Storrs)
Frank W Ballard
Katharine J. Brown
Thomas J. Burke
Fred A. Cazel, Jr.
John B. Greiner
Francis J. Kuchta
Donald L. Murray
Archibald Stuart
Thomas A. Suits
Max B. Thatcher, Chairman
THE SCHOOL OF LAW
(Hartford)
Hooding Marshals	 Processional Marshals
Robert L. Bard
	
Wendy W. Susco
Clifford Davis 	 Colin C. Tait
Howard R. Sacks 	 Terry J. Tondro
Carol Ann Weisbrod
THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
(Health Center—Farmington)
Hooding Marshals
Dominick L. Cinti
E. Marvin Henken
Douglas J. Macko
Clarence L. Trummel
Processional Marshals
Philip B. Conran
John Cotmore
Andrew E. Poole
Anthony Voytovich
Fifty-nine
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE
(Farmington)
Steven J. Bongard
Marie V. Cassetta
Dominick L. Cinti
John Garofalo
E. Marvin Henken
Greg Johnson
Douglas J. Macko
Robert Mailloux
Rebecca Moroose
Richard Popham
Clarence L. Trummel
Philip T. Levine, Chairman
Sixty
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
NINETY-SEVENTH COMMENCEMENT
May 18, 1980
COMMENCEMENT DAY at The University of Connecticut is a time of
ceremony and pageantry, some of it representing traditions dating back to
medieval times. These notes on the history of the University and the commence-
ment ceremony are offered in the hope that they will be of interest to the spec-
tators, particularly those who may never have viewed the event previously.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT WAS FOUNDED as the Storrs
Agricultural School in 1881 and its name was changed to the Storrs Agricultural
College in 1893 at the time it became a land-grant college. In 1933 it became the
Connecticut State College, and in 1939 the present name, The University of Con-
necticut, became official. In addition to the main campus at Storrs, there are the
Schools of Law and Social Work on a new campus in West Ha rtford and the
Schools of Medicine and Dental Medicine in Farmington. There are five two-year
campuses located in Hartford, Stamford, Torrington, Waterbury, and Avery
Point, Groton (Southeastern). In addition, the University operates a Marine
Research Laboratory at Noank, an Institute of Marine research at Avery Point,
and agricultural extension offices in Brooklyn, Danbury, Haddam, Ha rtford,
Litchfield, Norwich, Rockville, Storrs, and Wallingford.
The University has an enrollment of over 22,000 students. At Storrs there are
over 12,300 undergraduates and more than 3,300 graduate students, representing,
in addition to the students from the United States, some fifty nations. The
organization of the University as a whole includes sixteen different schools and
colleges and the Graduate School.
This year the University will award over 4,700 degrees. Of these approx-
imately 3,200 are bachelor's degrees, 1,200 master's degrees, 175 Juris Doctor
degrees, 45 Doctor of Dental Medicine degrees, 85 Doctor of Medicine degrees,
and 200 Doctor of Philosophy degrees. Also to be awarded are 50 certificates in
the two-year Ratcliffe Hicks School of Agriculture.
Baton
THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY, due to the size of the
graduating class, has now been divided into five parts. Two morning
ceremonies are devoted to the awarding of bachelor's degrees and
certificates. One starting at 10:00 a.m. is held for the School of
Education, and for the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences in the
Auditorium. The other, starting at 11:30 a.m. is held for all other
undergraduate schools and colleges in the Field House. These dif-
ferent starting times enable certain officials to be present at both
ceremonies. The president, the governor, the speaker, and others at-
tend the proceedings in the Auditorium and the Field House. A third
ceremony for the Graduate Schools is held at 3:30 p.m. in the
Auditorium. A fourth ceremony for the School of Law is held on a
different date (Saturday, May 17, 1980), in Hanford. A fifth
ceremony is held by the Schools of Dental Medicine and Medicine,
also on a different date (Saturday, May 31, 1980), at the Health
Center in Farmington.
THE PROCESSION in the morning begins with the candidates for
graduation entering both the Auditorium and the Field House. Each
ceremony, as well as the graduate ceremony in the afternoon, is
heralded by the ceremonial trumpets which were obtained especially
for the University commencement. Banners, carried by student mar-
shals, precede the students into the areas of the ceremonies. These
banners, having the colors of each school and college, were also
designed specifically for the commencement.
The appearance of the bearer of the mace signals the start of
the academic procession. The University marshal, carrying the
baton,' leads the president, governor, speaker, clergyman, the
Board of Trustees, vice-presidents, deans, other University officials,
and the faculty, and their appearance on the stage is the signal for the
ceremonies to begin.
THE ACADEMIC GOWNS, HOODS, AND REGALIA represent
more than elegance or colorful attire. The medallion* worn by the
president was especially designed for University ceremonies. The
gowns and hoods of the University marshal and the assistant marshal
were also made specifically for University ceremonies and represent
the official colors of national flag blue and white. The blue velvet
"beefeater" hats are worn by the marshals who assist in conducting
the ceremonies.
Academic gowns represent a tradition that began in the
medieval period, and they were most practical in university buildings
which were well known for their lack of proper heating.
The bachelor's gown is a full length robe with long sleeves and
closes in the front.
The master's gown is made somewhat fuller, and has elbow
length sleeves. A hood is worn over the shoulders and the colors
represent both the university and the field of scholarship.
'See official program for description
The doctor's gown is again somewhat fuller in design and h as
full and long sleeves. The gown may, or may not, close in front
depending upon the design. The velvet band around the neck and
down the opening in the front of the gown may be in black, or it may
be a color to represent the area of learning. In addition, there are
velvet bars on the sleeves. The hood is bordered with velvet, the color
of the velvet representing the field of scholarship. The lining, often
with large chevron, bears the colors of the university from which the
wearer received his degree. (Some of these colors of scholarship are
listed in the official program.)
THE AWARDING OF DEGREES at The University of Connecticut
is accomplished by a two-fold process. First, the c andidates for
degrees proceed to the platform, are congratulated by the ad-
ministrative officers of their school or college, and return to their
seats. They are then officially presented by the dean and the marshal
of the appropriate school or college. Second, when all c andidates
have been duly presented, the President of the University formally
confers the degree. This is accomplished verbally at the time that he
speaks the words:
"By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Trustees of The
University of Connecticut, and subject to due confirmation, I confer
upon you the Certificate, appropriate Bachelor's Degree, Master's
Degree, Juris Doctor, Doctor of Dental Medicine, Doctor of
Medicine, or Doctor of Philosophy for which you have been presented
at this Ninety-seventh Commencement of the University."
THE RECESSIONAL of officials and faculty move through the
graduates who, along with the audience, remain in their places until
the ceremony is thus concluded.
THE SEATING OF THE CANDIDATES is arranged as follows:
(a) In the Auditorium in the morning, all students of the School of
Education are seated in the three sections across in the front of
the Auditorium. The students of the College of Libert A rts and
Sciences are seated directly behind in the same three sections.
(b) In the Field House in the morning, the students are seated ac-
cording to the school or college from which they are graduating.
(c) In the Auditorium in the afternoon, the candidates of the
Graduate School are arranged (facing the stage) as follows:
Doctor of Philosophy — center section
Master of Arts, Master of Social Work, Master of Public Af-
fairs, Master of Fine Arts, Master of Music, Master of Dental
Sciences — left section
Master of Science, Master of Business Administration, —
right section
Baton
THE SEATING OF THE ADM INISTRATION AND FACULTY is as follows:
(a) In the Auditorium, the University officials, members of the Board of
Trustees, and participants in the ceremony, are seated on stage, while the
members of the faculty are arranged in tiers behind them.
(b) In the Field House, the University officials, members of the Board of
Trustees, and participants in the ceremony are seated on the platform, while
the members of the faculty are arranged on each side of the platform.
USED DURING COMMENCEMENT
A — ALBERT N. JORGENSEN AUDITORIUM
— School of Education, and College of Liberal A rts and Sciences ceremony, 10:00 a.m.
— Graduate School ceremony, 3:30 p.m.
B — FIELD HOUSE
— Ceremony for all other undergraduate schools and colleges, 11:30 a.m.
C — ROTC BUILDING
— All students participating in the commencement ceremonies obtain and return caps and gowns
here .
D — Area where procession forms for morning Jorgensen Auditorium ceremony for the School of
Education, and for the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
E — Area where procession forms for morning Field House ceremony for all other undergraduate
schools and colleges.
F — Student Union.
G — School of Engineering Building.
H — School of Pharmacy Building.
